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_ On Monday; February 14, 2011, 
wamp ana-rchist.s and ~ foum -l editors 

strapped on heir deve'loper~skin harnesses 
ana himmied up several pine tr~es t~ ~efend 683 

acres of endangeTed Florida na woods. ~a1led the 
Briger Forest, this tract is. o·ne of th last forests of HS 

ki d in_ Southeast lO:rida . . 1'he biotech c mpany, Scripps·, 
wants to supplant h1s .. .1 h piece of•,Florida fi·erJtage, replete 

with threatene _ and oangered species like · hand fe-rn, b-ald · 
eagle, wood stork, bromeliad and gopher tortoi-se, with a new 
Biotech City. Scripps and its affiliates have worked hand-in =,barid ~ 
with Phillip Morris, Kraft Foods, Primate Products ' Inc, No~rtts 
and Monsanto to perform tests on primates and other animil in
order to genetiGally engineer industrial products hat destioy; th~ 
Earth as well as toxic. drugs that pollute the m;ental ,env-iron~B:t . 
. As we go to ·print, the canopy, occupation G'ontirru ~s~~':'~-.t.•-t!-.A;!.c-W 

vivisection, .deJor.estatio~ and he. coTporate owne+,s:hi 
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photos by Cheshire 
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by A Khimki Butterfly 
Russian anarchists pick up the monkey 
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1"":111-..r by Anna Willow . 
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by Melanie Jay Martin 
Direct action for the 
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by Various . · _ 
30 years ofhila;ious mishaps. outlandish behav-

ior and good, solid actions' "' 
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by Russ McSpadden . · 
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by Anonymous 
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@ ~ditorial @. 

'~Earth First! (EF) is a movement that supports 
environmental protection through grassroots organizing, 
dvil disobedience, vandalism, and property destruction. 
Similar to other eco-terror or animal extremist ":grimps, EF 
has no single leadership, but rather. small autonomous cells 
or individuals. EF has routinely employed direct action•· 

, resistance tactics, notably equipment sabotage and arson." 

] . 

Acc.i'dentally released in !the same FOIA, one 
Emergency Response Plan ·includes a telling "Hazard 
and Vulnerability Analysis". The paper paints a 
picture of a ju~tice system turned inside out, insisting 
that "Correctional center disturbances and riots are 
happening more frequently" due to "overcrowding", 
"corruption", "staff brutality", ."lack of programs", 
l'Jack of medical aid", "lack of educati9n", "poor 

· food quality", · "poor grievance policy", "poor 
There you have it, our very own government-saFi.c- commuriications", and "drastic changes in policy". 

tioned definition, adorning page 68 of a 2009 docu- But when it comes to "civil disturbances" (protests and 
ment entitled Virginia Terrorism Assessment Threat, acci- the like) nq valid rationale is proffered. We are .told that 
dentally released by the Virginia Fusion Center, a local "protestors are becoming more proficient in the meth
law-enforcement affiliate of the Department of Home- ods of assembly", but flO mention is made of alienating 
land Security (DHS), during a routine Freedom of lnfor- militarization that's as unsustainable as ice in the desert, 
mation Act (FOIA) request inJanua;ry of this year. · redoubled by dispossession and environmental destruc-

Should we question .the competence of a secretive tion that is unparalleled in human history. 
"Homeland Secl}rity" agency that acci.dentally re- If law enforcement admitted the rationale for large 
leases documents? Forget that they got their infor- scale protests, they would have to get over their own 
mation wrong-Earth Fiqt! does not have any ·offi- cognitive dissonance. They would actually have to 
cial stance on prop~rty destruction, and Earth First! think of putting the Earth first, and honoring those 
groups are not commonly known to partake in such of us who do so. 
actions. In the document, our logo starids nienac- Since the a.ttempted assassination of Arizona rep
ingly between the puppy-hugging ALF and the elves resentative Gabrieile Giffords, many have taken note 
of the Earth Liberation Front. We're_ the other green ' · that ·law enforcement has been wasting far too much 
fist-not As-Sabiqun , the pan-Islamic group whose time on peaceful, mostly-law-abiding groups like an
involvement in anti-war protests, prison outreach, ti-war pro.testors and Earth First!, while Sarah Palin's 
and (gasp) fundraising has landed their green fist gun-toting disciples are free to .f!lll amok. (That's not 
squarely on page 44. to say that fol~ courted by the Right, in general, are 

LiKe most of the law enforcement documents re- totally off-base. Traditional and conservative com
leased to the public, accidentally or through legal · ll}unities are often fighting for the same place-based 
channels, this DHS documen speaks authoritatively' ethics that give a lot of the US its a,ctivis~ grass roots 
without grace or understanding. It even goes so far . across the political spectrum.) 
as to admit an "intelligence gap" on the question of A look back at the US Justice Department's 2003 
"leadership overlap" between Earth First!, the .ELF, report, The Federal Bureau of Investigation's Efforts to 
and what they call "Greenpeace/Rainforest Action Improve the. Sharing ·of Intelligence and Other Informa
Network." What's this? Have Greenpeace and Rainfor- tion, provides some insight on the internal conflicts 
est Action Network merged? W~s this a hostile take- between the State and industry interests: "[T]he FBI's 
over? Wilt' they finally be able to contend with the priority mission to prevent high-consequence terror-

. · big boys-you know, the Sjerra Club/ Audubon Sod- isf acts would be enhanced if the Counterterrorism 
ety/Sea Shepherd merger that happened back in '04?1 Division did not have to spend time and t esources on 
We're talking about a chimeric intelligence gap that lower-threat activities by social protestors." The Jus
Crime Intel programmers have been hacking away at tice Department went further by insisting the FBI fo
for some time. cus on "P.omestic terrorist activities aimed at cteating 



mass c;:1sualties or destroying critical' infra~tructure, 'rather 
than information on social protests and domestic radicals' 
criminal activities." The FBI refused, explaining -that envic 
roJ?mentalist direct action has ."caused considerable damage 
to the, US ec~nomy: ~ ·Damage, no doubt, that Sarah Palin's 
own faux-environmentalist posturing does not encourage. 

We understand by no~ that e.conomics and ecology don't . 
make for good ~dfellow.s. That's why it was hot surprising to 

learn that the FBI ha:s. been so busy protecting US economic 
interests·that they committed up to 40,000 "intelligence vio
lations" docum~nted between 2001-2008. In persecution ·of 
Earth First!, as well as qf other movements, the FBI accessed 
password protected files Without warrants, took years to as-

, sess complaints, and m,isused evidence to get Grand Jury sub
poenas. While this i:s consistent with wpat we __ know of th'e 
US justice systeqt, _this evidence exposes a more widespread 
campaign of deception concerning activists.' 

Our movement ·is con'sidered dangerous, not because of 
vandaiism or civil disobedience, but because of its connec
tion to nature and desire to defend land-based cultures. 
Perhaps the "authdrities see the roots spreading, evidenced 
by specific · exampl~s, like alliances between Appalachian 
Mountain Jqstio~·· and Black Mesa Indigenqus Support, and 
more generally, advocacy for prisoQ.ers, immigrants and 
the dispossessed.' Earth First! has cross-pollinated these sort 
of efforts fot mul.tiple decades, because of its biocentrism, 
not in spite of it. ·uke. the sweeping revolutions of the Arab 
world this year and ·the mass protests throughout Wiscon
sin,_ Ohlp, Indiana and Illinois, etc., our movement has the 
potential to rise from the roots of human outrage. 

In nearly two and a half years working at the Journal, dat: 
ing back to my first mailing party in October 2008, I wit
nessed frequent ' attempts to pigeon hole the movement; 
from bo'th participants and onlookers. I have found that it's 
better just 't.o knqw what the movement stands for-deep 
ecology, no-compromise, biocentric direct action-and 
move from there. The movement cannot be defined beyond 
that, least ofatl by the DHS or FBI. 

Everywhere we look, new foims of struggle are emerging. 
As this issue of the Journal goes to print, ~e have asked 
ourselves, "Where does Earth First! belong in the midst of the 
new?" Now we pose this question· to you, our readers and 
contributors. . ' 1 

I leave the JournaJ after this issue knowing that, although I 
do not agree with everything I helped publish, I always tried 
to let Earth First! speak for itself. 

-Sasha 

[EDITORS' NoTE: The. remaining editorial collective would like 
to say, "We'll miss you Sash,a. Your contributions to this Jo:umal 
and the movement are an inspiration. Our love goes out to you 
and your new family. Keep keepin'·itwild!'1 
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BY }EFFREY ST. CLAIR . 
I -· ·· 

. . 
~e defendants were indigent and the court appointed 

.~a lawyer 'to repre~ent them. A few weeks later a trial 
was convened in Savign.ys·seigneurial court. Before a crowd
ed room, witnesses were called. Evidence was presented and 
legal arguments hotly-debated. The justices considered the 
faqs.and the law and-rendered a verdict and a s~ntence. The 
mother was pronounced guilty and ordered to qe hanged 
to death by her l~gs .fr~m the limb of the gallows tree. Her 
six children,_ however, received a judidal pardon. The court 
accepted the defense lawyer's argument that the youngsters 
lacked the m~ntaf competence to have corrimitted a crime 
in the eyes of-the law. The orphaned children were sent into 
custodial care at the expense of the state. 

This is an mteresting case to be sure, featuring important 
lessoris about the legal rights of the po6r and the hist~ric. 
roots~ of ·juvehile justice in western jurisprudence, lessons 
that_ seem entirely lost on· our current "tradition-obses~ed" 
Supreme Court. But here's the kicker: the defendants in these 
proceedings were not q1embers of c;>ur species. They were, it 
must be said, a family of pigs. 

The Savigny murder case, even in its ghastly particulars, 
was unexceptioQ.al. In medieval Europe (and even colonial 
America) thousands of animals 1 were summoned to court 
and ·put on trial· for a variety of offenses, ranging from tres
passing, thievery and vandalism to rape, assault ·and murder. 
The defendants included cats, dogs, cows, sheep, go_at:S, slugs, 
swallows, oxen, horses, mules, donkeys, pigs, wolves, bears, 
bees, weevils, and termi~es. These tribunals were not show 
trials or strange festivals like Fools Day. The tribunals were 
taken seriously by both the courts and the community. 

Though now largely lost to ,history, these trials followed 
the same convoluted rules of legal procedure used in cases 

· involving humans. Indeed, as Hetailed in E. P. Evans' remark-' 
able book, TJre Criminal Prosecution and Capital Punishment of 

' Animals (1906), humans and animals were frequently tried· 
together in the saine courtroom as co-conspirators, .espedally, 
in cases of bestiality. The animal defendants were appointed 
their oWn lawyers at public expense. Animals enjoyed appeal 
rights and there are several instances when convictions were . 
overturned and sentences reduced or commuted entirely. 
Sometimes, particUlarly in Cil5eS involving pigs, the ani!D.al 
defendants were dressed in hlJ!llan clothes during court pro
ceedings and at executions. 

Animal trials were held in two distinct settings: eqdesiasti
cal coUrts and secular courts. Ecclesiastical coUrts were the 

venue of choice for cases involving the destruction of public 
resources, such as crops, or .in crimes involving the corrup
tion of public morals, such as witchcraft. or sexual congress 
between hl¥llans and beasts. The secular and royal courts 
claimed jurisdiction over cases where animals were accused 
of causing bodily harm or death to humans or, in some in-. 
stances, other animals. ~ 

When guilty verdicts were issued and a death sentence 
_imposed, a professional executioner was commissioned for 
the lethal task. Animals wen~ subjected to the same ghastly 
forms of torture and execution as were condemried humans. 
Convicted animals were lashed, put to the rack, hanged, be
headed, burned at the stake, .buried alive, stoned to death 
and drawn-and-quartered. In 14th century Sardinia, trespass
ing livestock had an ear cut-off for each offense. In an early 
application of the three-strikes-and-you're-out rule, the third 
conviction resulted in immediate execution. 

The flesh of executed animals _was never eaten. Ihstead, 
the corpses of the condenined were either burned, dumped 
in rivers or buried next to human convicts in graveyards 

. set aside for criminals and hereties. The heads of the con
. <;lernned, especially in cases of bestiality, were often displayed 
, on pikes in the town square adjacent to the heads of their 
human co-conspirators. 

The first recorded murder trial · involving an animal took 
place in 1266 at Fontenay-aux-Roses (birthplace of the paint
er· Pierre Bonnard) on the outskirts of Paris. The case involved 
a murder of an·infant girl. The defendant was a pig. Though 
the records have been lost, similar trials almost certainly date 
back to' classical Greece, 'where, according to Aristotle, secular 
trials of animals were regularly-held in the great Prytaneum 
of Athens. 

Interestingly, Thomas Aquinas's Summa Theologiae, written 
in 1269, is in part an attack on Aristotle's ideas and his "radi

/Cal acolytes" who had infiitrated the universities of thirteenth 
century Europe. 1n the Summa, Aquinas laboriously tried to 
explain the theological basis for the trials of animals. · 

While most of the animal trials, according to the records 
unearthed by'Evans, appear to have taken place 41 Fra,nce, 
Germany and Italy, nearLy every country in Europe seems 
to have put beasts on trial, including Russia, ' Pol~d, Ro
mania, Spain, Scotland and Ireland. Angloph.iles have long 
claimed that England ~o~e resisted the idea of hauling 
cows, dogs and pigs before the royal courts. But Shake

, speare suggests otherwise. In The Merchant of Venice, Portia's 
friend, the young and impetuous Gratiano, abuses Shylock, 
comparing him to a wolf that had been tried and hanged 
for murder: 

7 
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~'Thy currish spirit 
Govem'd a wolf, who, hang'd for human slaughter, 
Even from the gallows did his fell soul fleet, 
And, whilst thou lay'st in thy unhallow'd dam, 
Infus'd itself in thee .. " 

. 
Even colonial Braiil got in on the act. In 1713 a rectory at 

the Ftandscan monastery in Piedade n~ Mararihao collapsed, 
its foundation ravaged by termites. The friars lodged charges 
against the termites and an ecclesiastical inquest soon issued 
a summons deinanding that the ravenous insects appear be
. fore the court to confront the allegations against thei.i con
duct. Often in such cases, the animals who failed to heed 
the warrant were summarily convicted in default judgments. 
But these termites had a crafty lawyer. He argued ·that the ter
mites were industrious creatures, worked hard and enjoyed 

I . 
a God-given right to feed themselves. Moreover,, th~ lawyer 
declared,· the slothful habits of the friars had likely ton
tributed to the disrepair of the monastery. The monks, the 
defense lawyer argued, were merely using the local ternl.ite 

· community as an excuse for their own negligence. The judge 
returned to his chambers, contemplated the facts presented 
him and returned with a Solomonic rulirig. The friars were 
compelled to provide ~ woodpile for the. termites to dine at 
and the insects were commanded to leave the monastery · 
and confine their eating to their new feedlot. • . 

A similar case unfolded in the province of Savoy, France in 
1575. The weevils of Saint Julien, a tiny hamlet in the Rhone 
Alps, were indicted for the crime of destroying the famous 
vineyards on the flanks of Mount Cenis. A lawyer, Pierre 
Rembaud, Was appointed as defense counsel for the .accused. 
Rembaud wasted no time in filing a motion for summary 

. judgment, arguing that the weevils had every right to con
s_ume the grape leaves. Indeed, Rembaud asserted, the wee
vils enjoyed a pqor dairn to the vegetation on Mount Cenis) 
since; as detailed in the Book of Genesis, the Supreme Deity 

had created animals before he fashioned hu
mans and God had pmmised animals all of 
the grasses; leayes and green herbs for their 
sustenance. Rembaud's argument stumped 
the court. As the judges deliberated, the 
villagers of Saint Julien seemed swayed by 
the lawyer's legal reasoning. Perhaps the 
bugs had legitimate grievances. The towns
folk scrambled to set aside a patch of open 
land away from the vineyards as a foragirig 
ground for the weevils. The land was sur
veyed. Deeds were ~rawn up and the prop
erty was shown to counselor Rembaud for 
his inspection and approval. They called the 
weevil reserve La Grand 'Feisse. Rembaud 

= walked the site, investigatillg th~ plant com
munities with the eyes c>f ~ seasoned bota
nist. Finally, he shook his head. No .d,eal. 
The land was rocky and had obviously been 
overgrazed for decades. La Grand Feisse was 

wholly unsuitable for the discriminating palates of his cli
ents. 

1
If only John Walker Lindh had been appointed so 

resolute an advocate! 
The Perry Mason of animal defense lawyers was an ac

dairned French 'jurist named Bartholomew Chassenee, 
who later became a chief justice in the French provin
dal courts and a preeminent legal theorist. One of Chas
senee's most intriguing essays, the sixteenth-century 
equivalent of a law review artide, was titled De Excom
municatore Animalium Insectorium. In another legal man
graph, Chassenee argued with persuasive force that local 
animals, both wild and domesticated, should be con
sidered lay members of the parish community. In other 
words, the rights of animals were sirnilqr in kind to the 
rights of the people at latge. 

In the summer of 1522, Chassenee was called to the an
pent village of.Autun in Burgundy. The old town, founded 
during tli.e reigri of Augustus, ·had been recently overrun 
by rats. French maidens had been frightened, the barley 
crop destroyed, the vineyards placed in peril. The town 
crier issued a summons for the rats to appear before the 
couq. None. showed. The judge asked Chassenee why he 
should not find his clients guilty in absentia .. The lawyer 
argued that the rat population was dispersed through the 
country~ide and that his clients were almost certainly 
unaware of. the charges pending against them. The judge 
agreed. The 'town crier was dispatched into the fields to . 
repeat his urgent notice. Yet still the rats failed to appear at 
trial. Once again Chassenee jumped into action. Showing 
tactical skills that should impress Gerry Spence, Chass~nee 
shifted his strategy. Now he passionately explained to the 
court that the rats remained hidden in their rural nests, 
paralyzed by the prospect of making a journey past the 
cats of Autun, wl10 were well-known for their ferodous 
animosity toward rodents. · 

In the end, the rats were spared execution. The judge 
sternly ordered them to vacate .the fields of Autun within 



six days. If the rats failed to heed this injunction, the 
animals would be duly anathematized, condemned to 
eternal torment. This sentence of damnation would be 
imposed, the court warned, regardless of any ro<;lent 
infirmities or pregnanCies. 

. : '., 
"""'hat are we to mike of all this? Why did both the 
W secular ~d religious courts of Europe devote so 

much time and moneJ. to these elaborate trials of trouble
some animals? Soin~ scholars, such as James Frazer, argue 
that the trials pe:rtormed the function of th_e andent rituals 
of sa!=rifice and atonemen<Others, such as the legal theorist 
Hans Kelsen, view the <:ases. as the last gasp of the animisti~ 
religions. Some have off~red an economic explanation sug
gesting that animals were· tried and executed during times 
of glut ·or seized in times of· economic plight as property. by 
the Church or Crown through the rule of deodand or "giving 
unto God." still others-have suggested that the trials arid ex
ecutions served a. public heaith function, culling populations 

I • 

of farm animals .an4 rodents that might contribute to the 
spread of infectious '~eases: 

Our interest her~; }?.owever, is not with the sodal purpose 
of the trials, ]?ut iii the qualities and rights the so-called me
dieval mind ascribed to the defendants: rationality, premedi-

. tation, free will, moral agency, calculation and motivation': 
In other words, it was presumed that animals acted with 
intention, that they could be driven by greed, jealou,sy and 
revenge. Thus the people of the Middle Ages, dismissed as 
primitives in many.modernjst quarters, were actually open~ 
to a truly radical idea: animal consciousness. As demon
strated in these trials, animals could be found to have mens 
rea, a. guilty mind. But the courts also seriously considered 
exculpatory evidence aimed at proving that the actions of 
the accused, including murder, were justifiable owing to a · 
lorig train of .abuses. In other wot-ds, if animals could commit 
crimes, then crimes could also be committed against them: 

led, fed carrots laced with potassium cyanide and jolted with 
6_,600 volts of alternating current. Before a crowd of 1,500 
onlookers, Topsy shiyered, toppled and died in a' cloud of 
dust. Edison filmed the entire event. He titled his documen-
tary short, Electrocuting the Elephant. · 

Topsy received no trial. It was not even imagined that she 
had grievances, a justification for her violent actions. Topsy 
was killed because she'd become a liability. Her death was a · 
business dedsion, pure and simple. 

So what happened? How did animals come to be viewed 
as mindless commodities? One explanation is that moderni
ty rudely intruded in the ,rather frail form of Rene Descartes. 
The great Cartesian disconnect not only cleaved mind from 
body, but also severed humans from the natural world. Des
cartes postulated that animals were mere physical automa
tons. They ~ete biologi~al machines whose actions were 
driven solely by bio-physical instincts. Animals lacked the 

_power of c:ognition, the ability to think and reason. They 
had a brain but no mind. At Port-Royal the Cartesians c,ut 
up living creatures with fervor, and in the words of one of 
Descartes' biographers, "kicked about their dogs and dis
sected their cats without mercy, laughing at any compa~sion 
tor them and calling their screams the noise of breaking rna~ 
chinery." Across the Channel Francis Bacon declared in the 

I 

Novum Organum that the proper aim of sdence was to re~tore 
the divinely ordained dominance of man over nature, "to 
extend more widely the limits of the power and greatness . 
of man and so to endow him with "infinite commodities." 
Bacon's doct9r,_ William Harvey, was a diligent vivisector of 
living animals. 

Thus did the great sages of the Enlightenment assert hu
manity's ruthless primacy over the Animal Kingdom. The 
materialistic view of history, and the fearsome economic and 
technological piston~ ·driving it, left no roc;>m for either the 
souls or consdousness of ariirnals. They were no longer otir 
fellow beings.''They had been rendered, philosophically and 

The animal trials peaked in the late-sixteenth and early-sev
enteenth .cenft.ines, then faded away. They came to be viewed 
through the lens of modern historians as comical ~osities, 
grotesquely odd relics of the Dark Ages. The legal scholar w. 

. literally in reso':ll'ces for guiltless exploitation, turned into ob-· 
jects of commerce, labor, entertainment and food. · 

. W. Hyde sucdnctiy surilmed up the smug, self-aggrandizing 
' view of the legal scholars of the 20th century: "the savage in 

his rage at an animal's misdeeds obliterates all distinctions be-
' tweef1 man and _beast, and treats the latter in all J"espects as 

the former." 
Of course, the phasing out of.animal trials didn't mean that 

the cruel treatment of domesticated animals improved or that 
problematic beasts stopped being put to death in public ex
travaganzas. While the trials ceased, the executions increased. 

Recall the death warrant issued in 1903 against Topsy the 
Elephant, star of the Forepaugh Circus at Coney Island's Luna · 
Park. Topsy had killed three handlers in a three-year period. · 
One· of her trainers was a sa,dist, who to.rtured the elephant by 
beating her with clubs, stabbing her with pikes and feeding 
her lit dgarettes. 

Tospy was ordered to be hanged, but then Thomas Edison 
showed up and offered to electrocute Topsy. She was shack-

' Convenien.tly for humans, the philosophers of the Indus
trial Age declared Jl).at animai had no sense of their miser
able condition. 'Jhey could not understand· abuse, they had 
no conception of suffering, they could not feel_(i)ain. When 
captive animals bit, trampled or· killed thejr human captors, 
it wasn't' an act of rebellion against abusive treatment but 
merely a reflex. There was no need, therefore, to investigate 
the motivations behind these violent encounters because 

I ' 

there could be no premeditation at all on the animal's part. 
The confrontations could not be crimes. They were mere ac
ddents, nothing more. 

One wonders .what Descartes would have made of the 
group of orangutans, who stole crowbars and screwdrivers 
from zookeepers in San Diego to repeatedly break out of their 
enclosures? How's·that for cognition, cooperation and tool 
use, Monsieur Descartes? ' 

lf)art 11 continues· o.n vage 98 
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. Clan, in a vigil for her father, Sabino Romero, cu"ently encarcirated in · along Alexander 
Fernandez from Wayuu clan, accused by the Venezuelan Public Ministry of various charges which have not been proven, Maracaibo, 2009 

. . . I • . 

BY DAVID HERNANDEZ PALMAR 
TRANSLATED Bv AcuAMALA 

In all indig~nous nations around. the world,. the 
land marks the life and history of every man and 
woman, but, above al,l, it provides the only teach
ing for understanding our existence. Wounmainkat is 
an entity which is feminine and sacred, fertilized by 
Juyaa (rain), and is cmrently being affected by mega
projects, armed conflict an,d plans which consoli
date it's destruction . .To conceive Wounmainkat as a 
great woman and mother, unique and irreplaceable, 
makes it possible to reflect: on the multiple forms of 
violence which are endured by both women and our 
mother Earth. · 

The history which we live in indigenous communi
ties on a daily basis is not new, nor are the' environ
mentai offenses that our mother is subjected to, nor 
is om fight to save-her. and ·ourselves new. The pains 
and battles have no time, no owner, we were born in 
the midst <;>f them and they belong to all . That is to . 
say, the pain connects us and makes us one. Survival 
and a continuation of planetary health are at a critical 
point. That is why we must clarify the relationship 
between the land and us as care-takers. We human be-
ings are not the center ~f the world and much less 
it's owners. This anthmpocentric vision is one of the 

I 

main foundations of sexism, and exploitation of hu
man beings and nature. 

Ecology, beyond it's semantic weight, is the practice 
of ancestral indigenous values, since it deals with the 
relationship between spirit, mind, body, nature and 
the idea that everything on Earth is alive. These reali
ties demand respect towards the sacred ecology and 
the spiritual connection between places and people. 
These vcilues include respect for the land, indigenous 
nations and their children, the main defenders and 
inheritors of the planet. The ,hypocrisy becomes clear 
when we critique and demand democracy but we are 
not democratic with nature. Practices of domination 
and exploitation, besides unjust· and anti-ecological, 
are contrary to the-;vay nature functions, and we are 
brothers and sisters of everything alive. 

Nature is the source of life and the human being 
is also nature. Fw others, nature is an "economic re
s~urce" and. ·the human being is a "human resource" 
and this is the root of the destruction of the planet and 
the ecological problems that we're witnessing today. 
In Venezuela, in Zulia state, is the Serrania de Perija, 
the land of the indigenous communities Yukpa, Bari, 
Japieria and Wayuu. Evelin Acosta, Wayuu from the 
lipuana Clan, expresses, "In these lands it is not we in
digenous people which have value-but instead there
sources that are in her land. The earth bleeds because 



I do not sensitize, we ' 
wql do the dirty deed 
of ·erasing the color of 
the earth. Only through· 
previous consultation 
that is binding in char
acter and direct partici
pation of all the affected 
communities, can it be 
dialogued and· solved. 
We highlight the sacred 
condition of our indig
enous land, demanding 
it's exclusion from all 
forms of violence and 
that it be protected by 
the state as biological 
and spiritual reserves for 

1 
. Wayuu cultural festival) Guajira, 2005 humanity. We are united 

of the coal and. th~ coal makes money for those who by hope, nothing will make sense if we do not unite, . 
exploit; ad_ditiona1ly ·it "is a ~isfortune for' us, smaller alone we can not:· Eitl;ler we do it together or nothing 
is the air that ren:Ia1Jls, as ~ell the ground and the sky. .changes. 
The plain d~marcation.·of indigenous territories that is 
being managed leaves it clear that our good lands are 
occupied and us displaced and thrown to the rocks,· 
where you can barely harvest a sigh." . 

The Sierra de Perija (Perija Mountain range) extends 
into the Colombian Guajira, where the :world's larg
est open pit mining exploit is taking place. Because 
of that there is collective discussion about "Defense 
of all of the Sierra de Perija" which is not compatible 
'With the squared vision that proposes to define it as 
a simple "National Park.!' The United Nation's Inter-
national Labor Organi- · 
zation Agreement 169 
(ILO 169) . emphasizes 
the right to dissent from 
~onsent . to -the transna
tional$ in indigenous 
teuitory and, from their 
so-called benefits. 

In this context, there 
is open discomfort and 
nonc_onformity, because 
to question the model 
of development of mega
projects is to set off a so
phisticated strategy which 
stigmatizes, , disqualifies, 
pressures and even co
opts the voices that de
nounce them. 'It was 
very well for-shadowed 
by grandfather Seattle: 
".Everythiri.g that hap
pens to the earth will 

.happen to man." If we 

David is Wayuu. From -the Iipuana Clan. He would 
like, to give thanks to the follow{ng persons for their sup
par~: Eveliri Acosta, Wayuu Iipuana, Granted scholarship · 
from the United Nations; Nicanor Cifu:mtes, especialist 
in Aquatic Ecology and environmental procedure; Coor-. 
dination Climat et Justice Sociale; the Purepecha de Nurio 
community, Michoaca'n; POTCHIPifOI, traditional au
thorities1. professionals and leaders who are members of 
the Wayuu Nation. 



Run Free With the Buffalo, or Die 

BY STEPHANY SEAY 

They are not gone. Wild buffalo 
still exist . . They are few in number 

, and have no prqtection:s, but they 
roam. They are the direct descen
dants of those tens of millions that 
blanketed the continent. They walk 
bits of the ancient paths their kind 
has roamed since buffalo time be
gan. Hooves beat like earth's heart
beat, drumming them down from 
Yellowstone's h_igh-country, migra
tion of the ancient giants-still with 
us. The Yellowstone region is not 
their prime habitat, but it is where 
they found shelter to survive ex~ 
termination, and where they exist 

. today. Now they are locked in by 
politics. But, ageless ·instincts tell 
the buffalo to go where seasons are 
less formidable, where win.ter sn,ows 
are less deep and grass more plen-

It is bitt~rsweet and heart-heavy 
to celebrate this awesome migration 
and at once fear for them, know-

. ing a few short steps over ecologi
cally meani.ngless boundaries will 
lead to their eminent harassment, 
imprisonment, or death. Hazed, 
hunted, captured,· slaughtered, or 
quarantined: the insults and fatal 
blows against wild buffalo 'are mul
tifarious, threatening their evolu
tionary potential, impeding their 
natural restoration; violating their 
right to roam. 

,Wild buffalo continue to migrate 
despite all odds, and Buffalo Field 
Campaign (BFC) is still with them, 
battling for the lives and freedom 
of America's last wild buffalo. We 
a_re now. in OUT fourteenth season 
on the front lines. 

Snow came early and deep this 
Winter, and with it migrations be-

gin. Rifle shots crack the crisp 
cold winter air. The sharp 
sounds echo the mournful 
deaths of America's last W}ld 
buffalo. Blood-red, snow
white, ¥1d raven-blackstarkly 
-contrast one another, paint
ing the sorrowful portrait of 
the buffalo hun.t taking place 
here on this slice of Paradise 
in southwest Montana, along 

the northwest fringes of Yellow
stone National Park. A hunt of a 
creature forbidden acces~ to habitat 
outside Yellowstone, the Park acts 
m~e like a zoo, consequently mak
ing wild buffalo ecologically extinct 
throughout their native range. Buf
falo are only allowed to leave Yel
lowstone ' to be shot by hunters 
who art: doing the dirty work of the 
Montana Department of Livestock 
(DOL). Once the hunt is ov~r, h~
ing, capture and slaughter opera
tions resume. In some cases, hazing 
and hunting happen simultane
ously. Along Yellowstone's northern 
border, hunting is allowed east of 
the Yellowstone River, while'hazing 
takes place on the West. 

This winter, state and federal 
agencies involved in the nefari
ous · Interagency Bison Ma.nagement 
Plan are already antidpating taking 

tiful;, to follow the · 
spring surge to na- ~~~~--~~~~=-~~~:-~~~~~~iji~~~llll 
tal calving grounds, 
where it is good to 
raise young. like 
a great wooly tide 
rolling n:, every year 
the buffala come ... 
And in coming they 
gqss imaginary lines 
falling straight ,intq 
the . traps set for 
them by the feder
al government and 
Mon~a's livestock 
interests. 

YELLOWSTONE RAN H PRESERVE 

PRIVATE PRGPERTY 
IISII Slff lDif 

(L) Helicopter hazing buffalo through private land, (R) sign posted by property owners to protect the 



severe actions 
against buf
falo, chanting 
their mantra 
of capture and . 
slaughter. BFC 
will not tolerate 
another win, 
ter like 2008, 

I 

when over> 
1,600 wild buf
falo were killed 
by Yellowstone _ 
National . Park, 
the Montana 
DOL, and hunt,. 
ers. Since 1985 nearly 7,000 wild 
buffalo have been· killed ~o appease 
livestock interests who claim they 
must prevent t]le- _spread of bf1.1cel
losis to "s~v-e" their filthy industry .. _ 
But, brucellosis ~i;; j_ust a scare tactic 
to cover up. -the truth: a wa~ .over 
grass. . It's a battle for the buffalos' 
right to access their native habitat. 

These cnmes against wild buf
falo are all federally funded. Ev
ery year, millions of tax dollars are 
used to wage war pn the ecosystem 
and treat wild buffalo as nothing 
more than livestock. State and 
federal agencies, ·complete with 
escorts of law enforcement, use 
horses, ATVs, trucks, snowmobiles·, . 
cracker-rounds, helicopters, etc. 
to chase bUffalo off of their native 
habitat, most of which is public 
land. Wild -buffalo are the rightful 
roamers. These government cow
boys run the buffalo for S, 10,- 20 
miles, over rough terrain,_ without 
rest. Horses and helicopter pursu
ing them deep into Yellowstone. 
No mercy, even for little calves or 
birtlung · mothers. Buffalo suffer 
broken legs, separation from the 
herd, ca_lyes separated from moth
ers, exhaustion, starvation, humili
ation: , Hazing wild buffalo is an 
ultimate disrespect. Grizzly bears, 
wolves, moose, elk, -badgers, eagles, 
Trumpeter swims, Sandhill cranes 
and the sensitive riparian areas-and 
forests-all area wildlife and the 
lan,d herself is negatively impacted. 
So are area residents. . 

The good· peopl~ of Ho~se Butte 

lived on their 
habitat since 

prehistoric 
times, the -last 
to still follow 
their · migra
tory instincts, 
anp blessedly 
free of cattle
genes. Buffalo 
are an integral 
part of the · 
land.and their 
restoration is 

Government horsemen harass the buffalo and BFC volunteers medicine- to 
the earth. What 

co-exist peacefully with wild buf
falo and want them to roam free. 
Wildlife is the reason they chose 
to live on the edge of Yellowstone. 
They have made -it clear in nu
merous ways that .wild _buffalo are 
welcome, but the agencies are not. 
The DOL responds . by sending in 
their helicopter, flying _low to the 

' I ground over the backs· of buffalo-

WANTED: Room to Roam 
W~I\ITED: 'Wild Buffalo All . 

Over This Land! 
Not'A/1 Who Wander are.Lost ... . 

and BFC. volunteers-who are on 
pr~vate land where they are wel
come. This is how they" avoid" ter
restrial trespassing. The helicopter 
uses the air space to scare the buf
falo out of their safe zone towards 
the government cowpokes waiting 
on the public lfinds o~ Gallatin Na
tional Forest. The cowpokes pick 
up . the haze, and tog~ther · riders 
and helicopter continue pushing 
the' frightened buffalo many long 
and difficult miles to Yellowstone 
National Park, or into a capture fa-

. cility from where they are tortured 
and shipped to slaughter. 

· The wild buffalo of the Yellow
stone region are all· that remain 
of the tens of millions that once 
graced the vast prairies, grasslands 
and forests of North America since 
the dawn of the Pleistocene Era. 
This last wild population are the 
only ones . to have continu.ously 

will it take for-the buffalo to roam? 
Pressure; endlessly applied. And 
m_aybe a· little crack cake. It's not 
a question of where wiil they go, 
millions of acres of habitat is there, 
the buffalo only need to be able to 
access it. 

In the throes of this centuries-old ~ 

range war, wild buffalo continue ' 
to roctin against all odds. BFC re-· 
mains steadfast and determined, 
using every tool and opportuni~ 

· to work in the buffalos' defense. 
We've also taken ~egal action, join
ing with , other buffalo advocates, 
including Western Watersheds Proj
ect. We have filed suit against the 
National Park Service and National 
Forest Service, contending' that they 
are breaking the law 'by participat
ing in wild bison qarassment and 
slaughter. Ultimately, we want to 
gain Endangered Species status for 
this remaining wild population of 
American buffalo. It's a long road, 

I 

but we will get there .. We need your 
help. Together, we can forever halt 
the crimes against North America's 
largest land mammal, ensuring a 
landscape where wild buffalo will 
once again fill the plairis and P!ai
ries, healing the wounded land. Per
sisten'ce. Resistance. Endurance. 

. . Buffalo Field Campaign is the only 
group working in the field ellery day in 
defense of the last wild pison popula
tion in the US. Learn more, get in touch, 
spread the word, and join us on the front 
lines: BUFFALOFIELDCAMPAIGN.ORG or 

· call (406) 646-0070 
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Bv LrERRE KErTH 
it's Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. Prairie dogs also have 
a specific alarm call, a word they've now had to add to 

"•In dreams begin responsibilities," wrote Yeats. But ·their language: "Man with a gun." 
to be alive right now-if the heart is rriore than.a brute Let us join the prairie dogs and shout that alarm to 
pt.Jmp-is to live in a dream from which, try as we might, everyone we love. The instruction manual for that gun 
we cannot awaken. The. dream repeats, we struggle, it is the religious texts that give m_en dominion over the 
pulls us deeper, and it is possible to drown in despair. rest of us: women, animals, the earth. The gun itself is · 

Knowledge is now doub~e-edged. It can be a sandbar agriculture-anp the biotic drawdown of civilization that 
of sanity in a world gone mad (populations dj' plank- agriculture indm. The bullet is corpor_ate power, espe
ton-beginning of the food chain, m~ers of 6)cygen- cially the doctrine of corporate personhood. The target, 
have plummeted 40 percent-will ' of course, is what is left of this planet: 
someone please make this stop?) .or it the 2 percent of prairie dogs, the·l,SOO · 
can drive us into the desperate de- bison, your life, mine. We cannot af-
nial of magical thinkirig (a fuel cell , ford to burrow in and go off our feed. 
by any other name). Some people But hope is useless without a plan. 
need the rough shock of numbers, an So here's the , only one that can de-
emotional defibrillation, to jolt them liver: repair, restore, rejoin. Repair the 
to life: old-growth forests, 98 percent broken prairie, all 400 million acres, 
gone; prairies, 99 percent gone; yes, one holding at a time if we have to. 
VU.s culture is killing the planet. For I'm not the only one saying this. Drs. 
others, god is in the details, a god Frank and Deborah Popper intro-
whb needs us if not to pray then at duced the idea of the Buffalo Com-
least to notice: the lacework of life is mons in 1987. The idea was vilified. 
rent and suffering. Yet two decades later, even the Kansas 

Take ttie detail of prairie dogs, who,, Star is qacking the concept. 
along with the bison (of which there The numbers, all of them, speak for 
are only 1,500 pure-bred left), are the ~ themselves. As William Ruddirnan ex-
keystone species of the North Ameri- ~ plained in his book Ploughs, Plagues, 
can grasslands. Somethlng like H:iO i· and Petroleum, agriculture marks the 
species need them for food and shel- · ~ beginning' of global warming. That's 
ter. Their towns, which can get as big "' what happens when you destroy prai-
as 25,000 square miles-an extraor- ries and forests, whose underlying 

· dinary feat of both ~ocial and struc- goal is the creation of soil. All land life 
tural engineering-increase, well, ev- A prairie dog munching depends on that soil and we should 
erything, from the protein quality of the forage around be humbled with reverence at what grass and trees, in 
them to the number of other species that can live .there, concert with fauna both micro and macro, can do. The 
too. Golden eagles, magnificence in flight, with their basic building block of that soil is, of course, carbon. 
gold-glowing croWns-and seven foot wingspans. Kit foxes, Gr~ss is so good at building soil that repairing 7 S per
who may mate for life. Homed larks, the only native lark cent of the planet's rangelands would bring atrn9spheric 
of this continent. "Destroy prairie dogs," says Terry Tern- C02 to under 330 parts per million (ppm) in 15 years or 
pest Williams, "and you destroy a varied world." less. Read that again if you have to, as the world entire 

The prairie dogs are indeed rent and sUffering. They've depends on us getting this. · 
been reduced to less than.l percent of their native range. It's not the math that's difficult. It's the ideological
Understand what that reduction means: 96-98 percent which is to say, emotional-framework. After 10,000 
of all black-tailed. prairie dogs have· been pois.oned, years of civilization, and a few decades of the veganiz.a
gassed, or shot. The survivors are...no~ "overwhelmed tion of the Left, most environmentalists have no con-· 
with stress." They stop eating, lose weight, spend too cept that agriculture is biotic cleansing, wiping clean the 
much time underground,· and reproduce less. Anyone slate of species-rich communities to be replaced by the 
who has survived an assault will recognize this pattern- monocrops of humans. As Richard Manning points out 



in Grassland, a bool.< ~at'is . equal parts love-letter and waste products manufactured from soybeans, and start 
plainsong, "A wheat field is nothing more than a clear- dreaming of prairies. 
cut of the grassfo~~st. 1' Com, wheat, rice, and barley col- There are stream beds in western Kansas that have been 
lectively occupy half a billion hectares around the globe, dry for decades because the Ogallala aquifer has .fallen so 
which m~ans that bison, black terns, and prairie dogs far. The population has fallen along with it. There are 
don't. The relatlon~lllp iS direct, causal, . and self -evident. eritire counties with less than 2, 700 people, which is be
And all tillage systems ,ontribute to global warming, at low two people per square mile. There are towns in the 
1,000. pounds of carbon 'per acre for com, wheat, and west that will give you a lot if you. only promise to build 
soy. Meanwhile,· perennial grasse~ store carbon at ex- a house on it. There are also ghost towns for the taking. 
actly that rate. ·' : · Understand that corporations don't own the land-

What this planet needs is the people who will repair they are very clear that if they owned ,the land, they'd 
it, acre by a~re. ;The young and idea!Jstic-the people have to pay farmers as employees. Now,, they can com-
most likely to have ~e passion' and the physical abil- mand prices below production costs and the federal 
ity-are not being· called to the work that most needs government makes up the diffefence. Our tax dollars are 
them. They're being led as,tray.into a political dead end turning farmers mto -serfs and the world into an ever
of personal purity via consumer choices that will .Ghange heating hell. 
exactly nothing. Indeed, if that purity involves eating It will take· a village to raise a prairie. The concen- ~ 
highly processed soy products-grown by fahners who tJ;ated efforts of a (ew hundred people could win not 
have been turned into serfs of Monsanto, and then just a town but an entire county. With a county comes 
manufactured by comparues like DuPont-it's only add~ the whole apparatus of law and justice: the Board of 
ing to the problem. . Supervisors, the County Commissioners (who now order · 

So let this act as a call. There are groups out there, the ·gassing of prairie dogs, even on private land), and last 
organized qnd working hard to rest?re the prairie and but not least the courthouse itself. What if local power 
protect its residents. The Great Plains Restoration Coun- was, for once, lined up against the destructive institu! 

· cil (a group that's actually working on the Buffalo Com- tions that are ~ttipg our planet to the bone; to stand 
mons), the InterTribal Bison Council (57 tribes, 15,000 instead in defense of communities both biotic and 
bison, and counting), and the Buffalo Field Campaign,' human? Four or five groups of 150 emigrants. would 
(whose members put themselves bodily between the last be enough in some plates. This could be done. 
true bison ·and physical. harm). Maybe Yeats had it backwards. In responsibilities be-
- My proposal is an addition to the good work of these gin dreams. We need to dream, and dream big, 400 mil

groups. ·we need a new Bleeding Kansas. The Kansas- lion acres big, 330 ppm big, 10,000 years of destruction 
. Nebraska Act of .1854 'proclaimed that the residents of big. Repair, restore, rejoin, from the despairing shards of 

each state or territory wo~ld decide whether slavery _was .your heart to this broken world on the edge of the end. 
allowed. People felt the emergency of slavery and knew The bison are dreaming that deep and endless promise 
that the entite west could tau if Kansas didn't hold as a _ of grass; the prairie dogs are dreaming of men without· 
free state. Thousands of abolitionists moved to the mid- guns; the grass itself is dreaming of rain and soil, roots 
dle-of nowhere-the cultural edge of the universe for and sun. The prairie is dreaming ot its return, of a world 
Boston urbanites--:to stop slayery, and they succeeded. ·. restored when the nightmare of industrial wheat and 

If environmentalists would only understand that. fhe com has finally ended. Surely your .heart is dreapling of 
prairie is desp~rate to return and do its part, that all' it home, a ·place both wild and quiet where you finally be
needs is people will4Ig to help it, then acre by acre hope long. It's not too late for this planet, not yet, .not ·if we 
could take root. The young and idealistic have been will- put those hearts-animal hearts, still-and both hands 

~ ing to fight fasdsm in Spain, to harvest sugar in Cuba, : to work. 
1 

· 

- to pick coffee in Nicaragua. They're needed now to plant 
prairie, only no one is calling them. Let this be the call . 
you'v~ been listening for: repair, restore, rejoin. Repair 
the broken rivers, the exhausted soil. Restore the grasses 
and their animal cohorts. Rejoin as participants, never 
again to dominate. Stop buying ~arely edible indu~trial 

'Lierre Keith is a writet, small farmer and radical feminist 
activist. She is the author of two novels, as well as a work of 
non{tction, The Vegetarian Myth. You can read excerpts· of 
her work at wNw.LIERREKEITH.COM 
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FIGHTING FOR THEIR FOREST: 
THE GRASSY NARROWS FIRST NATION STORY 

BY ANNA WILLOW 
to . .It gives our young people a purpose ih life. With 
our persistence, we've been able to accomplish this, 

· It was below zero degrees Fahrenheit on the night of . and it .encourages us to keep on fighting, standing up, 
December 2, 2002,_ when three young mothers drove speaking and reaching out." 
from their home on the Grassy Narrows Reserve-lo- Proposals for new clearcut logging and mines con
cated along the southern edge of northwestern On- tinue to threaten the territory. The community con
tario's vast B9real Forest-to a logging road just a few tinues to push for restitution on a long list of histori
miles away .. The sisters felled trees over the road in a cal and ong9ing injustic;es. Simultaneously, they are 
desperate attempt to stop Abitibi Consolidated from working to heal their people, revitalize their culture 
logg~g on their land. They then headed home, afraid · and assert their inherent right to control their lives 
their father would be mad at them. and lands. The stand taken by Grassy Narrows First . 

Instead, he was proud. Their act was the spark that Nation has a long, complex history. 
lit the flames oj protest among the 1,000 members of In the fall of 1873, the ancestors of Grassy Narrows 
the Grassy Narrows community. .From that day on, First Natio~ joined nearly 1,400 other Anishinaabe 
First Nation citizens maintained a permanent en- people assembled at the northwest angle of the Lake 
campment on the road and turned back all the log- of the · Woods to participate in the negotiation and 
ging trucks that· tried to pass. The reserve's school signing of Treaty Three which guaranteed tha~ An
conducted classes at the blockade site for a season ishinaabe people retain the "right to pursue their avo
and the community encouraged outside supporters- · cations of hunting and fishing throughout the tract 
including national and international environmental ·· surrendered." Like other historical documents-the 
and human rights groups-to campaign with them. Uni~ed. States constitutio~ is a good example-age has 

As Grassy Narrows resident Roberta Keesick said in not diminished the legal standing of Treaty Thl:ee. 
an interview with CBC radio in June 2008, the block- Grassy Narrows First Nation is a semi-remote com
ade has given Grassy Narrows a new chance to claim ,munity located at the northern periphery of On
its future: "It gives us hope that we're. being listened tari9's paved highway system. It is known to the 



Anishinaabe peop~e who live there as Asubpeescho
seewagong Netuin-Anishinabek. While the First Na
tion's fou~teen sq·ua_r'¢· mile reserve is tiny, the land 
claimed by citizei\s" .of Grassy Narrows as their Tra
di~ional Land encompasses 2,500 square miles . of 
closed canopy boreal forest . People at Grassy Nar
rows still depend 9n -this forest for food, spiritual 
and mental sola~, _and cultural identity. ~lthough 
store-bought items from the supermarkets of Kenora 
(a timber-an~-tou~ism to'rn located fifty slow, wind
ing miles to the-south) are available, every family has 
members who hunt, fish, trap, and gather wild rice 
and berries.' These 'anticipated seasonal staples make 

I , . 

many meals complete. PerhapS/ even more impor-
tant, as respected harvester and community leader 
Andy "Sho .. on" Keewatin once pointed .out, partici
pating in land-based subsistence helps Grassy Nar
rows youth remember "who they are." This hasn't 
always been easy. . ' 

In recent generations, people at Grassy Narrows 
·have been forced tq cope with a series of' devastating 
environmental changes. The 1920s and 19S,Os saw the 
construction of hydroelectri~ dams. along the Eng-

, lish-Wabigoon River, the economic and cultural life
blood of the 'cpmmunity. As a result, traditional burial 
grounds were· flooded and wild rice crops continue to 
be adversely e'tfected. Th~ Canadian government relo
cated the people of Gqissy Narrows to a new land base 
in 1963. Geographicaily, the move was only a stone's 
throw, but its social consequences were profoundly 
negative. Prior to relocation, the people of Grassy 
Narrows lived with their extended families along the 
river's winding peninsulas and on scattered islands. 
On the new reserve, nuclear families were assigned to 
prefabricated homes in Euro-Canadian-style subdivi
sions with little regard for traditional Anishinaabe'so-
cial organization. · 

Even worse, mercury was detected in the Engli~h~ 
Wabigoon River in 1970. The mercury origin'!ted in 
effluent dumped by the Reetl Paper Company in far-

. upstream Dryden, Ontario. As the 20,000 pounds of 
mercury traveled .down th.e river, it bioaccumulated in 
thl'! tissues of fish, animals and Anishinaabe people. 
The economic impacts of mercury we,re ·immediate. 
When commercial fisheries and tourist resorts closed, 
unemployment at Grassy Narrows jumped from 20 to 
80 percent. The health effects of the merq.1ry hav~ 

been even more horrific. Forty years after mercury's 
initial discovery, an estimate~ 80 percent of Grassy 
Narrows residents continue to experience tremors, 
tunnel vision, loss of coordination or other long-term 
symptoms ,of metcury poisoning. Some children born 
two generations after. the contami'nation also exhibit 
symptoms of mercury poisoning. · · 

Large-scale industrial logging, including clearcutting 
of old growth boreal forests within Grassy Narrows' 
Traditional Land, rs the First Nation's most recent en
vironmental challenge. T}?.rougho\}t the 1990s, p~ople 
at Grassy Narrows watched as clearcuts grew ever larg- . 

' \ 
er and drew ever closer to their homes. They wrote let-
ters to the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and 
to the logging companies licensed to work in the area 
and conducted peaceful protests in Kenora, Toronto, 
and M-ontreal, but received little response. 
· By the end of 2002, people at Grassy Narrows de

cided enoug4 was enough. Bundled against the bitter 
c::old of a boreal Winter, protestors stood on the log
ging road just north of Ontario Provincial · Highway 
671 to halt the passage of logging trucks. When the, 
truck drivers began to detour around the blockade to . 
reach Kenora's mills, the blockaders adopted a "rov
ing blockade" strategy. As tbe months wore on, th'e 
logging trucks quit testing the blockade. In response, 
activJsts' presence at the blockade shifted from <;:on- · 
stant to periodic, but blockaders and their families · 
continued to gather regularly at the site for ceremo
nies, campfire strategy sessions and potluck meals. 
Although today the blockade is more symbolic than 
confrontational, it remains in place and is now the 
longest standing protest of its type in Canadian histo- , 
ry. Nearly eight years after the blockade began, Gloria 
Keejick, a Grassy Narrows grandmother and blockad- 
er, emphasized that Grassy Narrows .activists' funda
mental message has remained-and will remain-the 
same: "NO clearcuts, NO logging, NO tree planting, 
NO aerial se~ing, and NO dumping of wastes on· wa
ter and land resources." 

For the people of Grassy Narrows, protecting the 
forest is about saving trees, but it is also about con
tinuing a way of. life. It is about making sure that the 
children of tomorrow will b~ able to experience a self- . 
defined Anishinaabe way ot life. 

For more or to get involved visit: FREEGRASSY.ORG 
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lPART TWOJ 

\I 

In Volume I of the 30th Anniv,ersary, flse brought us through the first encounter with the FBI's operation 
to suppress ecological resistance and discredit the Earth First! movement. Her story continues here. 

J 

Bv ILSE A.sPLUND _. •• By late Fall, 1988, there was · Arizona Governor, Evan Mecham. Mecham, the only 
plenty of intelligence to arrest the govert?-or ever to be, simultaneously impeached, indict
Prescott 4 for overt criminal acts, ed and recal~d was driven from offke in 1April, 1988, 
but still insuffident ev{dence to . - after a little more than a year. The beleaguered Mecham 
connect ovr deeds to a-prosecut- . publically confessed that he had nothing to do with the 
able offense against .the politically group that carried his name. 
subverSive Da've Foreman. The FBI worked dosely with both Snowbowl and Cqnyon 

According to David Cunning- mine during the EMETIC investigation. Snowbowl offered 
ham, author of There's Something a $25,000 reward for leads in the case and hired extra secu
Happening Here, there are two rity at ~ cost of around $30,000. Canyon Mine hifed extra 

broad .types of police investigations; intelligence, iR which security based on FBI information that they were "possible" 
police maintain a passive role, focused on information targets. The mine supervisor cooperated fully 'with the FBI, 
gathering, which may be legitimately used . to further a , and patriotically reported license plate numbers and physi-

. criminal investigation, and counter inteliigence, which re- cal descriptions of anyone who happened to drive down 
stricts a target's ability to carry out legal actions.or which the dirt'road toward the mine and Red Bqtte. 
facilitates illegal activities. Both strategies may be used 1 The investigation of EMETIC began in january, 1988, 
to either further a criminal investigation or to repress or a month before I moved in with Mark. This is not en
neutralize political targets. Cunningham defines repres- tirely by chance. As the wretched complexities of 'hu
sion as anything that raises the cost of a target's ability man relationships can go, a rejected ex-lover fled to 
to legally act. I believe it was Foreman's legal acts of free the arms of the FBI. Ron Frazier, identified in FBI docu
speech which were the a~al target of the investigation ments as PX-3483-DJ, was a metal artist and diesel me
of the illega·l acts of the Prescott 4. chanic, known to people in Prescott from around 1986. 

Illegal acts by the affinity group, EMETIC (Evan By 1987 he was teaching Mark the art of oxy-acetylene 
Mecham Eco Tea:.Sippers _International Conspiracy), welding and cutting. In January, 1988, as Mark and I 
.and individual others, were intended to raise the bar began falling in love, pot-smoking, LSD-dealing Ron 
of public outrage and focus attention on genocidal made a secret trip to FBI headquarters in Phoenix. He 
and, apparently, regulatorily inevitable .developments ' returned to.Prescott with a smug little smile and aNa
in the Four Corners. From October 1987 through No- gra body tape. Nobody suspected a thing. 
vember 1988, , EMETIC undertook several strategic Citizen Frazier attended the 1987 Rendezvous at the 
acts of vandalism, accompanied by widely distributed North Rim of the Grand Canyon. He spent most of his time 
communiques. In addition to delaying and adding poaching deer (unsuccessfully) in the side canyons with his 
to the cost of operation at Snow Bowl and uranium rifle. He hung out with the ''New Mexico anarchists," and 
mines around the Grand Canyon, it was hoped that deV-eloped -a strong dislike for Dave Foreman over sam~ 
the multitude of injuries. and ip.justices associated thing to qo with Ed Abbey, whom he also disliked. 
with these operations would, .through ra~cal action, In a way, Frazier attended the Rendezvous twice. In 
be made visible in a way that bespoke their gravity. · . March, 1988, Informant Fra~ier flew with Agent Bai-

Mark came up with the acronym EMETIC for actions ley to San Antonio, Texas for a bizarre session of re
by the group in Prescott; we were noxious purgatives for mote-viewing field work. Frazier was taken to an FBI 
toxic development on sacred lands. Initially the "T" had hypnotist where it was suggested that he was now 
been "terrorist," but the folly of that moniker, fpr what · safe and among people with whom he -belol'l.ged. 
was intended as a humorous play on words became ob- Informant' Frazier was t:Iten, in trance, guided back 
vious so the "T" word was changed. Unfortunately, m~ seven months to those happy fireside . conversations 
dia, law en!orcernent and all subsequent references to with his friends from ,New Mexico and prompted to 
EMETIC wouldn't let it go. We cribbed the name qfthen recall names, physical descriptions and con versa-
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tions which might h_erp widen the net" of the inves
tigation. Later, in cou~:t, he reported the ~xperience 
was a pleasant one. ·Also under oath he acknowl
edged ingesting four !:\its of LSD at .the Rendezvous, 
but testified, to the government's satisfaction, that it 
hadn't ·affected ~~-s memory or perception. 

In 1988, at the Okanagan Rendezvous; Frazier led a 
well attended workshop on how to disable a diesel en
gine. Now on federcll payroll, PX-3483-DJ made nice with 
Foreman, who gave -hiin a signed copy of the newly pub
lished _Field Guide to ·Mankeywrenching-this would later 
prove fateful. Sea S]1~pherd folks invited Frazier aboard 
their ailing vessel, Diyine Wind, to assist with repairs to 
its diesel engine. En route he made a stop at the "office" ~ 
of the Earth first! Legal Offense Fund and recorded con
versations about· the squrce and use of these donations to 
help activists. Another paid narc at the OkaiJ.agon Ren
dezvous, observirtg Frazier in action, reported to the FBI 
that "this in<1i_vidual appears very dangerous." 
· It was at the 1988 Rendezvous that Frazier intro
duced special agent Mike Fain as his old friend, a 
fellow roughneck, from the oil · fields of Texas. Fain 
possessed the useful FBI trait of being forgettable in 
a crowd of three. Aside from his height (tall), he was 
generic, bland and diplomatic. Fain's loosely _config-

ured identity, like an old house with rooms added on 
as-needed, went somethin'g like this ~ Dyslexic (to ac
coun.t for his useful slowness and the need for others 
to explain things in detail), Recovering Alcoholic (so as 
to not have a beer on the job), Vietnam Veteran (with 
connections to underground sources of explosives 
from some "old 'Nam buddies"), raised on a ranch in 
Nevada (hence handy with tools, firearms and such 
practical things) and former member of the Clamshell 
Alliance (too far away to check O\}t). · 

It was Fain, the professional, who was charged with 
the legalistic challenge of connecting the Prescott group1 

EMETIC, with some form of participatiOIJ. by Foreman. 
By the time of the actions against the Canyon ura

nim;n min·e (September 25, 1988) and Fairfield Snow 
aowl (October 25, 198,8), Mark, Peggy, Marc and I were 
under "continuous monitoring, surveilla,nce, surrep
titious recording and reporting," yet there was no at
tempt to arrest, dissuade or impede any actions ~gainst 
these sites. We were hijacked-and didn't know it. : 

Even the law abiding facility managers were· played 
along in . the plot. During the trial, Mark Chalmers, 
lanky and· even-keeled Canyon mine supervisor, mo
mentarily lost composure when during cross examina
tion he learned that his friends at the FBI had full fore
knowledge of the planned property destruction and let 
·his mine take tlie fall. The federal police lifted not a fin
ger as local law· enforcement scra~bled for clues. 

On September 22, 1988 Peg said to Agent Fain, 
"We're cutting down lines to Canyon Mjne on Sep
tember 25," and invited him to a logistics meeting 
on Friday, September 23 at 9:00a.m. She told him 
again on September 24, and again on Sept. 25-the 
day of the strike. Nonetheless, notations by the FBI 
informant in Prescott characterize the investigation at 
this time as, "moving along uneventfully." They were 
hardly uneventful for Canyon mine or S:howbowl. 

In February, 1989 the FBI placed bugs in the home I , 
sh~red with Mark: one above the dining table and the 
other above our bed. Wire taps and pen registers had 
long been installed on our phone. Pre-trial documents 
report that by the time the court: was petitioned for 
this more intrusive surveillance, "approximately 20 of 
the 42 overt acts had already occurred," but the FBI 
obtained authorization by claiming that "there ·has 
[sic] not yet been a number of clear, overt acts which 
wouJd aHow the FBI to prevent proposed.sabotage by 
arresting the -participants." . 

I try not to think about the reality that strangers 
sat in rooms for weeks and months on end, listening 
to the details of my daily life. I had managed to fend 
them off fairly well, cordially ignoring ~he lurking 
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Fain and limiting conversation with the informant; 
but within the most intimate possible -relations 
of lovers, and of parents carip.g for their children 
there was no defense. ' 

In contrast to the seeming indifference toward pole
cutting at Snow Bowl and .Canyon mine, communica
tion between Ag~nt Fain and the FBI field office in
dicates strong interest in averting, or redirecting the 
planned pole-cutting at the Central Arizona Project 
on the night of May 30, 1989. An arrest at a power 
line connected· to an actual nuclear power plant, and 
·a more direct connection to Dave Foreman, would 
yield better payoff for the major case investigation. 

When it became apparent that the Central Ari~OJ?.a 
Project power line sabotage was going to happen any
way, anti-terrorist SWAT teams were dispatche_o to the 
desert and Agent Fairi once again offered to drive. His . · 
old F-210, with the humorously chosen environmen- · 
tal bumper stickers, "Clear Cut Wal-Mart" and "Don't 
Nuke -my Fruit", ferried Mark and Marc and Peg west
ward, down the winding spars, to their demise. 

The Phoenix FBI division immediately released pre
written lead stories to major papers throughout the first as if I weren't "getting" what he was telling me 
west, claiming to have intervened in a plot which and then as if I just didn't understand. "I had to," he 
could have caused nuclear meltdowns. They reported insisted, "it was either go to the FBI or pull a Rambo at 
that "the arrests are · a result of a three year investiga- an Earth First!. gathering." · 
tion .. . as a resul~ of damage done to power lines lead- For over six months I w·as constantly pressured to 
ing into Palo Verde Nuclear Facility in 1986," lin!<.ing cooperate in the ca_se and threatened with indictment 
the EMETIC investigation to an event that none of and arrest. From Lori Bailey's attempted "interview" 
us had been involved in. (However, internal agency the morn.ing of the arrests [see Part 1], through endur
memoranda r~iterate; "The captioned case is not, nor ing a Grand jury inquiry on june 8, 1988 and into the 
has ever been, an investigation of the organ.ization Fall. On November 2~, Agent Bailey and two lawyers 
known as Earth First)". from the Attqmey General's office met. with my court 

An FBI spokesman told national media that automat- appointed lawyer "demanding cooperation in the 
ic weapons had been seized from the defen~ants. Be- pending case." Finally, in retaliation, on December 20, 
tween the three at power lines, there was nothing more . 19~8, a week before Christmas, a second indictment 
menacing than a bro}<en Swiss Army knife in the pock- was released along with a ~arrant for my arrest. 
et of Dr. Baker. It may be that Dave had registered guns I placed the kids in the care of a friend and drove 
at his home in Tucson, 300 rn.iles frbm the power lines. myself to the US Marshall's office, a hundred i:niles 
More likely, ariy automatic weapons seized belonged to to the south in Phoenix, to tum myself in. In a hi
Agent Fain who was, techn.ically, at the scene. zarre Nzghtmare Before Christmas type scenario, I was 

I see from the case logs that my name is inducted among taken, wrists pinned behind my back in hand cuffs, by 
those arrested at the poles that n.ight, in the prepcu:ed me- : two gun- wearing Marshalls through the labyrinthine 
dia statements and in criminal charges to be made at the hallways of some cavernous federal building in down 
scene. But I am_not at the poles; I am home with the chil- town ;Phoenix. As we ente~ed an empty elevator on a 
dren. The press-release and the charges were amended. half-deserted hallw'ay culdesac, one of the men inex-

A few weeks after the arrests I had a visit from Ron · plicably burst into holiday song: }'Happy Holidays .. . 
Frazier who had been "out· of town" for awhile. No BLAM! BLAM! .... Happy Holldays .... . BLAM! BLAM!.. ... "· 
one knew yet about his double identity and he had A few months later I was is~ued a subpoena to tes- . 
come to finally let me in on the secret. He was proud tify as a witness for the prosecution on ch(\rg~s against 
of what he had done, proud of the secret power he'd Baker, Davis, Foreman and Millett. 
held over us, proud that he had been the .real in~fder Ayearlater,onDecernber13,1990allcharge5onthetwo 
all along; he was nobody's fool. He looked at me as if I existing .indictments were combined into a single, massive 
should be proud of him too. I suddenly became aware indictment linked by far reaching charges of conspiracy. 
of how completely ~one I was then, in that room, ip. Each of the 17 counts carried a mandatory minimum 
that house, in the forest all around with this psycho- sentence of ~ years. Again, in the spring before the trial, 
path who thought I might love him. He looked at me, · · more heary pressure came down to take a plea in exchange 



for cooperation. The FBI had a list of about 10 names they 
wanted more information on. My lawyer adviSed,·"! think 
if we go, to trial we're going to lose. If you choose not to 
cooperat~ assmne you!ll be sent to a prison facility for a 
significant pumbe~_of. y~ars." There was no way out. · 

I wanted more thari anything: to be with my chil-

ment called what turned out to be their final witness-
the man responsible for the production of plutonium 
triggers at Rocky Flats. 

It is hard to conceive of such a human existing; but 
l have seen 'him. He looks like any other human. This 
man, whose job it is to assemble a device that will, with 

dren, free among the. <;kyons · 
and mountains of my home fiJ REFERENCE TO ECOLOGICAL OR 

certainty, ignite a nuclear fusion 
reaction by raising the tempera
ture to SO million degrees, took 
his seat between the flags of the 
USA and the land called Arizona. 

and to continue my work- in . 
public health, Buu.toufl.d' ffir- CULTURAL DEGRADATION... THE ONLY 
self at a crossroa4_!!; everything QUESTION UNDER CONS~DERATION WAS: 
that kept me strong ·and spirt- He answered cooperatively and 
tu.ally aliv~ was o~. qrie s_~de of WERE CR/M/NAt ACTS COMMITTED AND factually each question posed to 
the line and my freedom was him-how· the triggers are pro, 
on the oilier. Everything good ARE THESE SCOUNDRB.S RESPONS/Bl£? <:}uced, where the parts come 
and Q.opeful I might experi- from, how they are transported, 
ence or acc€lmplisp, had its l!Ource in the regenerating what materials are used, where they ,are assembled. It 
cycles of the life Biad_ crossed the line to fight for. would have been out of order-or "irrelevant"-to ques-

'I coitldn't find_ itin myself to agree to terms that re- . tion the effect of these actions on any living being. Even 
quired recanting( betrayin9 what I knew to be true or so, the us~al small rustlings and stirrings in the crowded 
injuring otherS-who_ had fought, in their way, for the room slowly (aded and the«ceased altogether. The jury 
same thi:pg. But as the reality of the trial approached seemeq to recoil as they absorbed the content of _this 
I shook with fear, 'like_ a dattering shell of old bones · prolo~ged ·testimony; the complete and permanent de
in the wind, down to my core. structiort of life described as a merely logical, even re-

We went to trial in June 1991-five defendants each spectable, enterprise. The entire room seemed to draw 
With our own unique lawyer. The process of getting back and fall ml,lte. 
separate lawyers to defend us each individually 'Wbile / Im{llediately , following- this testimony, Judge 
not using a defense that would endanger ariy other Broomfield adjourned the cburt for a late suminer 
defendant had, in itself, been a monumental negotia- break. During this,time the lawyers began negotiating 
tion. It went against -their instincts and training, but . a deal that ~ould allow each .of the five defendants _ 
in the end they walked that tightrope with P<!Ssion to plead guilty to one charge each without having to 
and fierce skill. It was the structure of the legaL sys- cooperate in any government investigation or pro
tem itself that proved the greatest impediment to .our vide testimony dn any one else: It was an all or none 
cause. What can and camiot be brought into eviden"ce deal-if amy one defendant refused, the offer was ciff 
is determined, in great detail, before the trial begins. for everyone. Mark wanted to fight it to the end. Dave 
No mention pf radioactive contamination, no refer- took an eventual misdemeanor charge on a count of 
.ence to ecological or cultural degradation could enter conspiracy-giving a copy of his boqk, A Field Guide 
the courtroom. This was a criminal trial, iu}d the only to Monkeywrenching, to Ron Frazier at ~the 1988 Ren
questip~ under consideration was: were _criminal acts dezvous. Marc and Peg and I. were ready to get out 
committed and are these scoundrels responsible? of the legal machine and begiQ the long road to get-

It is true thaf issues connected to the overreach ting our lives back. After niuch discussion and debate 
of surveillance, ~ntrapment and political repression we accepted the deai. Miraculously weid managed to 
were raised, within limits, throughout the trial and hold together for two years through intense pressure, 
in the media. What could not be presented was the heartbreak and personal differences. 
story of the places themselves. The ·harm to earth, At sentencing in September, the prosecuting US 
water, critters and human displacement occurring at attorney reassured the court that the most danger-
actual locations had no voice in the courtroom. ·ous group of terrorists ever to operate in the state ' 

A criminal trial is not the place for a battle about un- of Arizona had been brought to justice. I imagined 
derlying environmental issues. In this arena the best lassoes whirling overhead. She spoke of the terror of 
always suffer the most. Just saying. . Hobbes' (imagined) "State of Nature" and how we 

Our liberal friends said they agreed with . our_ senti_- , had struck fear in the he~trts of decent citizens who,' 
ments but not our methods, our lawyers claimed it was · unlike us, honored The Contract: I thought 'about 
all the FBI's idea .. · the -"bugs" in my bedroom, the uranium sleeping in 

The trial dragged on into late Augtistwitl:l the govern- -the Belly of the Mother, ·secret cold springs ··gently · 
ment still presenting their evidence. It appeared that we, pumpfng in hidden lava flows in the folds of the 
·the defenSe, might not begm o'ur arguments until some- mountain. Oddest of all, she explained to the media 
time in the ~all. Just before a 2 week'break the govern- assembled on the stately portico of the US 
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Federal building in downtown Phoenix that the govern
ment had done no less than rescue the mainstream en
vironmental movement from ruin. She stated, "[these 
sentences will aid in] crushing . this . radical deviant 
pseudo-eiwironmen tal movement that has' besmirched 
legitimate environmental movements like the Audubon 
Society and th.e Sierra Club." Besmirched! 

Her statement, hyperbolic as it was, gives substance 
to the insight of one of the most useful political phi
losophers of our age, Antonio Gramsci, who observed, 
"Civil society is, indeed, the state itself," and serves · 
the critical function of "securing the permanent con
sent of the gc>Verned." The real threat was that the en
vironmental movement as a whole might grow teeth 

. and redraw the conceptual boundaries of legitimacy 
around the corporate-state paradigm of 'hig~·est ·use 
value' within which all the world now suffers; 

As for myself, I walked I out of the Federal Court in 
Phoenix into a sea of news cameras and microphones. 
My kids were there, sitting on the landscaped earth 
playing in the gravel next to me in the midst of the 
pandemonium of it all. The news people wanted to 
know what I felt, what I thought about what had hap
pened. All I could think was that, after this entire aw
ful ordeal, the beautiful heart of Red Butte and the San 

. Francisco Peaks are still under siege-what will it take 
to stop the destruction of thes~ places? · 

I am an unlikely subject for such high-profile, higq-roll
ing goings on. Ftankly, I am a square. Boring, introverted 
and for most of my life worked a regular job. Fireside bac
chanals scare me; I look bad in tribal attire. But I under
stood what was happening in the earth beneath my feet 
and the waters cycling around and through me. 

I could see clearly that the thing devouring the fu
ture had to be stopped in the present. I don't think 
there is one way to do it-there is no manual, nor 
would we trust one if there were. There would not be 
a clear ending-as in victory~to our struggles. The 
meaning of the word .hope is radically undone. What 
there is are innumerable acts of resistance: requiring 
immeasurable foons of iin.agi.nation, rooted in the 
material reality of our common existence. 

Earth First! has done well to keep a healthy distance 
from the numbing blandishments of formal power and 
to develop within our own culture, over time, an analy
sis and repertoire of actions that draw upon the fullest 
range of possibilities for human response to an unprec
edented crisis. It falls on each of us to find that path be
tween freedom and survival as an individual, and the 
instinctual-! believe genetic-knowledge that our ex
istence is inseparable from that of our fellow creatures 
and the Earth that we know to be our only home. X 

flse suggests checking out Www.SAVETHEPEAKS.ORG ~ get in
volved with the ongoing struggle'"in the San Fransisco Peaks. 
Part I of this story can be ordered online www.EARTiiFIRSTJoUR
NAL.ORd or through the Earth First! Journal's mailing address: 

EMETIC'S lETTER TO SNOW BOWL 
The following text was taken from the original court tran
scripts of the Arizona 5 case. It's a legendary letter in it's 
ruthless humqr and tongue-in-cheek reference to the right
wing-nut Governor at the time. 

"The lift Cables have been rendered unusable ... 
We realize that this is getting expensive. ·so we are go

ing to I?i:opose a compromise. It is colder th~n a Bruce 
Babbitt speech, crawling_ around that mountain at 

· Right, and all of us ~ould prefer to return to our usual 
nocturnal diversion of pursuing meaningless relation
ships in sleazy but warm bars. 

1 

The positions: 
EME_:TIC-Get the machinery totally off The Peaks . 

Let the trees grow back, and the scars. heal. Cha,in Fair
·iield's CEO to"a tree at the 10,000 foot lcwel, and feed 
him shrubs and roots until he understands the sui
cidal folly of treating this planet primarily as a tool for 
making money. · 

Fairfield.;_Catch, ~:lraw and quarter all members 
of EMETIC. Pave the Snowbowl road at taxpayer ex
pense. A bill accomplishing this just passe.d Congress. 
Puf up more lifts. Cut down lots of trees. Turn this 
mountain into a garbage strewn money machine. Sell 
hundreds of tacky condos, take the·bucks and go back 
to lqoking for someplace else to turn into a crappy 
imitation of Los Angeles. -

The Compromise-Faidield agrees to the fo~lowing 
actions: ihey will withdraw their ongoing attempts to 
get Forest Service permission to expand the ski area, 
and not pave the exi'sting dirt road. They will consult 
with' appropriate spiritual authorities on the Navajo 
and Hopi reservations, and agree not to operate at all 
on the days of greatest religious significance. In return, 

' EMETIC will go away and stop. bothering them, and 
everybody will be'happy. 

Sounds good to us. , . . 
In passing, it seems necessary to clear up some 

of the confusion surrounding our name. We would 
like to state clearly· here and no~ that we firmly 
support Governor Mecham in his courageous battle 
against the militant, liberal faggots trying to hound · 
him from office. He has done· more in a few months 
to slow economic growth in Arizona than EMETIC 
could hope to with years of dedicated, conscientious 
destruction. If he is recalled, and someone compe
tent elected, 'then Arizona's rampaging business com
munity will be free to return its full attention. to the 
process of tqrning one of the loveliest places on earth 
into a giant shopping mall. 

We aren't really terrorists. We refuse to do anything 
that will-physically injure anyone. We just needed a·T 
word to make the acronym work. 

If our compromise is accep~ed, Fairfield should 
just place a small ad in the classified personals sec
tion.of next Thursday's Arizona Republic. It should ' 
say, in capital letters, UNCLE. Oth~rwise, better 
hite more security." 



I. Tell the Earth;"l love you. I can't live without you." 

2.You may feel embarrassed to be lovers with the Earth. Let it go. 

3.Spend time with her. 
4 .Ask her wh~t ·sli~likes, wants, a~d needs-then try to give it_ to her. 

5.Massage the Eai~-h with your feet. 

6.Admire her views often. 
7.Circulate eroti~ e~-ergy w~th her. 

·s.Smell her ~ . -·-·. · 

9. Taste her. 
' -

10. Touch her all-over. ... , . 

1l.Hug and stroke tier trees. 

12.Talk dirty to her -plants. 

25 Ways to ~ake 
Love to the Earth 

13. Swim nakea in her waters. 

14. Lay on top ~f her, ()r let her get on top. 
15. Do a nude dance for her. · . . 

16. Sing to her. ', 
17. Kiss and lick her. 

18. Bury parts of your body deep inside her soil. ,- · 
19 .Plant your seeds in her. 

BY ELIZABETH STEPHENS AND ANNIE SPRINKLE 

20. Love her unconditionally even when she's angry or crueL 

21. Keep her clean. Please recy'cle. 

22. Work for peace. Bombs hurt. 

23. If you see her being abused, raped, exploited, protect her 
as best you can. 

24. Protect her mountains, waters and skys. . · · 
25. Vow to love, honor and cherish the Earth 

until death 'brings you Closer together forever. 

Elizabeth Stephens & Annie Sprinkle are com
mitted to doing art projects that inspire more 
love for the Earth and our environment. They 
have had seven, big 'eco-themed performance 
art weddings in five countries; they married the 
Earth, the Sky, Sea, Moon and the A/Jt1alachilifl'<. 
Mountains. They aim to make the environ
mental movement more sexy, fun and diverse 
with their theater piece, visual art, and printed 
matter. Beth is a professor of art at University 
of California Santa Cruz ant{ is working on a 
film about MTR. Annie holds a.Ph.D. in human 
sexuality and is a renowned Pfrfotmance·artist. ' 
They are out ecosexuals. LOVEARTLAB.ORG 





j . 

"I fully praise those individuals who take. direct ., . '~ · ~' 

to ·Stop the destruction of the natural WOrld and-· threats to all life .... · 

(The) drive for pro'fits at any cost needs to be fierc~ly targeted, and those responsible 

for the !'Dassive injustices punished. !f there i.~ any real concern for justice, freedom, 
. . 

and, at least, a resemblance of a tr~e d"'rn'n"r::~r•" this revoluti~mary' ideal must be~ome 

For~sts and F.orests Health .· .., ·: 
• I . " ... ~ 



Re-visiting Uncle Ted 
A look at Technological Slavery: 

The collected writings oflheodore J. Kaczynski 
· a.k.a. //The Unahomher" 
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Auc;L.\1 J..J, 1983: "'file ftftii u(,'J.usust IIJesan a hike to til<' east. I sot to Ill}' ltitftf('// ca/1/fi t/Jc/1 1/it/\'t' itl {/ :-;ulch 
/Jcyondwhat I w/1 "[)iasonul Gulcfl." I stc/}'('d there tltroush tl1e fiJI/ml'ins da.\; . \u;.;ust 6. I fi ·lt the twace oft/It· fim·st 
t/IC're. Hut tltere llll' fc'\1' llllck/e/Jcrrics there, and tlwuglt tltcre cm· dc('f ; there is \ 'c'J}' little slltull SciiiiC. Furtlwnnon·, it 
/wd/Jec'/1 a Ions ti111c since I fwd St'('IJ the /)('autifitl and isolated plateau 11'1/C'rc tltc' \'Urious !JfUIICII<'s of "limtl Ctn-1\ 
originate. So I decided to take oftfil/' tht1t area on the 7tlt o(. \ugmt . .- \ little after crossins the roads itt tlw nt'i:-;11/Jcll liootf 
o(Cmter Mountain/ /Jegan to /war efta in saws; the sou11d \t'c'/1/ed to /1c mntins fimn tlte 11fifWr rt'ctclws o(Noo\/er Hill 
Creek. I aSS/IIIICd they\\'('/'(' cutting tn•c•s; I didn 't like it hut I tlwusht I \\'011/tf /Jc' a/Jic to ti\'Oid .\Uch thinss \\'//('1/ I sot 
onto t/1£' platecltl. tVa/king across tl1e /iii/sides 0/IIII.I' 1\'U\ tluw, I SUI\' do\\'11 /Jdoll ' 1/Ic a 1/C\\' rout! tlhlt lit ttl not/Jc'c'll 
tllC'rc previous(\; and that appcwnf to cross one· of tlw ri,z·~c·s that dow in S!t'tllf'lc' Creek. 1ft is 11/cltlc' ntc ti·d t1 little · 
sit'k. Nn·ert/IC'Icss, I wmt on to the plaf('(lll. tV/Jut I folllhl tlwrc /Jmkc nw lwt~rl . /Jtc' f'lutc 'c llt \\'tiS cri\s-cmssc·tf \\ 'il/1 
new roads, /Jrowl unci we/1-tnatfc fin· ruc1ds o(tiitlt kind. /lie plu!t·t~u is ruined fort '\ 'CL nw onf,\ ' tltins t/Jttt Ul/t!tl Stl\ 'c' 
it 1 Ull\' would /Jc tl w m il apse o(tl IC' ted 11 wlogit ·~II socid1 ·. lcuuldn · t hettr it. 1 ilttl 1 l'c '' t l1e /Jnt c 1111 In tml /Jctlut if ul c111d 
isolctted place around lwrc and I llcl\ 'c' \\'OIIdc•f1itlntc/llorin ,I( it. 

( >ne mud paswd ll'itllin a couple o(/tundred fi·l'f o(ttlr 11 d.\' '/'OI \\'/Jere I t cllllflc'tf for ctlon;.; ti111e t1 fi·w ,I'C't/1\ t~;.;o tllld 
fJtls.m lnlc/11,1' hclf'/'." lwun. Full o(gric'(c11ttf m;.;c I \\ '('/If /'tick clllllttill lf)('t/ lw Soutlt Fork llullll'us (.'reck. 

/he next dcl,l' I slc111etf filr 111,1' lwnw c·u/Jin. My route took lilt' fhlst ci /Jetlltliful '/)(If , u fct\'llrite fJ/uu· o(n1inc• ll'llc'rt ' 

tl~t·n· \I'll\ t1 Sflfins o(pure water tllcll muld sufi•f,\' /1c tlrtlll.'-. \\ 'illwut /Joilin;.;. I \lof'f'ecl unci suit! t1 kind oft'rtl\ 'c 'l to tlw 
'fJiril o( tltc sprin:.;. It \\ 'tiS t1 pm,1·cr in ll'hith I S\\'OH' thut /\\ 'o/1/d tukc rc1 ·en:-;e for ll'ltul \\'tl\ /Ieins tlonc to tl~t · /01nt. 

" / ... /and then I ldllmc·d lwnw tiS tfllitkf,\ ' tiS I multi IJc'<lf/1\c'IIJ!I\'C sonJdlliiiS to tlo! " 

Bv PANAGlOTIS EvANGaos NASros TsoLKAS 

Many of us grew up with a wild-ass grandpa or grumpy 
uncle. Whether they were pr.eaching conspiracy theories', 
needling us to invest in gold or embarrassing us in front 
of our friends by gleefully threatening to get revenge on 
the techno-industrial empire, they usually made quite 
an impression. Ted Kaczynski might just be that relative 
to those of us in the radical ecological movement. Over 
the past few decades, some have cril1ged at his sight and 
others have cheered, but we've all had to ask ourselves, 
is he really related to us?! . 

Did he subscribe to the Earth First! Journal? Didn't I see 
him eating at the Food Not Bombs picnic once? Was he at the 
Rendezvous? (or did he get kicked out?!) 

While the speculations could take on mythical propor
ti9ns, the only evidence to surface suggested an obscure 
relation at best-despite some persistent attempts to con
nect him to· an organized movement. For example,_ in 
April '96, Tampa Tribune columnist Cal Thomas reported, 
"Ka<:ZYfiski went to an Earth First! meeting- _at the Uni
versity of Montana where a hit list of enemies of the en
vironment was distributed." Thpmas, a former publicist 
for Jerry Falwell, conflated both allegations: the meeting 
was actually a Native Forest Netwqrk conference and the 
list came from Live Wild or Die, not the Earth First! Journal 
(although wheri FBI agents raided Kaczynski's Montana 
cabin, they claimed to find copies of both). 

According . to the Center fol" 9>nsumer Freedom's fa
mous Earth First!-bashing website, www.ACllVISTCASH.coM, 

_ th~ FBI said Earth First! Journal was one of .Kaczynski's favor
ite periodicals. As annoying as these industry nonts tend 
to be, their sources are occassionally solid. In this case, a 
1998 court transcript stated that a letter titled "Suggestion 
for Earth First!ers from FC' (said to be the Unabomber's 
pseudonym) was found in Kaczynski's cabin, which read ·in 
part: "As for the Mosser bombing, our attention was ca.lJ.ed 
to Burston·Marsteller [sic] by an article that appeared in the 
Earth First! lltha [sic] ." The transcript also states "the cabin 
searchers also found a copy of a letter to a radical environ
mental group known as Earth' First!, and that letter began: 
'This is a message from FC. The F.B.I. calls us Urrabom. We 
are the people who 'recently assassinated the president of 
the California Forestry Association."' . 

In the Beltan~ '96 issue of the Journal, co-editor Leslie 
Hemstreet authored a thorough rebuttal to media accu
sations following Ted's bust, primarily by· distancing the 
movement from him to the greatest extent possible (in
cluding iilaccurades). The editorial collective went as far 
as filing th~ first stages of a lawsuit against the FBI, which 
was mostly fruitless. With the Journal bearing. the brunt of 
the pressure, the angle taken by the Eugene collective at 
the time is understandable. The anxiety, fear ahd confu
sion show most clearly when Hemstreet asserts' that "to 
even identify the Unabomber as environmentally moti- · 
vated is stretching it. Of l).is 26 victims, only tWo had any 
environmental connection." [see A Few FC Targets] 

little else ever appeared about Uncle Ted in the Journal
no analysis of targets, no critique of the manifesto-but 
plenty of whispers,· rants and argument;> could be heard 



around our -campfires. In June '99, a former Journal editor, 
Theresa Kintz, attempted to break the silence by conduct
ing the first interview with. Ted Kaczynski; however, ilt that 
year's Round River Rendezvous in Coiorado the movement 

• rejected the-idea of.running it. Instead Anarchy; a Journal of 

first appearance. According to Ted, ('Whenever a movement 
of resistance begins to emerge, these leftists (or whatever you 
choose to call them) come swarmjng to it like flies to hoqey 
until they outn.urnber. the origiilal members, take itover, and 
. tum it into just another leftist faction, thereby emasculating 

Desire Armed and the UK edition 
of Green Anarchist published it 
jointly. Neither 9f whid} was, for 
·better or worse, · coqstra;ined by 
public process or: mqvement ac-

. IF THE UNABOMBER PREVAILS 
it. The history of Earth First! pro

. vides an eleg(Ult example of this 
process." He 'reiterates this idea 
throughout the book in various let

-ters to correspondents. 

. . 

AND W£ RETUIJN TO WILD NATURE ... 

countability. ~--- Uncle Ted obviously preferred 
the overly-masculine, right-wing 
patriarchal days of Earth First!. 
Even if _the rea).ity. is that his pre
ferred faction couldn't hold its 
own in the ·Earth First! move- . 
ment and much of it has sipce 
gone status quo, obsessing over 
prO-border policy and popula
tion, does that mean we should 
dismiss everything he has to say? 

· In response to ~tz'~. question 
about his d.ilfl.u~c,_es,· J5i(:zynski 
responded: _"I read :f.9ward Abbey 
in mid-eighties and t}lat was one 
o( the· thirigs that g~~e me the idea 
that, lyeah, there -~ other people 
out there that hav~-the sarhe at
titudeS that I do,' I ·r~d The·Mon
keywrench Gang, I think"itwas. But 
what; first mot:lyattrl me wasn't 
anything I ~d. I jus~ got mad see
ing the machineS"-rippirig up the 

w~and sC> forth ... " CAN I STILL HAVE MY eARPHONE? 

I doQ't' think so. In my opinion, 
it's far past time we take a deeper 
look for ourselves. 

To reflect on three decades of the . 
ecological resistance movement while ignoring the dialogue 
about industrial dvilization that .l&l's endeavors sparked 
would be negligent. For the most part, however, Earth First! 
has shied away from any open discussion about Kac;zynski. 
At what point can we move on past that? 

Feral House Publishers o.ffered a guiding step in their 
opening note to the read~ of Technologic_al Slavery by re
minding us that even. tech.O.ophiles like Bill Joy, founqer 
of sun· Microsystems, have been. able to express their re
gard for 'fed:s ~ting: 
.. "Uke ma11y Qf my colleagues, I felt tl).at I could easily 
have been the Unabomber's next target. . H~ is clearly a 
Luddite, but simply saying this does hot dismiss his argu
ment ... As difficult as it is for me to ackllowledge, I saw 
some merit iri the reasoning in [Kacz}rsnki's writing]." 

About the ·book 
Technological Slavery opens with an author's note from 

Ted: "I expect it to be advertised and promoted in ways 
that I ·will find offensive. Moreover, I do not like the new 
title ... " (Editions Xenia published a first edition in 'French 
in 2008 as The Road to Revolution, as well as a lirnitea release 
of 400 COP.ies in English). Ted again expresses his deep-dis
satisfaction with the book in the first line of his fotward. 

·In case you don't get the picture, Uncle Ted is bitteL 
Despite the author's discouragement, I kept reading. And 
I'~ glad I did. In fact, Technological Slavery took me back to 
age 17 and my te~emarketing cubicle job, where I read his 
words for the· ~t time. A dozeri y;e!US later, it still evoked . 
much of the same intellectval stimulation (only now I 
was staring tlt a computer in the EF! Journal office): · 
, Speaking of EF!, only four pages into his book EF! niakes itS 

lndustri~l Society's Future 
In his famous treatise to the developed world, "Industrial So

dety and Its FUture" (ISAIF), originally published in the New 
York Trmes and Washington Post in exchange for an end to the 
bombing, there were some thoughtful, basic tips on strategy: 

·"The line of conflict should be drawn between the mass of 
the people and the power holding elite of industrial society ... 

.For example, it would be bad strategy for the revolutionar
ies to condenin Americans for their habits of consumption. 
Instead the average American should be portrayed as a vic
tim of the ,advertising and marketing industry, whiCh has 

· suckered him into buying a lot of junk that he doesn't need 
and that is a ver)r-poor compensation for his lost freedom. 
Either approach is consistent with the facts .. . As a matter of 
strategy one should generally avoid blaming the public." 

"One should think twice before encouraging any oth-
er sodal ~onflict than that between,the power holding ' 
elite (which wields technology) and the general public 
(over which technology exerts its power) .. . [which] may 
actually encourage technologization, because each side 
in ~uch a conflict wants to use techn~logical power to 
gain advantages over its adve!sary. This is clearly seen in 
rivalries between n.ations. It also appears in ethnic ,con
flicts within nations," (from paragraphs· 190 and 191). 

UI;lcle Ted must have had doubts about the efficacy 
of some of his strategies (like 204 and 205 where he 
·encourages revolutionaries to have -as many babies 
as possible!), because he then says in 206: "if expe
rience indicates that some of the recommendations 
ma.de in the foregoing paragraphs are no_t going to 
give good results, , then those recommendations 
should be discarded." 

27 
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A Critique of Anarcho-Primitivism 
. The book's next essay, "The Truth About Primitive Ufe", is 
in agreement with what Ted sees as the philosophical posi
tion of the green anarchist tendency, but focuses on a deep 
challenge to what he sees 
as the tamed, mythical ver
sion of anthropology it bases 
itself on, concluding "you 
can't build an effective revo- · 

' lutionary movement out of 
soft-headed dreamers, lazies, 
and charlatans. You have to 
have tough-minded, realistic, 
practical people, and people 
of that kind .don't need ·the 
anarcho-primitivists' mushy 
utopian myth." And he backs 
up his position with a whop
ping 313 footnotes to his an
thropology research. 

Tbe System's Neatest Trick and Hit Where It Hurts 
In this short essay, Uncle Ted points out what "the Sys

tem" is, and how it turns rebellion to its own advantage. 
He observes that "commentators like Rush Limbaugh 
help the process by ranting against activists: Seeing that 
they have made someone angry fosters the activists' illu
sion that they'are rebelling." 

He warns that university intellectuals also play an im
portant role in carrying out the system's trick: "Though 
they like to fanqr themselves independent thinkers, the 
intellectuals are (allowing for individual exceptions) the 
most oversocialized. The inost conformist, the tamest 
and most domesticated. The most pampered, dependent,. 
and spineless group in America tooay." · 

Kaczynski's grudge with Universities might have some
thing to do with throwing away his youth by going to 
Harvard at 16, not to mention the CIA-sponsored Ml<t.JL. 
TRA studies he endurea there in 'which he was subjected 

' to extremely stressful and prolonged psychological attack, 
strapped into a chair and connected to electrodes that 
monitored physiological re(\ctions, -while fadng bright 
lights and a twO:. way mirror ... Just saying. 

Uncle T also waxes briefly on the topic of veganism, viv
section and animal rights: " ... opposition to mistreatment 
of animals may be useful to the System: Because a vegan 
diet is more effident in terms of resource-utilization than a 
carnivorous one is, veganism, if widely adopted, will help 
to ease the burden placed on the Earth's limited resources 
by the growth of the human population. But activists' in
sistence on ending the use .of animals in scientific experi
ments is squarely in conflict with the system's neeqs, since 
for the foreseeable future there is not likely to be any work
able substitute for living animals as research subjectS." 

In "Hit Where it Hurts;'{origjnally published in Green 
Anarchy, 2002), he continues on a ·similar theme, respond
ing to a letter from an animal liberationist in Denmark 

"I agree that keeping wild animals in cages is intoler
able, and that putting an end to such p'ractices is a noble 
cause. But there are rrtany other noble causes, such as 
preventing traffic acddents, providjng shelter for the 

homeless, recycling, or 
helping old people cross 
the street. Yet no one is 
foolish enoug_h to mistake 
these for revolutionary -ac-

• tivities, or to imagine that 
they do anything to weak
en th,e system." 

Only half that original 
article made it into the Fe
ral House book (at Ted's re
quest). The article in its en
tirety can be found in Green 
Anarchy or- gasp! online. It 
is int~resting for his identi
fication of the vital organs 

. of the "System" for revolu-
'tionary targeting," ... but oril.y [for] legal forms of p,rotest 
and resistance," of course. 

Excerpts from letters 
Although the book's republished letters and essays are re

petitive, some excerpts l~d themselves to interesting dialogue 
and insight about Ted's life ahd the choices he made. 

From his letter to MK (a Thrkish anarchist), October 
2003: "Because I found modem life absolutely unaccept
able, I grew increasingly hopeless until, at the-age of 24, 
I arrived at a kind of Crisis: I felt so miserable that I didn't 
care whether I lived or died. But when I reached that point, 
a sudden change took place: I realized that if I didn't care 
whether I lived or died, then I didn't need to feat the con
sequences of anything I might do. Therefore I could do 
anything I wanted. I was free! That was the great turning
pOint in my life because it was then that I acquired cour
age, which has remained with me ever since. It was at 
that time, too, that I became certain that l w<;>uld soon 
go to live in the wild, no matter what tb.e consequences. 
I spent two years teaching at the University of California 
in order to save some money, then I resigned my position 
and went to look for a place to live in the forest." 

"Whatever philosophical or moral rationalizations 
people' may invent to explain their belief that violence 
is wrong, the real reason for that belief is that they have 
unconsciously absorbed the system's propaganda." ... . 
"Green-anarchist, anarcho-primitivists, and so forth {the 
'GA Movement') have fallen under such heavy influ
ence from the left that ·their rebellion against dvilization 
has to a great extent been neutralized. Instead of rebel
ling against the values of dvilization, they helve adopted 
many dvilized values themselves and have constructed 

· an imaginary picture pf primitive societies that embodies 
these dvilized values." ... "I don't mean that~ere is any- . 
thing wrong With gender equality, kindness to animals, 



tolerance,of homosexuaJity, or the like. But these values 
have no relevance to the effort to eliminate technological 
ctviiktion. They are not revofutionary values. An effec
_tive revolutionary movement will have to adopt instead 
the hard values of ,p:Fimitive sodeties, such as skill, self-. . ' 

dj.sdpline, honesty, physiCal and mental stamina, intoler-
ance of externally-impos~d restraiilts, capadty to endure 
physical pain, an~, above_ all, courage' 

In another excerp~, Jr9m FC to Sdentifi.c American, 
199S, Ted had this;to say: ~The engineers who initiated the 

. industrial revolution-can be forgiven for not having antid
pated its negative cohs~tiences. But the harm caused by 
technological progre.ss.is by this time suffiCiently apparent 
so that to continue to promote it is grossly irresponsible." 

.... . :· ·,_;: . 
::: .. 

· The (Coming) Ro,ad to ~evolution · 
These two essays, '~The Coming Revolution" and "The 

Road to Revolution'', have the same premise: The former 
~as originally wptten in spanish (no publication date bt 
location is provided). It opens with a quote from Albert 
Einstein: "Our ehtiie much-praised technological prog
·ress, and dVWzatiori_generally, could be compared to an 
ax in the hand o(a pathological criminal .. " 

Kaczynski makes the case that a· "great revolutiml. is 
·brewing", likening it to revolutionary sodaLchanges in· 
centuries past. "The val;ue~ linked with so-called prog~ 
ress-that is, with i.mqloderate economic and techno
logical growth-were those that in challenging the val
ues of the old regimes created the tensions that led to the 
French and Russian Revolutions. The. values linked with . 
'progress' have now become the val\JeS of anotber domi
neering regime: the tedmoindustrial system that rules . 
the world today." 

Disappointingly, the second version of the essay opens 
with a quote from Mao Tsetung. Yes, Ted, the revolution 
is not a dinn_er .-party. We know. Maybe not a vegan pot 
luck either. But where does that leave us-those who feel 
affinity with much of Ted's convictions but who engage in · 
the Earth First! movement because of its decentralization, 
non-hierarchal structure and rejection of a narrow strategy? 
I know what Ted would say, but by the end of the book, I 
was ready to know what the rest of y'all think. 

Why now? 
. The final chapter explains the reason for the timing of 

the qook's publication. Ted runs through several pages of 
legalese explaining his efforts as a jailhouse attorney to 
defend his rights to maintain control of his writing under 
First Amendment protections and, essentially, losing. The 
rest of 'his property was sold with the money going to
wards restitution of injured redpients of his bombs. Now· 
his papers may also go to.auction. · 

In 2000, his enemies' quest for profit took a strange 
path. The SF Weekly reported that Gellen, who lost his 
left arm as a result of one of Kaczynski's mail bombs, took 
Kaczynski to court in an, effort to repossess his property 
a_nd offer it for sale to the highest bidder. "There were 
interested parties who were willing to pay more than 
$1 million dollars for the -property," claims JuWm Hill, 
lawyer fo_r timber industry executive and Unabomber 
victim; Dick Gellen, "and instead it was sold for only 
$7,500. That $1 million s~ould have gone to the fami
lies of his victims." 

The property was sold to Joy Richards, with whom Ted 
maintained corresponde'nce fo~ ten years. -She told the 
Saqamento Bee that she. hoped to eventually live on the 
property, build a residence and to preserve it. "His ideas are 
what really matter, and I thought his ideas were brilliant." 

Sbe passed away in 2006. His book is dedicated to her 
memory, with love. 

When Kintz asked him in 1999 if he was afraid. of losing 
his mind in prison, Kaczynski replied: . 

"No, what worri_es me is that I might in a sense adapt to 
this environment and come to be conifortable here and 
not resent it anymore. And I am afraid that as the years go 
by that I may forget, I may begin to lose my memories of 
the mountains and the woods and that's what really wor
·ries me, that I might lose those memories, -and lose that 
serise of contact with wild nature in general. But I am not 
afraid they are going to break my spirit." x 

Ted is serving a life sentence without the possibility of parole. Letters 
can be sent to: Ted Kaczynski #04475-046, US Pen-Admin Max Fadl-
.ity, P.O. Box 8500, Florence, CO 81226. · 

1DP TiN REASONS ro VOTE UNABOMBER, Your presidentiah-vrite-in cJwice fbr '96, by Lydia Eccles: ulf tJW Unabomber Put a hairline crack in the myth 

of progress, we should apply a wedge now-the Unabomber's fifreen seconds are just about up. "But an election lasts a year. An anti-tedmo/ogi(al rallying 
point only came into being because of the criminal chase. Theri!'s not going tn be another opportunity ... HE's GOT tHE CREDENIIALS. The lfnaborn!Jer's 
use of violence should not disqualify him from consideration. His willingness and ability to effectively use violence to achiel-f! strategic political goals merely 
demonstrate the essential qualifications to be presidtint" -FROM UNAPAC's wRmi-IN G4MPAIGN ro EUCT UNABOMBER RJR PfiES/DEN1' • 



A few fC Targets 
In all, 16 bombs-which injured 23 people and killed three-were attributed to Kaczynski. All but the 

first few contained the initials "PC", which Ted later asserted stood for "Freedom Club. " · . 

Timber Industry In 1991 BM ~an aPR campaigh for 
In April, 1995, a bomb killed Gilbert Dow-Cornmg to handle the growing 

Murray, president of the timber industry public health controversy over silicone' 
·lobbyiTig group Califomia Forestry Asso- breast implants. · . 
dation. Murray was described as a "Wise Most recently, BM. represented Black- . 
Use Leader" by Ron Arnold's Center for · water USA following a 2IXJ7 inddent irl 
Defense of Free Enterprise. which Blackwater employees killed 17 . 

Iraqi dvilians. 
Corporate Public Relations 

·1n 1994, Burson-Marsteller (BM) ex- Computers, Robotics, 
ecuti~e 'Thomas J. Mosser was killed by In May .of 1982 Vanderbilt JJniver
a mail bomb sent to his North Caldwell, sity, N,iishville, Tennessee . recclyed 
New Jersey home. In a letter to the New an FC bomb, tnjuring university 
York Tun,es FC stated that the company secretary Janet Smith. Vanderbuilt's 
"helped Exxon dean up its public image Institute for Space and Defense. Elec
after the Exxon Valdez inddent" and, tronics housed in the Department of 
more imP,Ortantly, beciluse "its business ·. Electrical Engineerin~ and Computer 
is the development of techniques for Science, is the largest such academic 
manipulating people's attitudes." • facility in the world. 

BM is one of the largest public rela- ·lri 1985, a Califorri!a computer store 
tions agendes in the world. It is now a . owner was.killed by a bomb placed in 
unit of Young & Rubicam, owned by . the parking lot of his store. A similar at
WPP Group. The finn has 58 wholly- tack against a computer store occurred 
owned and 45 affiliated offices in 59 in Salt Lake City, Utah 1987. 
countries across six continents. 

BM works with global producers and 
marketers of petroleum products in t:r.;rin
ing their employees how tq respond to 
crises and working on k~ romrnunica
tions of specific crisis situations such as 
oil spills and serious acddents. Among 
those served by BM are Shell, Exxon Mo
bil, Conoco, Chevrop., BP and Gulf. 

BM represented Union Qubide, joint
ly responsible for the Bhopal disaster 
ii:t 1984 that killed some 2,000 people. 
After the Three Mile Island acddent of 
1979 ~e the most significant ac
ddent iri the history of US comrnerdal 
nudear power generation, BM conduct
ed public relations work for the plant's 
manufacturers, Babcock & Wilcox. 

The Indonesian government paid BM 
millions to help improve the country's 
human rights and environrD.ental im
age, following the 1991 Santa Cruz mas
sacre· in East Tunor. They. campaigned 
against htiman rights organizations at 
the behest of the last Argentine military 
dictatorship and conducted a PR cam
pciign in the Czech Repub.l1c on behalf 
of TVX Gold, which threatened the Su-
mava 1ylountains. 

Electrical Engineering 
Qiogenes J. Angelakos who served for 

four decades as a professor at the Berke-
· ley campus, had his labs attacked by 
bombs twice, iri 1982 and 1985. Ange
lakos served as director of the Electron
ics Research Laboratory at &rkeley from 
1964 to 1985 and was widely crecijted 
with buildihg one of the university's 
largest research laboratories. He was rec- · 
ognized as one· of the world's foremost 
experts on scattering of electromagnetic 
waves, ~ well as on the design of wire
less antennas. Q_ne injured him, the 
other, a Berkeley graduate student. 

In 1993, David Hillel Gelemter, a 
neoconservative professor _of ~com
puter sdence at Yale University, was 
critically injured. He helped found the 
company Mirror Worlds Technolo
gies based ori-his book Mirror. Worlds: 
or the Day Software Puts the Universe 
'in a Shoebox .. How It Will Happen and 
What It Will Mean, 1992. Among ~s 
other published· bool<s are American
ism: The Fourth Great Western Religion, 

· 2007; Machine Beauty: Elegance and the 
Heart of Technology, 1998; The Muie in 

the Machine: Computerizing the Poetry of 
Human Thought, 1994. ' 

Geneticists 
June 1993, genetictst Charles Epstein. 

from University of California, San Fran
dsco was injured by a-bomb. Gelemter' 
bro¢er,,a behavior~ genetidst, ·reeeived 
a "You are next'~ call. Geneticist Phil
lip Sharp at Massa.chusetts Institute of 

I 
Technology also received a threatening · 
l~er two years later. Kaczynski wrote a 
letter to the New York Tunes daiming 
that FC was responsible for the attacks 
and threats. 

Behavioral Sciences 
James V. McCOnnell was also a target 

ofFC. In 1985, hewasinjuredalongwith . 
his research assistant Nicklaus Suino by 
a bomb, disguised as a manuscript, .sent 
to his house in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
McConnell was a biologist and cin.irllal 
psychqlogist known for his research on 
planarians. His paper "Memory transfer 
through cannibalism in planarians" , 
published in th~ Journal of Neuropsychia
try, reported that when planarians con
ditioned to respond to a stimulus were 
ground up and fed to other planarians, 
the redpients learned to respond to the 
stimulus/ faster than. a control group 
did. His findings were eventually com
pletely discredited. He also believed that · 
memory was chemically based and that 
in the future humanity would be pro-· 
grarnmed by drUgs, cominenting that 
he would rather be "a programmer than 
a prograrnee." . 



BY LILAC 

At whllt point does a community 
of resistance become "underground"? 

I • 
The arrest a.nd sentencmg of Rod 
Coronado for "friending" Mike Ro.
selle on facebook has provided a dif
ficultpoint of reference for me in that 
ques-tion. Who can I talk to? What , 
can I talk about? I 

I wanted to conduct a roundtable 
interview with defendants of the Stop 
Huntingdon Animal Cruelty (SHAC) 
ca~e, but the state forbids them to 
communicate. I suppose it's suitable, 
after all - their only charge was 

. communicating, through the inter
net, With activists. I have, on the oth
er hand, interviewed separately Josh 
Harper, Darius Fulmer and Andy 
Stepanean, three of.the activists who 
are now technically free, and turned 
it into a. kind of imaginary foundta
ble in~erview. If free speech exists, it 
is bnly in our hearts. The followrng 
is a creative artic;le aboat something 

that did not take ptace, none of the ment here in the us by conducting 
co-defendants have had any corre- -0, campaign· of harassment, surveil
spondence with each other. lance, and malicious prosecutions: 

Instead, we are perhaps taken to the What we do with that information 
darkest recess of the mind·- tlie space now is the impo.rtant thing." 
behind the retinal cone where the win- The prominent features of Andy 
dows of the soul, weary from absorb- Stepanian take shape through the 
ing alien light, seek shelter beneath shadowy dark. He nods . in agree
eyelids. SHAC hcis slept with O!Je eye ment; "It's simple," he says, "HLS 
open for too ·[ong. I close my eyes and still exists. Any rational, empa
voices take hold out of utter darkness. thetic human being feels outrage - = 

I addr.ess Josh Harper first. "A ~hen they watch 1y[ichelle ·Rakke's- ,·~ 

lot of people think the SHAC cam- tape or similar footage from the , -~: 
paign is doing better than ever." I numerous undercover investiga- . 
say, "What do you think?" tions that _shows HLS'_ viciQ!I~--_gu~.:,.=:6: 

"I am not s'ure if it has grown or · elty, sloppy science, and- a disre~.-~~ 
gotten stronger." Josh responds. "I gard ·for the health ·and well being' ,,"*, 
certainly hear very strident rhet- of the consumers -who ·ultimately """' 
oric, but in the US at least !_am would be exposed to the ·end:::pr.Q-d~~.i:t;;~ 
not seeing people take the kind of ucts they were testing. Adilitioi'taHy:::; ':.:.~ 
actions that made the campaign , the anima1 Jights_ 
effective. It's disappointing. We · one that is easily 
need to face our failings if we ever prosecution of 
want to see progress, and the truth to scatter ·some
seems to be that the .governme_nt · it also served· !o 
caused a great blow to the move- pledging to"' uvuv''"' 
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My thoughts turn to the SHAC7 trial. People 
' throughout the world lent their efforts to support the 
SHAC7 under Freedom of Speech rights. If you didn't 
agree with all ani
mal rights activists, 
at least you could 
see that the SHAC7 
hadn't been charged 
with actions outside 
of · making infor
mation available. 
Clearly, it was a 
symbolic trial to 
show activists that 
state was more into 
repressing dissent 
than learning from 
it. The sentencing of 
the SHAC7 created 
shock waves around 
the world. If you 
didn't hear about 
it, you felt it. Some
how, you knew. 
For a while, Andy's 
hop~ touches mine, 
and I wonder if 
things aren't as bad 
as they seem . . 

oping a realistic1plan to succeed. We now have SHAC
North America providing that vision and analysis. I 
hope that people across the country take advantage 

' · of that blueprint and 

] 

pour their hearts and 
souls into a focused 
campaign again." 

Darius's desperate 
but courageous tone 
strikes a chord, and I 
imagine what hell the 
three .activists must 
have gone through. 
"The SHAC 7 are al
most totally out," I 
say, "What kind of 
support , would you 
like to have from the 
radical community 
over the next five 
years?" 

A silence gathers 
like a still pond, un- · 
til Josh speaks up, 
sen~ling chills down 
my spine. "The kind 
where people hon~ 

or the sacrifices we 
made by helping 
make ottr shared vi
sion a reality." 

Then Darius Ful
mer speaks: "Re
grettably, I have to 
disagree. While I 
am excited to see so 
many activists fight
ing on in the face 
of government in
timidation, the carri
paigll against HLS 
is nowhere . near the 
force it once was. At 
its height, rarely did 
a day go by witho1,1t a 
significant action, ei
ther aboveground or 
underground, against 
the lab or their. fi-

WE NEID CONCERNED 
PEOPLE ACROSS THE 

·I feel like the majes
tic statement breaks 
the ice, and Andy re- · 
joins, "I have to · sec
ond Josh, seeing our 
shared activist vision 
become a reality: · 
There is no stro.nger 
support than know
ing that the fight 
that you held so dear 
was no~ a fight held 
in vain:'' 

. C 0 .U N T R Y . A N D A R 0 U N D 
T H E W 0 R L D T 0 G ·E T · 

.IN.VOLV·ED, TAKE ACTION, 
· · AND MAKE ·HISTORY. 

Inspired, Darius 
boldly shares in the 
sentiment, "Finis}?. 
the job. We have nancial supporters. 

It is that kind of. relentless pres'sure that is necessary 
.to close them down. We need to bring the campaign 
back to that level. 

"For now it seems we hav.e fallen back into our usual 
template of scattered and ·unfocused protests against a 
wide array of targets with no clear path to success with 
any of them. Another aspect of the campaign that 
proved crucial was conducting an .honest appraisal of 
our target, pinpointing their weaknesses, and devel-

a tremendous opportunity before us. This cpuld be 
the first time a social justice movement has actually 
closed down an unscrupulous multinational C<?rpora
tion. The lab has been surviving on a $100 million 
loan which comes due in the summer 6f 2011 . The 
time for action is now, HLS's finances can not be al
lowect. to recuperate before then. 

"We need concerned people across the country · 
and· around the world to get involve.d, take action, 



and make history~ . Seeing the campaign that they · 
sacrificed so much for end successfully is.the best 
support any political prisoner could hope for. We 
need everyone to step into the ring and put HLS 
on the canvas.:' .... .... ' · 

..r • .) • 

Pondering the powe~ of their words, l wonder 
how the anti-heirarchal SHACtivists have been 

talk about my experiences in prison. As I try to move on 
with my activism, I find a lot of people want to talk about 
the ~tuff I am trying to move past, and as much .as I adore 
the Earth First! Journal this interview is no exception." 

The downcast response throws me off for a second, but 
Darius soon speaks up. "The publicity surrounding our 
case," he·says, ;'has brought a lot of attention to the issue 

impacted by ~heir c.ase; 
"How do you feel :· ab,out 
the publidty surrmmding 
your case? Ho~ has it af
fected your int~iactio?s 
with friends, relat~ves arid 
people yo!! meet 011;, th,e 

of animal experimentatiqn and ex
ploitation in general. At this point, 
however, I am much more inter~ 
ested in talking about the present. I 

l =~;:===~~~~f~~~~l · The trial andmyincarceration w~re ==== ·yesterday. What are we going to do 

street?" . ~ .. 
Josh .cracks up, ,:_exclaini

ing; "The best part -of ·the · 
publicity, · aside ftom the 
support we rec.(!ived fn 
prison, is that my mom. 
gets to feel' ail 'gangster 
when she meets ~tter veg
ans. Once she Visited ·me . -
in prison and she was just 
beaming as she explained, . 
'Last night -at. a vegan res
tauraht I ate for free when 
the waiter found out I was · 
your mom!' Don't get. me 
wrong, I recognize -how 
important the publicity is 
from a political perspec
tive, but from a personal 
perspective that is ·what · 
made me. h~ppiest." 

May not b_e ·a free lunch, 
but ,what the hell, I think 
to myself, grinning. Andy 
is less stoked. "I can't fig
ure out if I like the public
tty or not. Pul;>licity can 
be a double edged sword, -it can serve to benefit a 
prisoner, an activist or a movement, whiie also at 
times also serving to erode ·security, create il sort 
of predictability, and bind the activist to have to 
continue doing or employing whatever tactics 
garnered such attention in order to feed some sort 
of publicity monster." 

"It's ironic -that I say this, because I work full- · 
time as a publicist both for authors arid for activ-

' ists, however I feel like that gives me a unique 
perspective. An example of my bound hands anal
ogy could be f01;n<;l a few weeks ago when I was 
pitching a Tv ~hmvrta 11fn a story about activists 
who want to stop tJ;le construction of an pffshore 
,liquid natural gas te .minal, mid way through m~ · 
pitch they wanted me to c'ome into their studio to 

today to shut down HLS?" 
So I change the subject. No more 

nostalgia, let's get to the brass tacks. 
"What kin<l of roles do you' think 
you'll try to fill in the future?" · 

Still beaming, Josh says, "Oh, I've · 
got some fight left in me! Prison was 
traumatic and I am taking it slow on 
probation, but on_.the scale between 
'radical' and 'otherwise' I hope peo
ple cah guess which end they'll al
ways find me on." 

Again, Andy is a little more re
served, but hopeful. · "I hit the 
ground running when I· got out 
of p:t;ison." he says, "Three friends 

· and I started The Sparrow Project, 
a grassroots publicity agency for 
activists and artists c<;>mmitted to 
relevant social change. In a nutshell 

· we aim to create moments where . . . 
very . typiCal · people can question 
their current existence ·as well some 
of the oppressive institutions they 
may contribute to on a daily ba-

. sis. It's about creating those nexus 
moments when an otherwise non
activist finds themselves nodding 

their head to an activist. effort. Now that my probatiop· 
has finished, I have begun speaking at colleges and similar 
venues, ·and resumed my involvement in a documentary 
film project." 

Darius, who looked thoughtful while the other two 
spoke, answers slowly and provocatively: II Activists and 
even entire organizations' too frequently choose one tactic 
or method of activism and stick with it, tryipg to app,ly it to 
every campaign. This reduces our ability to effectively cre
ate change. The SHAC campaign has beert so successful pre
cisely because it didn't .do this. Rather than using the same 
game plan as always, it looked at this particular target and 
developed the most effective means for this specific situa
tion. As far as I am concerned, it does not matter if a tactic 
is radical, moderate, conservative; mUitant, etc. The only 
question l have is this: is it going to get the job done?" 
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"THE SHAC MOVEMENT WAS SO SUCCESSFUL BECAUSE IT MOVED AWAY FROM THE TYPICAtPROTEST MOLD 
OF YEWNG AT A BUILDING AND PLACED FOCUS ON THE MONEY THAT FED THAT ABUSIVE BUSINESS. IT · 

Y CHAWNGED THE .CAPITAL THAT KEPT HLS AUVE." ANDY 
K"'m,.,'-.l·t ~~"~'~ 



My mental space is almost full, and I try to the global south, etc, etc." 
· resolve the questions in my head with a final Darius seems to agree, but maintains a contemplative 
pregunta: distance. "When I was first involved in this movement I 

"What do you think of the animal rights move- had plenty of passion, but little focus or strategy. I was in
ment today? Has :·it ' 'c.lllanged? Do you have any _furiated by animal exploitation and wanted to express tha_t 
ideas or thoughts about the future?" · . · rage. This might have made me feel better, but often failed 

"When I was a kid w_e'! all wanted to be Rod Cora- to· create· palpable change for abused animals. I was unfo, 
nado." Josh proclaims,·."Now everyone wants to be cused in my approach, wanting to speak out agamst every 
a tilogger. The animal rights· movement has an in- inddence of animal abuse rather than focusing on a single, 
credible amount ot potential, sadly much of it gets winnable campaign. 
wasted on tough W?tds, angry t- shirts, and macho "The organizations 'I have come to most respect are 
posturing on Facebool<-. {\II of that stuff is corny. I those which, like . SHAC, think strategically about what 
want to see people,doing.-the ·hard work that needs they want to achieve and how to make that happen. Your 
to be done, not just ·gosting pictures of guns and actions need not be on a grand scale to be effective: You 
bullshit like thafon,the·it;lternet. don't have to .close down a multinational corporation to 

"As far as the future goes, I love militancy, but make a change. Start with small, workable goals and rrieet 
I hate the silly culttu~ that at- them. Once you have your strategy, 
taches itself to the term. I want be flexible and creative In your ap-
to see a mass movep1ent that in- •proach, but tenacious ih your deter-
eludes, but is n<;>.t lbnited t<'>'; kids mination and never back clown." 
in Earth Cr~sis lioodies ordr~:!ad- Yes. No Compromise. My mind 
locked crus ties. ~ngry grannies, begins .to clear. "Anything else you 
subversive y:uppies -'with access want to communicate to the EF.!J's 
to boardrooms, straight laced readership?" 
middle aged soccer moms- "I would just like to thank everyone 
there is not-reason any of those . for their activism." Josh insists, "In .a 
people couldn't get involved. world where so few people lift a fm-
·we need millions of people to ger to help others, y'all give me hope! 
do the work that needs to get We plight be in the· last generation of 
done, let's stop limiting our- people who. have a chance to make 
selves within the confines of meaningful change,· and I can not 
one subculture or another." wait to be off _of probation and back ' 

Andy chimes in, "I think that in the trenches with all of you/' . · 
it is unfortunate that our ani- Andy ·responds in kind, "Likewise, 
mal rights movement is often I too would like to thank every-
single issued and myopic. I would be excited' to one who is out there fighting for the rights. of animals, 
see our movement adopt a solid critique of capi- people, and the earth we share as home. Seeing others' 

" talism. Capltalism is a predicate to myriad forms. hard work is a shot in the arm for me to keep trudg
of oppression, often rewarding the oppressor with ing on as an activist, I owe that to each of you. Never, 
widened profit margins, this is true for animal op·- never doubt the effectiveness of even t!1e s~allest ac

. pression, enviro~mental degradation, gender op- tions. Stay inspired because inspiration is contagious, I 
· pression, ·racism, .sexism and homophobia. see it regularly when someone contacts me.and says my 

·"The SHAC movement was so successful because it 'actions or words inspired them to become active, little 
moveQ away from the typical. protest mold of yelling do thos~ folks know that it's their words at that very 
at a building and placed focus on the money that fed moment that give me the hope to keep doing what I do. 
that abusive business. It directly challenged the ·capi- I am so thankful for that, and hence I love each of you 
tal that kept Hl5, alive. Our movements could gain beyond wo~ds . 
a whole lot by taking a serious look at capitalism and Darius sums it up: "Every one of us has the power to 
adoptirig an anti-Gt pitalist stance. change the world. The first step is to believe that we can 

"Additionally !' think we should challenge this · and .will bring about animal liberation. But wantibg it 
single-issue predisposition we have as a movetnent1 ~ and believing in it is not enough. There is a lot of hard 
I agree wholeheartedly 'that it is best not to spread . work that needs to be done. Don't wait for someone else 
yourself ineffective)y thin on various issues when · to make -it happen. Tak~ the responsibility on yourself 
you can be really effective on one issue, however ' and make 1t happen. The stakes could not be higher, and 
we should still recOgnize, respect, and show solidar- the animals and Earth. have nobody btit you." 
ity with, the struggles of womyn, struggles in com- , 1:hank you to the SHAC7, whose words and sacrifices 
munities of color, queer commun)ty, movements in have made a million dreams possible. · · 
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Hist 

BY WRENNA· RusT 

PHOTOS BY CHESHIRE TONGKAT 

In 2001, an attorney with the Robinson & McEl
wee law . firm in Charleston, West Virginia wrote a 
depopulation plan for coal-producing areas in that 
state. The receiving address, presumably a coal com
pany, bas been blacked out, but the content is-avail
able. It reads: 

The state should make annual qssistarice grants ' 
fqr a period of years to low-income families who 
choose to relocate outside of the state of West Vir
ginia. If they came back, they'd' lose their entitle-
ment...the State should offer free college education 
at State-supported schools to the roal-field kids · 
whose families move out and stay ·aut -. . . the Sta~e 
should condemn the land of stubborn people in the 
way of surface mine proje{:ts... · 

The firm 's plan has not (yet) been set into mo
tion. But the documeqt's very existence points to 
a hundred years of smaller forced migrations _ in 

southern Appalachia, and King Coai's desire to 
erase a people and a culture. 

* -·. 
It's an insane idea, · blowing 'up geology, not 

to .mention the layers of fares and human life 
. I 

that cling to it. I'm in the ·passeJ;lger seat of a car .. ' curving north on West Virgini~ ,Route 3. Along 
the ridge bald spots and hign walls betray the 
existence of a mountaintop r~P.lOval mine, and 

· a raw of spindly trees form a }?uffer between the 
mix~d mesophytic forest belo and the barren 
wasteland beh~nd. .. 

Once over the old rail bridge, Andrew and I are 
, · in ·the town of Edwight. We've fO~e to speak to 

Rick Bradford, community historian and retired 
~ :~choolteacher, about his vi-sions for a sustainable · 

<;:oal River Valley. Andrew <l;nR, ~l work with Coal 
River .Mountain Watch, a lo,sa,l nonprofit fight
ing mountaintop removal miping. Andrew -is an 

. organizer and I am some SQf,t, of filler-of-hol~s. 
_We are in Edwight to •writf!A:he profile of. Rick 

I .... 



that will become part of a community mapping 
project on an educational web site Journey Up 
Coal River. · · 

The screen door slams behind Rick as he walks 
out into his yard/"prheded by his pack of dogs 
and their cacophonf~ barking. Rick scolds the 
pups, who have encfrcled Andrew and I, in ·his 
thick Appalachian dt·awl. . · 

Railroad tracks·· . ruii just behind the houses 
across the street, ·and I ask Rick how often the 
trains pass. Sometime~ he doesn't hear the train 
for three or four days. Then it will pass sever
al times a day, dusting the town in tbxi'ns and 
heavy . metals as crushed carbon escapes from 
the boxcars. 

* 
Sometime in the mid-20th century, a woman 

crosses. the street in downt<;>wn Edwight. She carries 

' 
a wooden basket and a cup of coffee, balanced in a pair 
of high-heeled shoes. Her shadow begins where her 
shoes hit the dusty road, and it stretches almost to the 
edge of the phptograph. . 

The woman is wearing short sleeves and it looks like 
early spring-the trees on the mountains in the dis-

, tance are spindly and bare: Closer to· the camera, three · 
men walk towards a passeng_er car, its' rear-half parked • 
in the frame. A hedge divides the road they are on from 
a white house with a covered porch and shed. 

I am in that very house, half a century later; going 
through an album of old photographs. Rick, who owns 
both the house and the photographs, is in his mid-60s: 
He's lived in Edwight all his life, moving into town a 
few years ago, when his mother grew unable to climb 
the hill to the horne where he was born and raised. 
He's a quiet man, but his shy nature is belied by the tee 
shirts he wears-plain except for slogans like "Rowland 



Lan~ Company· Sucks" and "Massey Energy Sucks" 
printed on them. 

While he deplores mountaintop removal mining, 
Rick struggles to in1agine a future for the Coal River 

·valley no1onger depeodent on coal. : 
"The government and the companies are trying to 

push people out," he "tells us. "They are dosing tp.e 
- school and passing zoning laws that make it harder to 

build here." 

cause people were leaving, and the post. office was no 
longer needed ... Joe Fish, from Logan, was given the 
contract to dismantle the mining equipment and the 
tipple. ~olan9 Land Company even sold the pump·to 
Joe Fish. Joe removed the pump because the people 
were not moving out fast en_ough . . . With no water, 
the people remaining in Edwight tO'Yfl, and in Colored 
Camp and in Straintown pad to move. .. 

* I do not believe we'll develop the political guts to lead the 
The photographs in Rick's albums are celluloid mani- kind of depopulation we need in the · coalfields, reads the 

festations of the memories he's been collecting over the. punch line of the depopulation report. It'll happen, but 
decades. Several years ago he wrote and self-published more slowly and more painfully than it ought to. 
Edwight, Near the Mouth of Hazy, a history of the town. Strip mining and mountaintop removal, which are 
Before Andrew and I head back upriver to the activist h!ghly_ mechanized and employ far . .fewer workers 
houses where we live, Rick gives me a copy. ~- than undergr.qund ·mining, · have become increasingly 

I stay up late that night, coffee keeping Jily mind _ .: common in so·uthelfl West Virginia. Companies once 
sharp as I wend my way tbrough his narrative. I am ·needed human-power to run their underground opera
soon lost ·in the story of one town that could be the tions, but this has bee11: ecllps~d by the desire to empty 

_ story of many Appalachian communities, a . slide reel coal-producing areas of human inhabitance. Without 
history of a place where the contours of the land are a pesky landowner refusing to sell or neighbors filing 
now rapidly disappearing: claims regarding bad air and water, a coal operator can 
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Edwight .was "discovered" by Dr. Thomas Walker in extract unimpeded until the hiJls themselves. are gone . . 
1750 and first settled by whites after the Revolution- Both out-migration and the coal industry's grasp 
ary War. The early pioneering families have names like on the region are evident on the landscape. Founda
Pettry, Clay .and Gunnoe, all still common along the tions and shuttered churches line West Virginia Route 
river. A hundred years of history pass by -in lalJndry 3, the main artery of the Coal River Valley. At the end 
lists of land sales and marriages, and in sinister tales of Edwight's main street, you can see the entrance to 
of poisoned food and young girls charmed to death by a processing plant that prepares coal to be delivered 
rattlesnakes (Ri~k weaves legend into fact and claims it across the eastern United States. The town sits below 
all as history). The industrial revolution stumbles in, a mountaintop removal mine of the same name and 
followed by the timbering, hollowing and stripping of · the Shumate slurry impoundment, filled with the toxic 
the mountains. byproduct of washing processes that allow carbon to 

Agents of the large industrial corporations of the bum "deane~;." 
North burst into this sylvan wilderness of peace and Rick has. taken walks up the hollows ac;Ijacent to 
contentment. As Rick writes it, northern speculators Edwight for years. Recently, mine guards have . told 
knew of the great wealth. of this area, and rumors flew him that he's not permitted to go by certain routes, 
of building railroads into the mountains to exploit the because he would be trespassing onto property owned 
coal resources, -but first the large stands of timber had by Massey Energy. Unused land owned by Rowland or 
to be bought and moved to the sawinills. coal companies .has traditionally been treated as the 

Families · signed Broad Form Deeds, selling their commons, a place for hunting, gathering wild foods or 
property to Rowland Land Company while retaining simply getting lost. Now, the mountains sit gated and 
the right to live on the land (mineral rights trump sur- guarded. ; 

; face rights, and these deeds allow coal companies to 
do whatever they need to the ground in order to reach · 
coal seams below). The railroad wasbuilt, and the Ra
leigh-Wyoming Coal Company began a fifty-year lease 
with Rowland .. They turned Edwight intv a company 
town, ~uilding a company store and company houses 
to fill up with recruits. The tex~ is purictuated by deadly 
mine accidents and United Mine Workers' anecdotes, 
.like when Jimmy Hendricks, a hot union man, _saw his 
house burned to the grouhd. ' · 

In the late 19-SOs, . the Raleigh-Wyoming caal com
pany gave up its lease, and residents of Edwight experi-
enced a depopulation push: · 

The school was gone; the church discontinued be-
. ( 

Rick wrote Edwight, Near the Mouth · of Hazy because 
he was• tired of people ·pnly knowing Edwight .as the 
name of a. mountaintop removal mine. He wants the 
history of his town, and the stories lit contains ~o be 
remembered. 

Like Rick, I believe in the power'. of telling stories. 
Much like physically staying put, the act of telling 
what once was, or what remains, constitutes a refusal to 
.be disappeared. Stories complicate .sOcial and environ
mental issues, trigger indignation and catalyze action. 

I .first came to southern West Virgiiii.a as part of a dvil 
·resistance campaign to end·mounta.intop removal coal 
mining. My work with the campaign was p~arily 



media-related-<:raft:-4lg press .releases, action updates 
and fundraising letters. When activists locked down · 
to heavy equipment or blocked the doors to a gov
ernment building, I was among those conveying the 
tragedy of mountaintop removal (MTR) to the public 
and the press. , 

I le!lflled t~. arpculate calamity: an area the size 
of Delaware mined, over 2000 miles of headwater 
streams buried 1 astronomically high rates of cancer 
near mirie sites, r998 people dead by Massey's own es~ 
timates if the 7 billion gallon Brushy Fork Sludge D~ 
were to break. r.; r ~ 

The doser I .}n..oked and .listened, tbe more narra. 
tive currents I found running behind thes~ numbers. 
I heard, and then read, about l921's Battle of Blair 
Mourttain-a pitChed battle between union miaets 
and a private, to~~funded army which was the larg
est armed .labor insurrection in United States history. 
Friends from CoalJliver told me·about the mine wars·, 
of the .late 1980s, when Massey Energy nearly eradi .. . ·. 
cated the United MiRe Worl<ers of America' in soutlu 
em West Virginia.! . . • £ •r ' • 

I learned to whittle,from a craftsman who, in tuml • 
had learned from, ?the best teachers, the old people" 
and volumes of Fbxfire Magazine. He rebuilt an early, , 
mountaineer's ca"Q~ . in his front yard, timber-b -
marked-timber, in, his <i>wn effort to preserve history.)c'i 

Activist Ed Wiley, t . .recalled the forest where tb.fl.·, 

Brushy Fork Sludge 'Impoundment is currently located. 
Black bears' gathered there in summer, and made tunnels 

· through the thickets of laurel that covered the ridges. 
It was the deepest, darkest patch of woodland OIJ. Coal 
River Mountain.' · 

One night a friend and I thumbed through his old 
high scj10ol yearbook. He pointed qut which of his for
mer teachers had died from cancer and which of his fel
low students moved to Ohio or North Carolina, leav
ing theit homes for the economic opportunity afforded 
elsewher~ . . 

The struggle to end mouhtaintop removal is a strug
gle for the right to la!)d and life. Staying put and telling 
tales-about what once was and what remains--;--a~e poi-
griant acts of re.sistane.e. · : · • 1 , · ' 

Wrenna Rust is the rnom de plume of a young ,activist 
and writer who strives1 to tell . the stories that lurk' }:Jehind 
'the facts. When she isn't>{ost in books, furiously knitting 
or organizing against;mountaintop removal, she Qlpgs at 
WWW .SEAMSANDSTORY.WORDPRESS.COM , 

J I ft' 

Cheshire is a tonguecat, a nomad, and a feral photogra
pher. He believes in synchronicity, shooting intuitively, an,d 
the realness of all people.,Xott can see more of his photqs_ at 
·CHESHIRETONGKAT.CARBONMADE.COM , } 

· .. l ' J 
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·ng Stuff 
for the 

Bv MAx GRANGER 

We thought we would take this opportunity, on the 
30th anniversary of the founding of the .EF! Journal, to 
tell you ·a little bit about ourselves. Some of you already 

-know who we are; many have ·never heard our name 
(though you have probably eaten our food). Whether 
by intention (the result of a general disinclination to
ward notoriety, 'perhaps) or out of irresponsibility and 
accident (the consequence, we would hGpe, of being 
too busy to worry about self-promotion), we ordinar
ily remain more or less behind-the-scenes, cookirig, 
cleaning, and, above all, moving stuff. 

In point of fact, most of what we do-is move stuff. 
Also, we coordmate and train people to move stuff._ 

R e v o·l u t i o n ·! 
A Brief History of 
the Seeds of Peace 

Collective 

"At the risk of seeming ridiculous, let me say that the 
true revolu"ti.9nary is guided by a great desire to 'move 

, stuff. It is impossible to think of a genuine revolutionary 
· : lacking this quality." 

- Ernesto Che Guevara 

We move, for example, big pots of water or barrels 
of waste vegetable oil from one place to another; 
we move a bus filled with kitchen equipment, food, 
and medical supplies from one coast. to the other; we 
move snacks, water, and liquid antacid solutions to 
the front lines of marches and blockades; we train 
people to move tri-pod poles and oil drums filled with. 
~ement and rebar. 

Seeds ·of Peace emerged out of the historic Great 
Peace March for Global Nuclear Disarmament in 1986 
as an organization committed to moving stuff. It is 
our sincere belief that moving stuff is very likely the 
most iinportant, though perhaps the most overlooked, 
element in our struggle for a-better world. As the in
defatigably insightful Margaret Mead .once observed, 
"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful citi
zens dedicated to moving stuff can change the world. 
Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has." 

Most ·of what we move, as you have probably al
ready ascertained, is food and kitchen·equipment, but 

. we have, over the years, been known to move oth
er stuff ·as well (port-a-potties, for example, or .slash 
piles). We are a small collective ·currently based out of 
Missoula, Montana, and are committed to providing 
the. basics - namely, food, water and m·edical aid -
to .communities and organizations struggling on the 
front lines for social, environmental, and economic 
justice. Much .of our early work focused on confront
ing ·the nuclear complex and wor:kirJ.g in solidarity 
with 'the Western Shoshone in their-.struggle against 
the.Nevada Test Site and the unjugt exploitation of 
their traditional lands by the Depai:t.meat of Energy's 
nuclear programs. ,lO '. 

.. To ·this day, we focus consicht.Dable energy on 
supporting indigenous commu,tJmties in the South
west who are resisting cultur.alrgenocide and en
vironmental injustice. Last Nov.ember, we cooked 



11 lt is our sincere belief that moving stuff is very likely 
the most important, thoug.h perhaps the most overlooked; 
element ii) .. Qur struggle for a better world:' -MARGARET MEAD 

> 

for the annua-l food, S\!pply and work caravan to activists to help start the Buffalo Field Campaign.
Black Mesa, Arizbna, where Dine (Navajo) elders ·an ongoing movement to stop the slaughter of Bison 
continue to.strug'gle agai~st forced relocation and that wanper outside the Vellowstone National Park 
mountaint_op removal coal mining (for more about boundaries - while continuing our commitment to 
this amazing solidarity project and the struggle on • the Cove/Mallard Campaign. 
Black Mesa, visit www.BLACKMEsAIS.ORG). In 1999, Seeds of Peace feq the tens of thousands 

Now, as we face the impending horrors of a national of activ_i~ts who converged in Seattle to demonstrate 
"nuclear renaissance" (part of a larger governmental · against the World Trade Organization summit and, . 
and corporate conspiracy to 'greenwash the dirtiest and since then, we have supported dozens of mobiliza
most devastating qf industrial endeavors), ·we are also tions around the country calling for an end to the 
witn~ss to the initial signs of a revitalized antinuclear neoliberal nightmare. In 2004, we spent over a month 
environmental. justice movement in the US. Late July cooking for the DNCZRNC . march, which traveled 
of this year, Seeds of Peace traveled to Chimayo, New between the Democratic- and · Republican National 
Mexico, (near Los· Alamos) to provide food support for Conventions (in Boston and New Yor,k, respectively) 
an action camp organized by Think Outside The Bomb as well as for the demonstrati~:ms' at the conventions 
(TOTB), a national, youth-led nuclear abolition net- . themselves. For the pastS years- between suppor~
work that works to educate and mobilize young peo- ing the Comrnon Ground Collective's relief efforts in 
·ple to actively resist the nuclear cycle. The camp was New Orleans, the ZOOS and 2009 EF! Round River Ren
the cuiffiination of TO'tB's "Disarmament Summer," a dezvous, the 2006 BioJtJstice mobilizati6ns in Boston, 
nation-wide series df conferences and actions aimed at the 2007 Northwest Climate Convergence in Wash
"re-ignit[ing] hope from below and build[ing] a grass- ington, the derp.onstrations against the 2008 Republi
i oots, consensus.-based, nonviolent direct action move- can National Convention -in St. Paul, Minnesota, and 
ment" to coriliont the further development of•nuclear the 2009 mobi~izations against the GZO in Pittsburgh 
weapons and to· resist the nuclear renaissance. (among other events) - we have been working on 

Over the year& in addition to our work with Earth c~nverting our waste-vegetable-oil-powered school 
First!, Seeds of" Peace has provided logistical St!lpport bus into a mobile kitchen, office and clinic. 
for the Coalitidn, of Immoklee Workers, Homes• Not By the time of publication, we will have gotten back 
Jails, Veterans ,ft.igaihst the War, the Ruckus So<tlety, from Appalachia Rising, a mass mobilization against 
Greenpeace, the:Jeommon Ground Collective, Rising mountain-top removal, mining, and will be heading 

• Tide, Climate Ground Zero, the Shundahai Network, back West to move some stuff and to work on our bus. 
United for Peace. •ap.d Justice, and a number of 'other Seeds of Peace, we should mention, relies heavily on 
organizations· an.dtll}.OVements, both big and small. . volunteers, SO if you would like tO help US move Stuff, 

In the early 1990s, we moved to the Northern·Rock• visit our website . (www.sEEDSOFPEACECOLLECTIVE.ORG) 
ies (from the Sout!hwest) to support what would .be- and see what we're up· to, or email us at .seedsofpeace@ 
come a · decade-lamg~ campaign to halt the Cove/Mal- riseup.net. 
lard timber sale 1jp !central Idaho. Around that same Seeds of Peace also did a great job at the kitchen during . 
time, we begani~working with local environmental the 2011 EF! Organizer's Conference. · 
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-, ; :· We were sucked, !nto "the wormhole of vi~lence'; 
BY A KH~KI BurrERFLY ) n the dead of Winter 2009, wheri Stanislav Markelov, 
Prelude: A Spiking We Will Go who provided legal support for Beketov, and Anasta-

We learned of Moscow city authorities' plans· to de- sya Baburova, an eco-anarchist and journalist, were · 
stroy the Khimki forest in summer of 2008, when lo- · shot dead in the center of Moscow, By the time some 
cal environmentalists started an outreach campaign· of us returned to the surface, the whole activist land
to drum up .support for their cause. Even tl_len it ~as scape had changed. 
already late, since the forest-one of the three major 
forests surrounding Moscow- had already been exten- • Interlude: We Don't Need No Water 
sively logged and was pockmarked with cottages for the 
nouveau-ri<::he, warehouses, parking lots, and malls. 

Without a minute to lose, we grabbed some spikes 
and rushed in,. J:he l~gging site was patrolled by guards, 
but their attention 'was distracted by the official "eco
carnp" in front of their cabin so it was easy to sneak in 
and spike every tree we could get our nails into. This 
was our first experience of eco-action and it was exci't
ing and inspiring: we didn't get caught and we acCOII:l
plished what we had come to do. We were sure that 
between our action, the constant pressure liberal ecolo
gists were putting on the authorities, and the popular 
movement gaining momentum in the local suburbs, 
the tree-killers would retreat. and leave the forest for 
good. Soon we _learned better. 

" 
Foreword: The Russian Context 

"Those numbers are murdered antifascists ·only. We 
. don't know exactly how-many immigrants are killed by 
Nazis every year." · 

-ANARCHIST SPOKESPERSON AT AN INT1L ANTIFASCIST CONFERENCE 

In Fall 2008, Khimki journalist Mikhail Beketov, who 
played · a major role in news coverage of the corrupt 
road plans of local and gov~rnment officials, was bru
tally attacked by thugs. The attack left him in a coma 
and he later had to have his legs amputated. That same 
month, elsewhere in Moscow, several we!J.-known 
activists were attacked or threatened with violence. 
That's not to say that cops ·haven't beaten ecologists 
before. But it was the first time such blatant attempts 
were made on the lives of our comrades. 

It was the first night · of the resumed logging op
' eratio11 when we disembarked from our special 

eco-defense vehicle and ran for the cover of the 
nearby tree line. In several minutes we changed 
clothes · and double-checked our comms, camou
flage, and the presents we had brought alo~g for 
the construction vehicles. Soon several shadows 
glided silently over the nocturnal plain under the 
pale moonlight towards the faraway forest, which 
was still alive and foreboding. 

When we arrived at the logging enoampment, we 
split up. Some of us lay in the roman tit cover·of some 
bushes, enjoying the stars and the sound of each 
other's breath; our friends who were more eager to do 
reconnaissance bounded off toward . the black · shapes 
of trac;:tors and excavators. Then all hell broke loose. 
Suddenly we could hear the all-too-familiar sound of a 
vehicle going up in flam'es, which sometimes reminds 
one of ·a jet plane flying overhead. The entire forest 
was bathed in dan_cing red .and orange light, ~nd the 

· comms scouts were yelling in surprisEt We tried to fig
ure out what had happened. Luc~' we evaded the 
guards' attention and made it back' fo our transport 
on the remote and empty' road. R~ lights; comm 
talk-and we were sonnd and safe~ ~pirited away to . 
another town. - • 
· As it, turned out, ours was not the qnly group sneak

ing around the site tha.t busy nighfi Needless to say, 
the inhabita11ts of the eco-camp e blamed for the 
ar~on. In fact, the presence of t camp prevented 
e-co,defenders from damaging e .. . hing they want
ed b-that is why. only one ve~ was torched at ., ' 



the site. But this didn't occur to the logging manager, 
who immediately requested a police investigation of 
the arson arid the ecologists' suspected part in it; soon 
enough, he got his revenge on them in a perverse but 
typically Russian :r:n~mper. · 

Over the followin_K( days, our scouts reported in
creased guard and cop1 nighttime activity around the 
logging site, including roadblocks and pafrols in the 
vicinity, so ecc:i~defenqers had to cancel their initial 
plans and shift focus~ · _ 

The incident ~U9 raise serious questions regarding 
overall securicy: ELF groups do not share their plans 
with each other, ~o ·such accidental encounters are 

. "\ - .. . . 
bound to happen (!gain and again as these methods 
are propagat~d. '::. .: . L 

Enter the Nazis 
As we found out later, one early morning we barely 

missed a mob of hired Nazi thugs who were marching 
towards the eco-camp at about the same time we were 
escaping, yet agaih; into the mist after another scout
ing m~ssion. Upon arriving, they started verbally and 
physically abusi.p.g every eco-protestor preser:tt, but 
settled for guarding the logging equipment once the 
police made their appearanc~~ A top manager of the 
logging company later admitted that he had hired the 
'Nazis "for security reasons.'' 

This episode showed every doubting critic how eas7 

ily capitalists fall back upo:ri fascist support-a truism 
not yet obvious ·even to most activists in Russia-and 
sparked a fire in the hearts of the previously dormant 
antifascist wing of our movement. The confrontation 
that morning did more to popularize and escalate .the 
conflict than any eco-camp, internet PR campaign, 
or eco-defense action ever could have. Some of our 
comrades reflected that what we had witnessed was a 
fine· example of how an unforeseen, unplanned, cha-

otic event-even one deemed negative-can push the 
movement and its supporters in the right direction-a 
revolutionary one. ' 

At the doorstep of the ecological riots 
The loggers had rhade a major mistake. Employing · 

Nazis in what was perceived by almost every citizen as 
an anti-human project broke the ranks of the extreme 
right; most fascist grouRS tried to capitalize on the 
situation by posing· as opponents of the destruction 
of the forest. More importantly, now every antifascist 
in the vicinity had enemies in sight and rushed to the 
battle. · 

'fhe next day, the announcement went out that a 
huge unpermitted show would take place in the cen
ter of Moscow. Hundreds of anti-authoritarian activ
ists, antifascists, and party-goers gathered in anticipa
tion ' of a street-party with a long-disbaJ?.ded famous 
antifascist band as the headliner. Instead, as every
body arrived at t,he meeting pla,ce, a guy in sunglasses 
announced that there would be no show, no street
party, and that the plan all · along had been to go to 
the suburbs and attack the logging camp and the_ Na
zis gathered there. Some people left, but the majority 
set out for Khirnki. 

While most of the protesters wer.e traveling via rail
way, scouts reported multiple riot police .squads at the 
logging site. It was then decided to head for the Khirnki 
municipal building, which was defenseless. Dressed for 
a party, people gathered in a bright and colorful bloc at 
the railway station and started marcbing towards the 
target. The bloc was accompanied by two scooters that 
acted as lookouts and rear guard during the action. At 
first local residents reacted with fear or suspicion, but 
after hearing the slogans and reading the banner or 
talking to protestors many expressed approval and sup
port. Cars continued honking throughout the march 

and . ~ssault on the building. . 
Participants immediately commenced 

breaking windows, painting anti-logging and 
pro-forest graffiti, opening fire on the build
ing with handguns, ' and even chopping the 
front door.with an axe. Throughout this ac
tion, no police officer showed up to protect 
state property. 

Cops fleeing anarchists -
Satisfied with the damage done, and hav

ing received word from lookouts that riot 
police were loading up into busses at the 
logging camp, anarchists and antifascists 
started back towards the railway station. 
At this moment; two encounters with po
lice took place: The first to face the angry 
mob were · several cops on foot, who were 
strolling down tlie street when it sudd~y 
flooded with anarchists. · 1 

Peaceful eco-pr~testers say "Save the Khimki Forest" 
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Free A~xei and Maxim, spokespersons for Ru~ian antifascism 
. - . 

Anarchists and Anti-Authoritarians chasing a pol!~e car _··The Fallout: Repression and Solida.rity 
The cops retreated to the sound <;>f breaking bottles ·. Alexei Gaskarov and Maxim Solopov,. public spokes

and trashing stones. Then a police patrol made the - ·persons for the Russian antifascist movement, were 
mistake of trying to intervene in the protest; they arrested on July 30. This was followed by attempts to 
quickly realized their Jllistake and retreated. Unfor- capture several other suspected organizers (because 

' tunately, antifascists on foot couldn't catch up with of their frustrating failure to turn themselves in, they 
the sWiftly retreating police car. It should be pointe!:l were placed on a wanted list). 

44. 

out that, although the local populace supported the Facing intense. pressure from-government offidals,. un
action verbally and symbolically via honking horns, abie to catch the elusive anarchists, and receiving little 
the a ction failed to entice onlookers into any, sort of cooperation frQm anyone, the police opted for massive 
participation. sweeps of "prophylactic arrests." Throughout August 

The protestors ~eached the railway station and and September mQre t~an 500 antifasdsts, activists, and 
crowded into the train, where they waited patiently for anarchists were detained, . put in custody, tortured, and 
the doors,to dose. The doors, however, did not close. bullied into providing information on the movement
As it turned out, the lowmotive driver was at that mo- not only in Moscow, but in Nizhni Novgorod, Vladimir, 
ment involved in a tense conversation with the police and other cities as well. Police harassed people at public 
commander. A group of antifascists with handguns was Antifa and. animal rights events, · football matches, and 
quickly dispa~ched to explairi to him the negative con- gatherings. Following this sweep, the sheer volume of 
sequences of siding with our class enemies, and firially data on the moverpent has swelled tenfold. ~.S of this 
the engine started moving, pulling the train towarps writing it seems that our enemies have moved on to the 
the safety of the big city wi.th no trees. next phase, probing further into the network in what . 

Criticism has been raised in the aftermath of this . appears to be a third wave of interrogations of a select 
event about the distTibution of information, the lack few activists who have been apprehended and deemed 
of adyance organizing, and on-si.te video recording. "interesting." 
Most of the people who took part had -initially ex- Oilly two people are in jail awaiting trial, the main 
pected to attend a street party and arrived unprepared reason for their -apprehension being their public. pro-

. for direct action, without mat~hing clothes, masks, files. The choice to rely on· sweeping arrests and the 
or gloves and with working cell phones. Many young total failure of the a\}thorities to round up any direct 
participants used .sodal transport cards with ID tags in action group despite all their attempts ·to convert de
them to gain entrance to the subway. The few organiz- tained activists into info~~ants indi~ate that the Rus
ers who did know the whole plan from the beginning 6ian police approached 2010 unprepared in ter~s of 
hadn't prepared accordingly and failed to provide provocateurs and informants within tlle Russian anti
even the most minor riot gear such as face masks. This authoritarian mor ement. This ' situation, of course, 
led to a: huge number 'of protestors being videotaped may yet change. · 
with their facial features clearly distinguishable. With all this said, it see~s that the repression succeed-

Later, people interrogated by the police reported ed soundly in several ways. First, the movement seems 
that they were presented with a frame.by-frame break- to·be isolated in a cocoon of fear. Support from outside is 
down pf the video that circulated pn the interfl:et. meager at best; social activists are s~nd-guessing their 
Some comrades have been force9 to leave the· country cooperation with known antifasdsts. Second, almost ev
becau.se of tpis evidence. ' ecy known "leader" or "~rganizer" bN either been jaile~ 



or driven into hiding. Third, the authorities have man
aged to gather an ever-increasing amount of informa
tion, since those who read about security practices and 
try to implement them in their daily lives are frequently 
not the ones who end up being arrested and answering 
questions. Finally, ~4 post importantly, almost every
one has forgotten ab~~ the original problem. We are 
watching the original · fnvironrnental campaign fade 
into the background wl;lile prisQner support actions de
mand more and 'mor~af:.tention. 

J ....... 

Two Cocktail .P~.rJie.s 
. On September 2, the Russian embassy in Minsk, tqe' 
. capital of :t;lelarus, _was· fi lebornbed by anarchists. One 

·y - .. 
of the Molotov. coc~tails hit a car parked in _the yard: 
The car burned up.:.EVidently, this was the Cimly darn
age inflicted_ by the attackers. Soon a · communique 
was published on - B~larusian anarchist websites, stat
~ng that the. attack-~had taken place in solidarity with 
the Russian anarchists fighting for the Khirnki forest 
and that Belanisiiu1 anarc\lists peld the Russian gov
ernment responsib'le poth for the continuing defores- . 
tation and the repression of the movement. 

The next · rnotf!ihg. ;repression hit the Belarusian 
scene. It too!t the Belarusiari. KG~ several days to round 
up and arrest almost every known or suspected anar
chist .in Minsk, Gornel, Soligorsk, and other Belaru
sian cities. Our comrades were pressed for confessions 
of having cooperated with the Russian secret services -
in an attempt to discredit the Belarusian govermnent 
and bring down Lukashenko's regime. Most were for
mally questioned, then rocked away and "forgotten" 
in cells for several days. · 
·Some o£our friends were not so lucky. One girl was 

hospitalized aft-er she -cut her veins during interroga
tion; another person, with previously existing serious 
health issues, .~eveloped major health problems as a 
result of the.prison conditions and the severe beatings 
he received . .Some lucky few fled the country; others 
stayed, taking it upon themselves to organize prisoner 
support campaigns. 

Among those who stayed were the comrades brave 

enough to carry out a follow-up attack on the Minsk 
detention center three d~ys after the KGB started mass
arresting anarchists. A group calling itself "Friends of 
Liberty" firebomb~d a guard post in the detention cen-

. ter perimeter and .claimed responsibility for both fire
bombing attacks-the Russian embassy and the police 
guard post-'-{)n the internet. In their second commu
nique, "Friends of Liberty" stated that the KGB reacted · 
qy arresting innocent people simply be!=ause the latter 
liad already been on the KGB's radar. The ai.in of their 
second attack was evidently noble and brave: to dem
onstrate that th·e KGB got the wrong suspects. But the 
'KGB was acting on Lukashenko's direct order to ;'pacify 
the opposition," a common practice in bbth ·Russia and 
Belarus shortly before pre~idential elections; so arrests, 
disappear'tflces, _and tortures continued unabated. 

The Wings of a Butterfly 
Two notable events marked the Fall of 2010: a deep

ening c~isis in Belat:Usian-Ru_ssian relations and the 
removal of Luzhkov from his, position as . the mayor 
of Moscow. Anarchists did their best to bring about 
both events. · 

Luzhkov, who'd beef! abusing his position as mayor 
for more than 10 years, was relieved of his duties by 
presidential decree "for incompetence and failure to live 
up to expectations." This occurred inlm.ediately after he 
returned from vacation, a month clft:er t:Q.e Khirnki riots. 
Among the. reasons cited by experts and analysts was Lu
zhkov's failure to cope with the Khimki crisis. 

Lukashenko, the Belarusian National-Sqcialist dicta
tor, gave in to fits of rage and· anti-Russian-rhetoric af
ter the anarchist attacks. An exchange of notes at the 
highest levels of diplomacy failed to . ~vert the crisis, 
which had already been brewing before the Molotovs 

. hit their targets. 
It is important not to iose sight of the political 

perspective; we should consider the ways our ac
. tions can sometimes contribute to significant social 
changes and political upheavals. Hope for change 
and be the change. 

The Khimki Forest is one of three r.najor forests surrounding Moscotr 
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A Statement from the Forum for Zirahucn in Defense of the Blue Lake: 
"The indigenous community of Ziranuen is 
moving towards a legitimate and necessary 
struggle . The struggle starts with rescuing our 
humanness that has lost its essence in the pro
cess.of creating tricks ·that allow us to dominate 

the natural world. This demonstrates how the 
prom'ise of "progress" that runs in the mouth of 
the governments confines clal"ity and destruc
tion behind a fine glittery wrapper." 
· -Zirahuen, Michoacan-Mexico 



MARIE MASON 

Marie Masorj is a loving 'mother of two and a long: time 
activist in the environmental and labor movements. In 
March 2008, she was a'rrested by federal authorities for 
charges related to tWo acts of property destruction that 
occurred in 1999 and 2000-damaging an office con
nected to Genetically Modified Organism research, and 
destroying a piece of logging equipment. No one was (n
j~red in either act. She faced a Life sentence before ac-
cepting a plea t;>argain in September 2008. 1_ 

Poem 1 
by Marie Mason 

I am filled with the need to do something sensible · 
. I am filled with the dread of the perceived inevitable 

I am fired with the passion of a love unconquerable 
I am filled with the poetry that runs a blood river 

Deep within me, moving through me 
Coming out in ways where I've been wounded. 

an, Sa9ie, Exile, Briana Waters, Tre Arrow, Rod Coro
nado, Eric McDavid and severai others .... these folks are 
wholeheartedly deserving of our support as activists that 
'have maintained their integrity in the face of political per
secution by the federal gov_ernment." 
I 

Marie Ma$bn #04672:061 
FMC Cc;1rswell 

Federal Medical Center 
P.O. Box 27137 

Fert Worth, TX 76127 . 
Mason was , sentenced on February ~ . 2009 In fed

eral court in Lan~ing , Michigan. She received .almost 22 
years-the longest sentence of any "Green Scare" pris-
_oner. The sent~n.ce !s currently' being appealed. ·, , Under r\o circumstances mention any illegal acts. Letters 

Supporting Marie Mason does not mean agreeing with that mel')tion other Green Scare prisoners may be rejected. 
her' acts. It does mean opposing th_e fear-mongering tactics , Everyone· mu·st use their first and last name when writing. 
of the flilderal government, and the outrageous sentences · Please also include a· return address on the envelope as 
they have imposed. "I hope to protect my community and well as on your letter. We strongly suggest that you write 
the Earth," says Marfe, ''to respond in defense of the living her name ·and prisoner number on each piece of corre
systems of animals, lcind and water. I tried to preserve the spondence, as well , as the prison tends to discard the 
natur~l world from ~struction because it is all of our home, envelope and then may "lose" track of who the letter is 
because its health iS--necessary for all of use toclive well." going to. 

Accoraing to Lcitlren-Regan of the Civil Lil;>erties De- For more on Marie, visit suPPORTMARIEMAsoN.ORG. For 
fense Center, Jonathan Paul, Daniel McGow- mor~ ecoprisoners, visit EARTHFIRSTJOLIRNAL.ORGIPRISONERS. 

. . . 
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Q: Do you think there is a place for a press officer during budding campaigns? 
. ·... . ~ ~ . 

A: I don't necessarily think that one is ne~ed in te_i:ins of "required". A resis
tance movement can be built without that, 'tor sure. f ~hink if there are skille<!, 
knowledgeable-people involved that .t<now how to get the message out to the me
dia, themselves, using anonymous means that are secure, and they're able to get 
the message out internationally over the illternet as well as to the international 
press agencies, there's a lot that' can be done. It1s just a matter of weighing the 
cost-benefit analysis and looking .at whether or not having someone in that role 
of publicly explaining what is going on will assist things overall. If it's not, then 
there are ample reasons for not having that position, because it places a lot of 

· focuses on one indivldual; a lot of law enforcement focus. will be plac.ed on that 
one indiVidual as well as ·a lpt of media focus. Of course that'~ not what this is 
about, it's about the planet, it's about the an,imals, it's about life in general, it's 
not focused just on one person. 

. . 
Q: As one who has been through Grand Jury investigations without cracking under the 

pres ure of facing prison time, what words of encouragement or advise would you have 
to share withpeople who have friends or are themselves being harassed by the State and 
especially the Grand Jury system? · 

A: .I guess in terms of Giand Juries, a few things: First, the' Grand Jury system in 
the United States thrives. off of people caving. I~ thrives off of pressure, it thrives 
off of secrecy. So if you stay strong, if you expose the Grand Jury, and what it's in
vestigating, the subject it's investigating and who it's investigating. If you expose 
that-if you expose its use, frequently in harassing political activists .within the 
United States-you show a strength that the US Justice Departnient does not care 
for too much, and the US Attorney and the US Attorney's office will not appreci
ate that very much, .either. 
, The truth of dealing with that stress of at least facing a Grand Jury investiga

tion, or even a Congressional inv~stigation, makes you look at the bigger picture 
about why you as an individu.al got involved in ·the struggle in the first place ... 
I knew there was .nothing that could be done to me to make me cooperate fully 
and give them any information to help in their investigation, because it's an is
sue that's not about me. It's about a larger goal of, for me, protecting life on the . 
·planet, protecting the environment, protecting animals, protecting the wodd we 
live in. It's an issue that's going to be around after I'm long gone and dead, so 
why in the world would I cooperate with any entity ~hat is trying to destroy life? 
That's not why I per onally got in the struggle, and I'd like to think that it's not 
why most people got involved in the struggle. 

Look for Craig Rosebraugh in the new documentary film about iniligenous struggles, Sev
enth Generation, coming soon. 



.. 

Q: What's a good way of supporting comrades under grand jury indictment? 

A: From my experience 'organizing around the over palf-dozen Grand jury sub
poenas serve<;l aga"inst Craig Rosebraugh and oth~rs in -Oregon, popular outcry is 
our best defense. Large, powerful demonstrations outside the Grand jury proceed
ings, focusing on the human rights violations associated with Grand juries and 
support for the liberation struggle targeted, played a significant role in support- ' 
ing those subpoenaed: This support better enabled them to resist the Grai!d Jury 

. and ·remain free. Significant media attention and cross-movement support, based 
on the common ,ground of resisting state repression, are essential in creating the 
kind of environment where those subpoenaed, are able to resist and not be h,~ld 
in contempt of couit as ,a result. . ' 

Q: What have your experiences _as ELF. Press Officer taught you about the movement 
and its relationship to the mainstream? - ' 

A: My negative assumptions about the American public were surprisingly shaken 
by some of my experiences with the .Earth 1,-iberation Front Press .Office. ~or ex, 
ample, followjng the second FBI raid on the Press Office, our computer equipment; 
office supplies and funds were drastically upgraded by .donations. Much of ,this 
came from ~he general public who were not actively involved in the environmental 
movement. 'i;here were instances where unknown people approached me on,th'e 

, street and gave me 'money froJ;Il tneir wallets to support the Press Office. Casual, 
apolitical acquaintances offered materiaL support as well. Against the od<;l.s, som:e-, 
how, at some level, we ~ere ~etting through to t}l.e general public. 

· Q: Do you feel like solidarity with other movements is stronger or weaker than it 
ten years ago? • 1 · 

Solidarity between the Earth liberation struggle and liberation stnrggles 
t~en place in this country over the last half century or so is much Sl-rrpr_m~~UO:tY:fo.;.; 
than it has been, in my experience. Unfortunately, the commoh ground 
this has .taken place is largely government repression. We now have prJ-,~- l onjer 
ing significant amounts of time in prispn from the Earth. uv ... ~uu.vu 

alongside prisoners. still locked up from the black lil;>eration, auu-,..Lut~• 
other movements of decades past. Even so, this solidarity has a long way 
are to move from the symbolic support ;md solidarity to the material 

Black liberation and anti-imperialist prisoners have suffered as· 
receive from their movements has lessened,over the uo:•~a"'"'"· 
beginning to see. is support coming from the Earth -. 
'contemporary movements, bringing a new levei-of ~n:ergjr 
overall, -cross-generational revolutionary struggle.-ThiS cu:ar.Jtyo.JGU!J~@il~ 
recqgnize th~ evolution and generational legacy o~ 



~ Juan Martinez, from the RESOURCED portfoHo, www.J_ustseeds.org/resourced 
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COMfllONTIHG THIIOOT CAUSIS 

OF ~UMATE CHANGE 

Rising Tide formed in 2000 with 
these demands: 
*A Just Transition . to 
renewable energy sources, 
with a low consumption 
lifestyle 
*Repayment of the 
ec0logical debt of the north 
to the sout}); 
*Equal access to-and , 
r~sponsibilityfor~common_ 

global resources for ala f.l•t" 
peoples. · 
*That solutions to climate 
chaos and the achievement 1111"1111• 
of climate justice 
be defined by tho~e 
severely affected. 
*Current and future 
for refugees of all kinds. 
*A minimum of 60 p'ercent 
reductions 'in carbon 
emissions now leading to a 
90 percent cut. 

"You may well ask: 
'why direct action? Isn't 
negotiation a better path?' 
You are quite right in calling 
for negotiation. Indeed, this 
is the very purpose of direct 
action. Non-violent direct 
action seeks to create such 
a crisis and foster such a · 
tension that a community 
which has constantly refused 
to negotiate is forced to 
confront · the issue. It seeks 
to dramatize the issue that it 
can no longer be ignored:' 

-MARliN luTHER I<JNG 
\ 
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After years of community organizing iihd direct ac
tion in the coalfields of Appalachia the movement 
to. abolish mountaintop ·removal (MTR) took to the 
streets of Washington DC on Sept 27. ·under the 
banner "Appalachia Rising" 2000 people marched 
through the nation's capital while over 100 engaged 
it} civil disobedience at the White House. 

The mobilization brought together coalfields cqm- · 
munity groups from Kent_ucky, Tennessee, Virginia,
and West Virginia as well as ·supporters from around 
the country. . . 

Before. the main e\rent, 40 people with Rising Tide 
pai<;l a visit to the Army Corp of Engineers (ACE), who 
along with the EPA issue permits for MTR mines. 10 
people entered the main lobby of th~ ACE .and sat 
down in front G>f the security checkpoint, blocking all 
foot traffic into the building. Meanwhile another ac;:
tivist climbed onto the awning over the entrance to 
hang a banner reading, "Stop the War <;>n Appalachia." 
Those engaging in the sit in were literally dragged out 

of the building by private security, though no arrests 
were made. As a result of the action two residents of 
Harlan County, KY were able to secure a meeting with 
a representative of the Army Corp of Engineers. 

Rising Tide wasn't the only group that got an 
early start. As things were windi-ng up at the ACE. 
another 'affinity group of about 30 people took over 
the lobby o~ the Departmeht of Interior. This affin
ity group managed to shut down the entrance for 
over ,2 hours and were able to eventually leave wit)l
out arrest as welL 
. ··Despite the rain a sizable crowd .of 2,000 e'Ventu-· 
ally rallied at Freedom Plaza. After a round of moving 
testimonials from coalfield residents describing how 
King• Coal terrorizes communities the march wound 
its way past EP~ headqua!ters where the marchers 
yelled "Do your job!" The march continued on to a 
PNC bank, a, major tun'dei of MTR, where 3<r people 

· with Rainforest Action Netwo.rk occupied -the build
ing, 4 people were arrested. 

The march continued to its fin~l destination, tbe :, 
White House. After another round ofiired up sp~~t 



·-over 100 p~ople proceeded to the· gates of the White 
House and sat .down. After several orders to disperse 

. from the poiic~ officers moved in to make arrests. It 
took well over an hour to remove everyon~ engaging 
in the act of civil disobedience. · 

"Being arrested? That's suth a small price to pay for 
·belng heard. My home ancl people are paying. the real 
price for mountaintop removal. They are dying," said 

• .Mickey McCoy of Inez, KY. · 
Appalachia Rising was an important step for the 

struggle to abolish mountaintop removal mining. Not 
only was it the largest mobilization yet against moun
taintop removal, it brought together groups from the 
different coal states of Appalachia .in a way that had 
not been accomplished before. The combination of 
morning affinity group actions and the larger sym
bolic action in the afternoon allowed for more direct 
forms of action without ·alienating 'groups that aren't . 
comfortable with more confrontational tactics. We 
hope the momentum generated by this historic pro- . 
·test will lead to a new wave of resistance that will suc
ceed in abolishing MTR. 
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BY OLYMPIA RISING TIDE 

After a long hiatus, Olympia Ris
ing Tide (ORT) is back and going 
strong ... and we've been busy! Our 
main campaign is currently, fo
cused on stoppin g the construction 
df over 25 biomass incinerators 
proposed throughout the State of 

I 

Washington. Olyn].pia Rising Ti'de 
sees biomass incinerators as a false 
solution to climate change and, 
accordingly, has followed ~ough 
with some fun actions to show we 
mean businessi . 

Locally, one incinerator is be4J.g 
pushed for at The Evergreen State Col
lege .\lere in Olympia, WA. In opposi
tion to the Evergreen adrnlnistration's 
attempt~ to mainv:un a greenwashed, . 
liberiu, ;md progressive image, of the 
cellege; ORT has consistently' coun~ 
te;ed tveygreen's lies by revealiJig th~ 
true cfungers of biomass--air peiiu
tion ana .deforestation--:-to Olyropia 
and the surrounding corrimunities. 

The first week o( fall quarter at. 
Evergreen this year saw ORT's "Wel
come:(.to Nevergreen" campaign 
posters plastered throughout the 

. campus. Friendly folks . alsti tabled 
in ilie school's main square during 
this ;week, distributing free anti
bidmass literature and .engaging in 

discussion. ORT members then dis
rupted Evergreen ·workshof!S with 
skits and mass walkouts. 

Disruptions included grabbing 
the microphone at a welcoming 
event ahd shaming the Eve~green 
administration in front of hun
dreds of new students and then dis
tributing info outside the event. At 
·a biomass workshop put on by the 
school's ." sustainability . council," 
ORT members threw ~ake money 
into a room filled with school staff 
and then performed a skit exposing 
the cor_mection between biomass 
and big business. A killer dance-out 
to "Burn Baby Bum" then ensued. 

The group's most recent action 
took place at an Evergreen Board of 
Trustees' meeting. Here, gRTpeeps 
dumped several bags of wood chips 
on the Board's table' to &ive them a 

r-"" J I 
taste of what. would be ,burned daily 
by the ton. They also made' a state
ment as to why biomass is a (alse 
solution to climate· change. This 
action was followed by applause 
from other meetin~ attendees who 
were not involved: ~~ll ORT. The 
group has also don~ ~veral banner 
drops on campus· with messages 
like "No Biomass No Compromise" 
and "Defend our Forests." 

The campaign has thus far 

proven successful, as the · ad
ministration is being for<;:ed to 
be much more transparent with 
students. By maintaining a con
sistent presence, ORT's targets 
feel less secure in their ability to 
get away with greenwashed lies. 
And though the Nev.ergreen cam
paign hasn't yet ~ntirely halted 
the proposed iqcinerator, every 
step towards its construction is 
being met with res.istance. 
· ORT's recent efforts to work with 
the wider commt!nity have includ- , 
ed hosting several · open meetings 
and movie nights. Commun~ty 

members were inyi,ted to partici
pate with the gtoltlp and to learn 
what ORT has );>~e_n up to. and why.· 
We've also bee~ ~ming relation
ships with, avd .. supporting folks 
in Shelton, WA, 'W · o are fighting a 
huge biomass ih iherat~r that has 
been propose<t>~ · ,. 

Our campaigprhas been succ~ss
ful in gaining;pwli:Jlic support and 
local media outlets have b~en fol
lowing ORT's . work. · Bottom line, 
people are p-is ~a about biomass 
and are qernan~g real solutions 
to clin'late change. Olympia Rising 
Tide is navin~ ti; figp.ting with a 
relentless compassion for life, hold
ing it down ~li\~Can't be stopped! 



Demands of the Ecojust~ce Assenibly 
At- the 20.10 US Social Forum -in Detroit , 

BY.US EcoJUSTICE.PEOPLES' MoVEMENT AssEMBLY 
' r . ,o~. " .~,..~~ .~ 

1) Leave Fossil Fuel~ in the Ground. We call for · 
a moratorium ori all ri~w oil, gas, coal and tar sands 
explot:ation as ~ first · ~tep in the phase O)..lt of fossil 
fuels. No drilling, digging, damming, chopping, burn
ing or bombing. ·we must phase out fossil fuels, min
ing, mega-da~s, .. a~o-fuels, waste incineration, and 
nuclear energy. All tbese resource-intensive energy 
systems compromtse· ~e:life-support systems of com
munities and Mother: .Earth herself. Furthermore, we -

· both frontline coml:nunit'ies, and worke1;s ~will guide 
the just transition to~ards dismantling climate pol
luting industries and ending the corporate control of 
our economies. ~ ' " 
2) An End to False SolUtions: No more busll:less as 
usual-no commodification of atmospheric 'space or 
people's rights through c.arbon markets, carbon offsets, 
or offsets· asspcia~eq with the protection of Indigenous 
People's lan~s, agriculture and forests such as REDO 
program. We reject "clean" coal, natural gas, nuclear 
power, biomass and waste incineration, landfill gas to 
energy, geo:>engineering, ·industrial agro-fuels, and all 
other corporate techno-fixes which fail to address the 
root causes and deepen existing inequalities and_, envi
ronmental problems. 
3) Real and 'Effective Solutions. Our communities 
will win back control of our land, food, water, labor, 
energy, and decision-making. We will fight for sov
ereignty for lndige;nous Peoples. We demand invest
ment in infrastructure for participatory budgeting, 

' . 

AprfJ. ~0, 2011~ Taf1e ~~ to tJ1e Pofnt of Production 
" Rising Tide is-calling for a d~y of direct action against extraction on the one year anniversary of the BP oil spill. 

Communities around the world are under attack from extractive industries that poison our families, kill our loved 
ones on the job, and destroy the ecosystems we cherish. The s ·p oil spill was unfortunately just one of an endless 

string o~ disasters born of an economic system that must endlessly consume the Earth's resources. ' ~ · 

Sxtractfoh rs the act of . tatrng wfthout gfvfng ·anytHng bact. Sxtractfan tates workers 
· JfV.S so ~rporatlons can mate a feYIT ' more bm:b. Sxtractfon tates crean water and arr 
~ gfves Elf, bJactenec:f oceans and a ~irmate rn chaos. Sxtractron tates the . natural wurtP1' 

.ll , Ill .. 

of communf~es and ecosystems and reavu beHnd poverty and _ecoJogfcaJ wutel'ancfs. 

For a stable clihrale, clean ~ir and water, we must stop the extraction of fossil. fuels and other "reso~rces." From 
the tar sands of 'Alberta to the Gulf Coast, people•are fighting back against the extractive industries that have de-

. • ) • 1 · ' clared war on our planet. · >.1 . 
; tF' · ' • _~1ll . 

On April 20tt.l~.take it to the point of ptoduction. Shut down a well site, occupy a mine, 
take over an ofliiCe, blockade a bank. Nobody's community should be a sacrifice-zone. 

For climate justic~~d a livable pla~et, . ' I 11------ sr;G 
Rising Tide North America 

1 
• · • ' 

rl) Lf. • ~- . ----wwn.. Al SINGTIDEN.OATHAMEAICA.OAG/EXTRAo'h ON EXTRACTION@ AISINGTIDENOATHAMEAICA.OAG ·--
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Bv Russ McSPADDEN 

ART BY }ILL LAVETSKY 

· ' 

Somewhere outside of the old mining town of Ru
by-nothing more than a ghost town-and not tt;:>o 

far from the Arizona/Mexico border, we run across a 
group of migrants. They are moving fast through a can
yon rutting the San Luis and Atascosa Mountains. They 
are young, mostly women, and nervous. I offer water, 
food, and directions in Spanish, and the guia offers me 
water and food in English. He's unsure of my intentions. 
I explain that we had seen la migra along Ruby road and 
we part ways-good luck, buena suerte. Back up the wash 

· I find that the group had stopped to pick up clean socks 
we'd left in a bucket. A pair of old bloody socks hang 
from a man.Zanita tree. · 

A week before, a good friend was a part of a humani
tarian team that found the body of a young woman who 
had died, just hours before, in the open desert a couple 
miles from Ruby .. The best guess as to the cause is that 
her group was scattered by Border Patrol, by a helicopter 
or dron:e or men on horseback, and that she lost her way 
in the panic, wandered this section of th~ Coronado Na
tional Forest and died of thirst. Having found an emer
gency contact, my friend learned that the woman was ' 
trying to reach her husband and children in Texas. Her 
huSband cried on the phone at the news. 

Just a bit north of here, around Arivaca, is one of 
hundreds of border check points scattered throughout 

I. 

Southern Arizona. "US Citizens?" asks a guard. There's 
no question about whether or not we ·are drug run
ners, just whether or n~t our human bodies are legally 
sanctioned. Though he probably knows the car and 
suspects we've been providing aid to undoc;umented 
migrants, the officer doesn't ask if we've found any 
injured or dead people. There is no care for the refugee 
blood that 'Spills in the desert, dries up, and cakes into 
the hard caliche soil. • , 

The check point . is one small impersonal com
ponent of the border control system, a part of state 
control over human migration, labor, and solidarity 

· against Empire. The surveillance apparatus staring us 
down from the side of the road, a .giant rod packed 
with dozens of cameras, sways ill. the wind, mocking 
the ocatillo cacti around it. I ask the guard if he knows 
that the Coronado Nation;il Forest is named after a 
conquistador who, after brutally capturlJ::lg large por
tions of Northwest Mexico, crossedJthrough the area 
that is now the border, seeking gold and conquest. J. 
ask if he knows that Coronado's 'pa:th laid the ground 

•work for the theft of the land Border Patrol is now 
gU.arding. He says he's not heard this before-his into
nation says he's bored with the history-and he waves 
us through. 

Its no matter that this National Forest, just another 
cofnpartment31ized wilderness area, honor~ the pas
sage of a murderer, a tyrant, and, at the same time, is 
rpatrolled by police, the nationai.guard, and right-wing 
militias, to stop the trek of the pQG>r. Its no matter that 



·imperialist policy has pulled them away from the •land 
of their families. · 

Today nearly 700 miles of wall stretch across ;;1 nearly 
2,000 mile border between the US and Mexico. Other in
frastructure-:-surveillan.Cf equipment, giant towers with 
cameras and sensors and thousands of miles of road for 
patrols-disrupts a bordt&land of rich biological diversity 
·and sensitivity. T,he intolerant, homogenous, and hyper- · 
security needs of the :North openly supports radsm and 
ecodde at the border. As state surveillance zooms from all 
angles, seeing a~{-tho,usands of humans and .thousands 
of non-humans die,.Cllt, ~.ff from an<;:ient and necessary 
migration paths . .. "·:-· _ :. · 

In 2009 tpe last }a~ar in all of North America was eu
thanized by the US Fi~h and Wildlife SerVic;e. But the bor
~er had long cut offits natuial path to and from Northern 
Mexico. hs unfettered self was already murdered. Like
wise, ocelots, bigh6rn s~eep, and pronghorns,-all en
dangered-have. been depiived of their migration paths. 
In order to ~xpedite. QJ.e closing of the border, and to dem
onstrate the priorities of the government to contain the 
movement o{ peopl~ from a:n economy under attack by 
US interests, CongreSs waived all environmental'laws that · 
interfere with construction. Homeland Se~ty director 
Michael Chertoff waived the Coastal Zone Management 
Act, the National Envi:i:onmental Polley Act, the Endan-

' ge.red Spedes Act, the Migratory ~ird Treaty Act, the Clean 
Water Act, the Clean Air Act, and the National Historic 
Preseryation Act in the name of nati.onal security. _ 

In order to expedite the closing of peoples minds, the 
state of Arizona, through HB2281 has outlaw .... ed ethnic 
studies programs in all grade schools. The law also pro
hibits courses "that promote the overthrow of the US 
Gove~ent,l' The connection betWeen fear, radsm, ho
mogeneity, e_nvironmental destruction and state security 
needs becom~s obvious. · 

~o 

Natural borders are fluid, changing-negotiated at every 
step. Autonomy and collectivity intercourse and blend. 
Bodies, human or ptherwise, are beautiful borders. Fingers, 
lips, eyes, tails, te,ntacles, and whiskers all negotiate space, 
touch, freedom, relationships, food, love, knowledge and 
movement. They qre fragile and, in return for any boundaries 
or restraints laid, offer longing, organic redprocity and 
the rhythms of hf!art and hunger. They follow the .rules 
of the sky and' the terrain, rain and physical need. Xhey 
follow the rules of re?ationship find reproduction. Political 
borders are rigid, ·tontrolling, autocratic, murderous. They 
impede without giJiing back, without emotion. They offer 
the rhythms of abstraction and control: national anthems, 
speeches on nationho.od, sirens, police banter across radio 
waves, Th,ey follow the laws of abstracti011s: property, profit, 
and techno-progress .. ,v . 

;:)Jt ) 

B·ack at hom~ in Florida, I realiZe one never lea"\!'eS 
the border. WeiJli'e constantly in its presence· in 

the US. Many of ~ · neight?ors made the trek here 

through Arizona, and a certain restraint-as .well as 
power-in.their eyes, in th~ ·movement of their bodies, · 
reflects that journey. ICE raids happen often in my town, 
pulling communities apart, ensuring the dominance of 
xenophobia and alienation through intimidation. I've 
watched from my roof the bodies of ICE agents, SWAT, 
and the Sheriffs raiding a neighbor. They are tormented 
and ugly and unyieldingly cold bodies, armored with 
kevlar, ammunition, helmets, goggles, plated gl~)Ves and 
rifles. They are almost.not bodies at all. They are moi,e 
like border ~ails. As lorig as these kinds of borders ex
ist, the kind that stunt the movement of bodies and the 
exchange of life, that sever neighbors and wat~rs,heds 

and minds, wilderness and our place in it will remain a · 
compartment of the state. 

After the helicopters and police cars leave, friends and 
allies of the victims of the raid-slowly stroll by the nouse 
to see if anyone remains, if they ·can help. comfort, re
build, and support. Some help clean up the mess lef.t by , 
the police, intrusion, the twisted gate, the flung chairs 
and tbe broken door. After the llelicopters leave· I notice 
the return of a small flock of juvenile ibis to a nearby 
yard a_nd the return of .a Cooper's hawk to, its perch in a 
mango tree. After they leave, the community begins to 
rebuild. The same will be true when the border wall is 
expelled from the sacred land it currently torments. 

R.uss McSpadden is an editor with the Earth First! Journal 
and an agitator witf! Everglades 'Fmth Firstl / 

To learn more about solidarity, work at the border visit 
NOMOREDEATHS.ORG r· 
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Three Oays 
that Shook the New World Order . 

Bv FRANKLIN RosEMONT 
. AND DAVID RoEDIGER 

AFTER THE RAIN 

An Excerpt 

· .. 
.· 
·, 

· The long-rarige significanc;e of the LA rebellion (April, 
1992) cannot be appreciated apart from the global eco
logical crisis. The fact that the largest urban upheaval 
in the US in this century has been ignored by the en
vironmental press is one more sign-and a defmitiv~ 
one-that middle-class environmentalism is indissolu
bly allied to the pollutocratic Establishment it pretends . 
to oppose. 

Clearly the rebellion, and the nationwide response' 
it engendered, are seething with ecological iJ?.plica
tions. An extraordinary example of "acting 'locally," 
inevitably it will affect global thinking for a long time 
to corp.e. . 

The rebellion provided, for example, a dramatic eye
opening prelude to the Earth-rapers' orgy known as 
t}le "Earth Summit" in Rio de Janeiro a few weeks later. 
The delegates (mostly heads of state) straight-facedly 
resolved that capitalism-an inherently ecocidal social 
system-is .compatible with a healthy planet. But LA's 
smoldering ruins and overflowing prisons joined the 
polluted air that always afflicts the dty to give these 
bureau_crats the lie, and showed all the world that the 
Land of Capitalism par 'excellence is one of the sickest 
sodeties anywhere. 

In this era of massive destruction of rainforests and 
other wild places, the contradiction between city and 
"countryside" has become central to all struggles for 
social change. Anyone who knows the ABCs of ecology 
knows that massive restoration of wilderness is . today 

· an urgent priority, second to none-indeed, the pre
con'dition for the-continuation of life on this planet
and that such restoration requires, in tum, massive 
dismantling of industrial society's deadly dties. In this 
light, the festive community burning of LA's shopping 
malls can be regarded not only as a sensible response to 
unlivable ghetto conditions, but al~o as an ecologically 

• sound step toward domg away with America's poison-

_,./ _/----=~ 
/ 

' ous urban wastelands. Objectively, m ·the US govern
ment's war against wildlife and wilderness, the LA 
rebels· were on the side of the wild . . 

.Subjectively, however, the rebellion's ecologic3l 
dimension stands out in even bolder relief. The fact 
fllat Black teenagers increasingly•. recognize them
selves as an endangered specieS'-this-was in fact the 

·theme of one of the most popular •local rap record
ings just before and during th~ reb'ellion-is surely 
one of the major revoluf!op.s in·<mhsciousness of our 
time. Equally suggestive in this regard is the fact that 

·. the planting of new trees-to. bring beauty to LA's 
minority communities-i~ a 1;Il3jor demand in the . 

. • program put forth by the Bloods1 and Crips for the 
teconstruction of the city. . • ··rtJ . • 
. r,J'he rebels' point of departurer.rmroreover, was light

, fJearS beyond the phony "job vmsus environment" 
.tikhotomy that miserabilist degtagogues of all per
' -suasions use to paraly~e the unw.ary. ~n demanding 



not jobs but life, and all the freedom apd fullness there~ overdue-in the city that gave us the word smog, and 
of, the LA rebels-among whoni registered voters were which is today a major dumpsite for toxic waste and 
undoubt~dly a rarity-revealed strong affinities with Daryl Gates' radio commentaries. 
the most radical "no-compromise" wing of the envi- r Such new conne'ctions are the inevitable fruit of the 
ronmental movement. • . revolutionary imagination. If the LA rebels drew in-

"Mainstream" environmentallsm continues to be spiration from the poetry of rap, the rebellion itself re
dorriinated by racist, ?corporate-minded . executives mains a.crucial factor in renewing the practice of poet
who, by definitipn, are . unwilling to challenge the in- ry everywhere, as a revolutionary activity. The boldest 
terests of white supremacy, Capital and the capitalist dreams of . poets always have expressed humankind's 
state. In the past .twenty years, the mus~room growth deepest aspirations, and any "program" . that denies 
of the National. Wildlife Federation, the Audubon So- them is a sure ticket to misery. Any would-b~ urevolu
ciety, the Sierra Club, e,~c., has coincided -with the de- tion" willing to settle for .less than the reAlization of 
struction of mor~ ·US wilderness than was destroyed poetry ih everyday life is a revolution at a dead-end 
in the pre<;:edirig half-century. These groups, which before it starts. 
are run as .businesses by bureaucrats who think and Aseco-activists, tadicalfeminists, point-of-production 
act like businessmen, · . . . rebel workers and ghet-
are to the . rank-i:md- - The struggle for wtlderness 1S mseperahle from to/barrio street-fighters 
.file eco-activist what • . . . . . ' begin to understand 
the AFL-CIO buieau- the struggle for a f~ee SOCtety, whtch 1S tnseperable each other, to find their 
cracy is to the working common ground and to 
class: a privUeged 'elite fr.om the st_ruggle against racism... pool their resources in 
whose prime funct!on united struggle and mu-
is to. contrpl _the fury__:_l.e., ' the revolutionary creativi- tual aid, we shall begin to see a /movement that might 

. ty-ot those.at the bottom. · just be capable of toppling the inhuman structures that 
· The LA repels manifested exactly what is needed to are killing us all. · 

turn envirorfmentalism into a real and effective move- Steeped in humor, open to poetry, aiming at a fun
ment: desperation, defiance, energy, a sense of · the damental reintegration of humankind and the planet 
unbearable boredom and the ·misery of American life we live on and .the creatures with whom we share it, 
today, a readfuess to improvise, a willingness to tal<e this new global revolutionary movement naturally will 
risks and ~beautiful determination to win release from ·be the most playful and. adventurous of all time. How 
misery. With such an outsiders' perspective to inspire . could it be oth~rwise? 
and guide the. acti_ons of a new movement, an ecologi- The strUggle .for wilderness is inseparable from the 
cally healthy ·P!~et could become a reality instead of struggle for a free society, which is inseparable from 
a slogan. , .\\ · . . . . the struggle against raCism, whiteness and imperialjsm, 

Those who '1\te farthest from the administration of which· is inseparable from the struggle for the libera
, power, no matt~ ow powerless they often feel, ~etain tion of ·women, which is inseparable from the' strug
always the po'r~rto disrupt and therefore, potentiaUy, gle for sexual freedom, which is inseparaple,from the 
the power to overturn the entire repressive order. ' . . struggle to emancipate labor and abolish ~ork, which 

In the solidarity pf all those who are outside exist- is inseparable from t4e struggle against war, which is 
ing power relatimns lies our. only chance of vanquish- inseparable from the struggle to live poetic lives and, 
ing the ecocidal megamachine. Coming at a tin].e .when more generally, to cl,o as .we please. 

1 the infrastructures bf Arrierica's cities are on the 1verge The enemies, tOday, ' are those who try to separate . . 
of collapse, .the LA·retlellion has opened exciting1possi- these struggles. , · · 
bilities_ for the d~velopment of heretofore undrecimed- In April-May '92 the world witnessed one·of-theJtrau
of combat-alliances that could cut across and ev.ert de- matic first flights of this revolution which must go far-
stray the d~bilitatirig· barriers set up by short-sighted ther than any revolution' has ever gone. _ ~··t . · 

and self-serving '~single-issue" groups. ~,.!rt Outsiders of the worJd, unite! Freedom Nmy!tEarth 
Now is a time of.n'ew beginnings, and thus a time.1:o First! these three watchwords are for us but one. ·: · 

make new conneoijoms. There is not an e<;:o-activis·t: any- 1 . • 

where who wotJ].d 'nbt benefit from reading Malodlm This excerpt, commonly read around the campfire · at 
X-the favorite authGr 'of the LA rebels-and radical recent Eprth First! gatherings, was taken from an .-article 
eco1ogists and conservation biolo~sts would pd ..w~ll which first appeared in tht;•joumal Race Traitor·#2 . : 
not only to make their knowledge . more accessible to Franklin Rosemont, who• passed in 2009, was a. poet, 
those ~ho need it.EnQst, bQt also to find ways of linking historian and revolutionar:y.scholar and a co-foundeT' of the 
their struggles to Hrerstrugg~es of the oppressed people Chicago Surrealist Group.~ • , . -
who tan really chamge..things for the better. Such lin:ks David Roediger is professor· of" History and . African 
would seem to be particularly feasible-and even long American Studies at the Univer.sity of fllinois. . · · •. ·. 
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A Field Guide to False Solutions 

from !he makers of global wanning-"sustainable" energy! 

The Corporate Solution 
Where otliers see hardship and tragedy, entrepreneurs see 
an opportunity for financial gain • .Putting the "green" in 
greenhouse gases and the "eco" in economy, they greet 
the apocalypse with outstretched wallets. Are natural 
disasters wrecking communities? That's great-sell .th~ 
survivors disaster reHef and put up luxury condominiums 
where they used to live. Are food supplies contaminated 
with 'toxins? Slap "organic" on some of them and jack up 
the·price-presto, what was once taken for granted in . 
every vegetable is suddenly a selling point! Is consumer 
culture devouring the planet? Time for a-line of 
environmentally friendly products, cashing in on guilt 
and good intentions to move more units. 

So long as being "sustainable" is a privilege reserved 
for th·e rich, the crisis can only intensify. A.ll 'the better for 
those ~anking on it. · · 

. ( 

The Conservative Solution 
Many conservative.s deny that our s_ociety is causing 
global warming; of course, some sdU don't believe in · 
evolution, either. But what they themselves believe is 
immaterial; they're m'ore cooceJ;fl~Q with the question 
of what it is pr<~fitabl~ for other~· to believe. For example, 
when the UN's IntergovernmentaLPanel on Climate 
Change released its 2007 repor~ an ExxonMobil-funded 
think tank linked to the Bush administration offered 
$10,000+ to any scientist who would dispute its findings. 
, That is to say-some people consider it a better 
investment to bribe experts to deny that anything is 
happening than to take any steps to avert catastrophe. 

' Better that the apocalypse snatches us unawares so long 
as they can maintain their pro.fits one more year. Sooner 
the end of life on earth than the possibility of life · 
beyond capitalism! 



The liberal Solution 
Certain do-gooders would like to claim credit for 
bringing globai warming to the ~ttention of the 
public, even though radicals have been clamoring -
about it for ~ecad~s:"B~t politicians like Al Gortr are 
not trying to save the ·e~vironment so much as to 
rescue d:te causes of.its .destruction. They are pressi'rg ·, 
for government ·and _corporate recognition of the 
crisis because ecologitaf col1apse could destab~lize. 
capitalism if it catchci them off guard. Small 
wonder corporate.Tnitiatives and incentives figure so 
prominently in the sofedons they propose. 

Like the'ir cop.serv~'¥ve·tolleagues, liberals would 
sooner risk extinc_tlor.i th~n consider abandoning_ · 
ind_ustrial capitalism;They're simply too invested in it to 
do otherwise-witness the .Gore familis long-running· 
relationsl}ip with QcCident~ Petroleum. In this light, · 
their bid to seize the reins of the environmentalist 
movement looks sfispiciousiy like a calculated effort to 
prevent a more rep/jstic response to the crisis. 

The Mallhusian Solution 
Some people- attribute the crisis to overpopula~ion-but 

how many shantytown dwellers and subsistence farmers 
do you have to add up to equal the. ecological impact of a 
single, high-po~ered executive? 

The Socialist Solution 
For centuries, socialists have promised to grant everyone 
access to middle-class standards of living. Now it turns 
out that the bib-sphere can't support even a small · 
minority pursuing that lifestyle; one might expect 
socialists to adjust their" notion of utopia accordingly. 
Instead they've simply updated it to match the latest in 
bourgeois fashions: today every worker deserves to eat 
organic produce and live in a "green" condominium. 
But these produ ts only came to be as a marketing ploy 
to differentiate high-end merchandise from proletar:ian 
standa_rd fare. If y{>u're going to think big enough to 
imagine a society Without class differences, yqu might 

. as well aim for a futii're in which We share the wealth of 
a vibrant natural world rather than chopping it up into 
,inert commodities~~ 1 

'. 
• I 

, . -

The Communist Solution 
In practice, Marxism, Leninism, -and Maoism served 
as a convenient means to jerk "underdeveloped" / 
nations swiftly intq the industrial age, utilizing state 
intervention to '!modernize" peoples who still retained 
a connection tO the land before finally dropping them 
unceremoniously at the margin of the free market. Today, 
party communists have gotten no further than blithe 
assurances ·that new ~anagement would take care of 
everything. Sing along to the tune of"Solidarity Forever": 

If the workers owned the factories, climate change would not exist 
All the. smoke frorrz all the smokestacks ·would be changed to 

· harmless mist . . , 

The Individual Solution , 
An individual or community can live a completely 
"sustainable" lifestyle without doing anything to hinder 
the corporations and governments responsible for the 
vast majority of environmental devastation: Keeping one's 
hands cleah-"setting an example" that no statesman or 
tycqon will emulate-is meaningless while others lay the 
planet to waste. To set a better example, stop them. 

The Radical Solution 
Too many radicals respond to the crisis with despair or 
even a ki11d of wronghea'ded anticipation. There's no . 
reason to bel-ieve the exhaustion of the planets petroleum 
suppiy will put an end to patriarchy or white..supremacY, 
Likewise, it's ~II too. likely that hierarchy can make it 
t_hrough eGological collapse intact, so long as. there are 
people left to dominate and obey. · 

We'll get out of the apocalypse what we put into it: 
we can't expec~ it to produce-a more-liberated society 
unless we put the foundations in place now. Forget.ab'out 
individualistic survival schemes that cast you as the Last 
Person on Earth--Hurricane Katrina showep that when 
the storm hits, the most important thing is to be part of a 
community that can defend itself. The coming upheavals -
may indeed 9ffer a chance for fundamental social change, 
but we have to come up with a compelling·vision and 
the guts to implement it. 

Another End o( the World Is Possible! 

' ' . 
Crimethlnc. is a network of think tanks and action squads bent on 
enabling humanity to sun,Jive the downfall of cap,italis"!_. We have been 
honored to struggle alongside Earth First! for the past decade and a half. 
For strategic analysis and practic~l tools, visit www.crimethinc.com. 
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Where A.reThey Now? 
Earth First! Old Gu~rd (Round 11} . 

CoMPILED BY EF! joURNAL CoLLECTIVE 

As we promised. in Voulme I of the 
30th Anniversay edition, below is another 
glimpse into the lives of active longtime 
EF!ers a'!d instrumental people who have 
moved on. Again, some names might be 
new, some may have. been heard before 
(some you might wish you never had!) 
These are what we lovingly refer to as the 
old guatd of our movement, along With 
some "mid-guard" in the mix. 

The questions~ name, age, residency; 
first and last EF! Eounii River Rendez
vous (RRR); what you're most known 
for; 'your wildest memory; what you've · 
been doing lately; ·. message to younger 
generations; if you'll be coming to an
other Rondy; and any pseudonyms you 
wanna divulge. 

If we get more responses, we may con
tinUe this feature into future issues of the 
Journal. So keep 'em coming! 

Christopher Manes 
Palm Springs, California, 53. First and 
last Rondy: 1985 and 1987. "I was the 

· self-proclaimed 'pseudo-intellectual' 
of the movement." Wildest memory: 
"At the Colorado RRR back in 87, Wolf 
arrived with a Stb of voOka, some 
grapefruit juice and a hankering to 
get mightily drunk. So he, Bill Turk, 
the much . under-appreciated Roger 
Candee, ,and I joined him, and plied 
with liquor, we decided that EF! had 
become too soft. So we wandered the 
area shouting "Fuck Humaility!" and 
"~o Man's Land!" with Turk' cracking 
his bull whip for erpphasis. (Yes, Jle 
carried a bUll whip). At one point we 
almost fell into e Grand Canyon, 
which would have been an appropriate 
demise for.us indeed. Now (stay with 
me here), unbeknownst to us, earlier 
tliat day, before we arrived, Ed Abbey 
bad gotten into some kind of verbal 
altercation with some anarchists. Fair 
enough. However, when darkness fell 
and they heard some drunken men 
<;racking a bnll wW.p and making 
vague threats and apparently prowl
ing the area looking for victims, they 

thought Abbey had somehow sent 
out his "shock troops" (their words 
not mine) to hunt them down for the 
ideological heresies. Shortly thereafter, 
the incident was printed in an anar
chist journal as evidence of the "fas
cist" nature of Eguth First!'s old guard, 
with the bull whip playing a major 
role in the narrative ... But .it was· just 
us all along. After that .the rift between 

· the old :guard (or aj~Roselle likes to cilll 
them the "buckaroo~"), and the more 
traditional leftists widened. It was of 
course inevitable. But I think it all start
ed with Turk's bull whip and too many 
greyhounds." Lately: "I wrote a couple 
books, and became an attorney." to 
younger generation EF!ers? "Only 
young people can change things. It's 
your world. The rest of us are just com
mentators now." Pseudonyms: "Oh, I · 
used many, which has caused a lot of 
confusion about who wrote what. Best 

· to leave it at that." Coming to a Rondy 
again? "I hadn't given it ariy thought. 
It might be fun. As long as there are no 
bull whips present." . 

. Karen Coulter 
Age 52; used psuedonytns in both 

the Journal and in the Earth First! 
Campfire Poetry Book (to shift the fo

. cus off a personality onto the ideas); 
Tesidency: Cascadia-divided between 
a mountainside in eastern Oregon 
from· late spring through fall, and 
Portland, Oregon for winter. First RRR: 
1988 (involved since 1984), last: 2009. 
Most known for: "my ongoing legal 
forest defense in eastern Oregon and 
helping organize the End Corporate 
Dominance Conference and related 
workshops." Wildest memories: " ... 

· the all night torch-lit building of the 
irnmtmse Jack Road blockades in the 
Cove Mallard sales area of Idaho, us
ing nothing but our hands and co-
9peration; the hunt sabotage against 
the hunting of endangered Big Hom 
sheep in the Mojave, experiencing the 
diverse unique roCk formations there 

. and seeing Big Hom sheep rams' stand
ing on peaks against the blue sky; the 

first wild tiibal dance at the Rendez
vous in 1989 .. . There's too many wild 
memories to limit it to just one." Late
ly: "struggling to keep Blue Mountains . 
Biodiversity Project · going financially, 
field-checking proposed timber sales in 
eastern Oregon with wonderful volun
teers each suinmer, working on a book 
about the foundations of corporate 
rule in 19 CentUry· US history, writing 
bioqentric poems, making wirie, danc
ing,Jliking, hanging out with my son, 
friends, cats, .dogs and wildlife." To 
younger generations: "Really plan out 
a long-term strategy for meeting your 
goals as a group. Don't stay in tactical 
ruts or be an exclusive clique. Don't let 
your group die due to a few disruptive 
people. Read Brian Glick's handbook 
for dealing With infiltrators: The War 
at Home. Keep developing a movement 
culture of resistance-with art, music, 
poetry, dance theater... Really get to 
know tli.e wild and wild.li.fe.-ground 
yourself in wild nature. Don't wait for 
a campaign, an action, m a group to 
come to you: start one. Follow your 
passion to find your focus. Mk me or 
other 'old guard' folks what else we've 
learned that might help your situation. 
We too were young and still are radi
cal. I'm an anarchist too ... " Another 
Rondy? "Of eourse ... see you this year 
in Idaho." 

lise Asplund 
Cu.rrently living in Cascadia and 

Atzlan. First Randy: '8.7; most recent: 
'02. "Recently dealing with some · 
health challenges, finding plants to be 
wonderful allies in healing." Favorite 
EFi Memory: "Sending the KUlV News 
car back to Salt Lake City after the 
North Rim Randy (-400 mile journey) 
with a riew bumper sticker, Another 
Mormon onDrug .,..To younger genera- :.. 
tions: "You are the present upwelling :! 
of life's fierce impulse to renew itself ~ 
once again. · Human~ and other crit- ~ · 

~ ters have come t0 certaill crossroads 
ova: the millellij.la and it is always the 
willingness to act against impossible 
odds that brought them through ~~ 



breach... As bad as things are, we're as I took a hike at Rendezvous in Ida
just a small part of the picture and . ho; raft trips down Sanjuan and Green 
we only have partial knowledge. Any- Rivers; Actions in the woods best kept 

·way, it's arrogant to think otherwise." ,' as inside memories." Lately? "On van
Coming to another Rondy? "Is there ous conservation boards of directors, 
a geriatric rendezvous ' Planned? No, inducting Wildlands Network, Restore: 
seriously, a token out of tpe way shtetl The North Woods, Champlain Valley 
withln the larger rend~ous· for the Conservation Partnership . and Heron 
old pre-post-mod~m reliq of ancient Dance: I serve as Conservation Direc
times the 1980s). No running WC!ter tor of the Adirondack Council." To the 
or flusp toilets required, just a place Youth: "No matter how diverse your 
where ~e can wear..our red bandanas. inte~ests and causes, keep wild nature 
We don't really want to contaminate foremost in mind. Boldly confront its 
the minds of the yowg· ~~ our un- greatest threats: human population 
purged droppings of me,llory and ex- · and over-consumption." Coming to 
perielilce, but -v.;e are al;v.aysln dange• a ~ondy again? "Not likely, as I .at
of doing so if left on the loose! Was tend too many meetings already, and 
that a yes er no questi9n?!' · I'm too old now to keep up with you 

Dirt . 
Living in Olym,pia, WA, 42: First, EF! 

Rondy, 1994 West~ Regional Lal<e 
Davis, Oregon; mos~ recent, 2009 RRR, 

· Umpq1,1a, OR. Knowl'l for rigging tree 
sits in Luna, Fiill Creek and two dozen 
other similar campaigns , in 1990's. 
Wildest memory: "Real Rendezvous' 
with wild raucous and mostly naked 
drunken behavior around the camp
fire. Inducting side-splitting hilari
ous music with too m~y talented 
musidans trying to get a single song 
squeezed into a very musical camp
fire that went till nearly sunrise ... " 
tately? "Building an EF! Warrior Poets 

· website .. . doing lots of environmental 
· activism with. mainstreamers too. Also 
earned a grad degree (Master's Public 
~dministration.}" To the youth: "Why 
don't y'all -smile? You smile at people 
who 'are the -same age as you, wlw 
nbt the· rest of us? Do you think older 
EF!ers are the nemy or something? 
Rendezvous' used to be ·a place where 
we knew soliQarity and trust and we 

. snilled and said hi to everyone we 
passe<l on the trail. What made y'all so 
cruel, elitist and cold? Do · you think 
because I don't dress like you and am 
older t~ you that I'm not worthy of 
a smile back? You think I'm not down 
with your cause? The lack of respeot 
for diversity from your generation is 
abysmal." 

John Davis 
Westport, NY, 47. First Rondy 1986; 

last: 1990. Editedjournalfor ilfewyears 
with Dave Foreman. Wildest memo
ries; "Camping in Sonoran desert with 
AZ EF! friends; glirp.psing a wolve~e 

' 

young folks! May you succeed wi).dly 
in puttpg_ Earth first!" 

Peg Millett, 
Bradshaw Mountains, central AZ, 

57; used to be called Gristle, back in 
the '80s. First •Rondy, 1985 Uncom
podray Plateau CO; Last, Wyomil)g I 
think. I went to the AZ Wmter R(imdy 
in '08. Known for "Danctng, singing, · 
AZ 5, doing fed time ~20 years ago), 
Woo Woo Queen."· Lately: "Playing 
with horses, going on a few river trips 
with the Usual Suspects." To younger 
generations: "Learn from herstory, 
smile fiercely, live from a spiritual per
spective, learn: from the earth and the 
animals, celebrate." Coming to anoth
er Randy: "-Probably." 

Dennis FritZinger 
Bay Area Bioregion, CA, 67. First 

RRR: Kalmiopsis; Oregon 1983; most 
Recent R:RR:. 2009. Most known for: 
"At rallies: the tea song. At campfires: 
my poem "Donuts Gal or~". In the 
Journal: Editor of Armed With Visions. 
At OC's: the Night to Howl." Wildest 
memory? "Seeing a mountain lion on 
the way to the 1987 RRR on the Qrtli 
Rim of the Grand Canyon. The funni
est memory was I:Jeing part of a herd · 
of caribou at our post-rondy demo In 
Albany, NY in 199U' Lately: ''Writing 
stuff to send in for the 30th Anbiver
sary issue." To younger generation: 
"Don't' get burned out. Taking time to 
go camping, hiking, river-rafting and 
just getting out in nature is a good an
tidote to living in dties and working 
on campaigns. Do your homework. 
It's important to understand the sCi
ence. Le~ basic survival skills S? you 

can be self-suffident when you need 
to. Keep a sense of humor." Coming 
to a Rondy again? "Definitely. I plan 
to go to next year's an<;i as many as I 
can afte~ that." 

Mike Petersen 
Spokane, WA, 57. First: 1986 in 

Idahoi last Rondy: maybe 2000? Or
ganized 1988 'RRR and the follow-up 
Okanogan Highlands Action. Wild- . 
est memory: "Going to northern BC 
in the middle of winter to stop the 
aerial' wolf kill, setting up road block
ades during Redwood Summer. Other 

. things I can't talk about." I:.ately? "Ex
ecutive Director ofTheLands Council, · 
and on many Boards.~' To younger · 
generations: 1'In my mind EF! inspired 
.environmental activism in a unique 
way that was focused on direct action. 
The focus has been ~ by others 
wanting to capture some of that spirit, 
whether it be anarchism, prison ac-

' tivism, or any of the other isms that 
can be good . causes, but not earth 
centered." Any pseudonyms? "Better 
not, since I a:m unsure if the statute of 
limitations has run out ... " Coming to 
a Rondy again? "Possible. I still get the 
Journal." · 

Daniel Barron 
Oakland CA, 48.· First Rondy: Colo

rado 1985; last: Oregon 1998. Mqst 
known as: main San Frandsco EF! 
contact 1986-1990; action with We 
Roselle & Helen to J<ick off part 2 of 
Kalmiopsis campaigri. April1987); or-

' ganizer of EF! w,hitewater trips." Wild
est memory: "post-Rondy action 1988 
at Okanogan Nat'l Forest HQ a hun
dred of us shut down Freddie office for · 
the day, blockaded the eotrances, oc
cupied the roof, put cowpies in the air 
conditioning intakes, played music, 
danced, elled, drew chalk murals on 
sidewalk$. Freddies brotigtit ln every 
law enfortenient officer in 3-county 
area resulting in over 20 arrests, 3 
days in jail, and jail solidarity on hun
ger strike so .that all arrestees were 
relea!!ed with equal minimum fine ... 
shook the Forest Service nationwide." . 
Lately: "Disappearing into obscurity." 
To younger generations: "think long 

. and hard about appropriate tactics -
for each situation, study the history 
of the movement and of all eco~social 
change, learn from the successes and 
failures of your elders." Coming to a 
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Rond~ again? "No. Some of my best 
memories are from past Rondys; I re
member past years by where the Ron
dy took place and who was there; but 
I've passed the torch on to others who 
can make their own memories." 

Angela Wartes-Kahl 
, "Been/Garlic for the last 14 years", 

35, Alsea, OR. "First Rondy was Twin 
Lakes in 1997 or 1999, don't remember 
the year but the hike in was a night
mare." Last Rondy: 2010, in the North 
Wooqs of Maine. "We drove all the 
way from Oregon with a three year old, 
that's dedication folks .. . " Known for? 
"Jail and Legal support of the Head
waters Forest Campaign in Northern 
California, WTO, and volunteering 
with lawyer teams ·that represented 
the pepper spray plaintiffs and Gypsy's 
family." Wildest memories: "Fall of '96 
in Headwaters. The legal team saw 
more than 300 arrests in two months, 
every other day there was an action
tripods in the ro~d; sleeping dragons, 
endless lockdowns, so many lock boxes 
and bags of COI)crete, I lost count. I 
felt like we ,were surviving off air, no 
sleep and pure adrenaline. All the old 
guards were firecrackers. Judi was still 
alive and very much involved. It was 
an incredible time to be in EF!" Lately, 
"Garth and I have an organic farm 
called Common Treasury. Recently I 
have been working on going back to 
colleg~ in the teXtile field, essentially 
working on sustainable fiber manufac
turing. Jo~ed the Seeds of Peace Col
lective after the RNC in St. Paul and 
enjoy cooking meals for 5,000." To 
younger generations: "I am so happy 
you are here. Please stick around but 
breaks from activism are necessary no 
matter what .people tell ,you. Always 
be honest and open to new tdeas, it is 
the only way we are going to succeed~ 
Coming to a Rondy again? "I'm help
ing organize the 2011 Rondy-Idaho! 
See you there!" 

Art Goodtimes 

that Art Good times is one of our coun
ty. commissioners." He didn't respond 
to our questions, but in another inter
view he said this of Earth First!, "It's 
become a warrior dan whose effective
' ness is limited ... Every tribe needs its 
warriors, but their al).ger wasn't always· 
targeted very well. And (direct action), 
that's dangerous· and scary." I guess 
that's what the voters wanted to hear. 

Laura B. 
Eugene, Oregon, 29. "Can't remem

ber the .first, late 90s, early 2000s? It 
was probably a regional affair. The 
last was the one in the -Mount Hood 
area. Was that 2005?" (little yo.Jmg to 
be losing" memory, .. no?) Known-"tm: 
"Tree-silting in Qi_egon. Biscuit fire 

. campaign. Northwest Ecosystem Sur
vey Team (NEST)." Wildest memory: 
"Getting arrested twice in three days at 
the Biscuit fire campaign trying to pro
tect the Fiddler Timber Sale area. The 
second time, they weren't as keen to 
let me out of jail." Lately: "Law school. 
Finishing up my last year, _then I'm 

. 
1 goin& after the federal land manage
ment and wildlife management agen
des in their own courts of law." To the 
youth: "Keep on fighting, but don't 
get stuck in a rut. Be creative in your 
tactics. Some of our most successful 
work came from someone's random 
idea, thinking out of the box. Like, 
'HeY, I know, why don't we try con
ducting our own surveys fo! red tree 
voles?"' Coming to a Rondy again? "If · 
the Rondy and myself are in the same 
area at the same time, I would love to. 
Jleople will probably ·judge me for be
ing all old and normal, though." 

Dave Foreman 
Lives in New Mexico, co-founded 

Norwood, CO. A former poetry 
editor for Earth First! Journal and Wild 
Earth, Ed Abbey mentiop.s Art by name 
in the 1987 Rondy scene from Hay
duke Lives. He's now a 4-term Com
missioner ip. San Miguel County, with 
the Green Party. According to famed 
author Terry Tempest Williams,_ "If 
there's hope in the American West, it's _ 

Earth First! and the Journal. Left the · 
_movement in ·1990 to found Wild 
Earth, a magazine which has since 
folded, and The Rewilding Institute, 
which, among l~gitimate .wildlands 
advocacy, also advocates for bringing 
elephants, lions and camels back to 
N<?rth America (yes, really). Foreman 
is, sadly, also now a leading voice in 
Apply .The Brakes, a newly formed 
anti-in1Jnigrant coalition under the 
white supremadst network . of John 
Tanton. He did not respond to us .. 

Slugthang 
The following are excerpts from a 
IX*m sent by "Sluggo" in response to 
our. Old Guard questionnaire: 

Now I was a radical once 
I ran with the forest loving crew 
To demos downtown Portland we would go 
Regi<;m 6 Forest Service bureau· 

Logs exports, spotted owl, denied native rights 
Had us uptight 
so it was 
Consensus meetings all day 
And parties eVery night 

We had a group house 
~one ringing with eco eqtetgency calls 
A few Qf us puked red whtte and blu.e at shop
ping malls 
Undercover agents where knocking at our door 
We fed the homeless' from the dumpster store 

We drove to Actions and Rendezvous 
For this we had a ravenous thirst 
We started to call ourselves 1-S f.arth First! 

There was drama, more than we could possibly use 
We watched ourselves eagerly on the evening 
news 

We spawned a culture of music 
Wild music the best kind 
We howled at the moon 

..! 

Round ~pfires that burned out too soon 

I watched successful comrades 
form non-profits groups sustaining 
r taught many workshops c;m non-violence 
training 

And as the years drug on, the banner was 
passed on 
Strangers' voices began the angry shout 
As the years drug on ·my friends one by one 
began to burn out ' 

F,pr the movement mutated and is unforgiving 
The movement is not friendly to making a liVing 

,... 

And the "more radical" started to bum thing> down 
Which in turn made things more difficult 
all over town 
So began much consternation 
That tactic I always considered a lack of 
imagination 

So now every day 
I work for change in subtler ways 
Now every day i focus on proactive and kind 
I engage ~thers as a way to change their minds 

But the greenfire still burns bright 
And sometimes i can still hear the howling 
In the night 

Ah, the' work is endless and of constant variety 
Earth lovers stay alert! Ain't nothing wrong 

with sobriety 



BYMICK 

Someday you may •find yourself in a strange wild 
place far from Yl?urforest, and everyone in your camp is 
younger than youO<_ids. If you're lucky, they won't roll 
you for your jar of moen. If you're really lucky, they'll 
put up with your wisought~pearls qf wisdom that dribble 
out around the fire ·petween sips. And if the gods then 
laugh at you, your ego gets 'played by some nice young 
journalista, and now you_ have to actually produce some
thing-like 30 or so bits of mollusk. excretia that decades 

' with the Earth First! mob h,as bestowed. I'm screwed. If 
you live long enough, this niay happen to you. 

· 'camp Etticket 
16) If y<;>u· can.ca.rry_ a tune, learn a few songs. If 

not, memorize a ·good poem and break tl:lat qut for 
us at the next fire. Then you can get pissed .at those 
noisy asshole drunks with the rest of the artists. 

17) Dogs.-You know. . · 

. Issues Vehicular 
18) Before. launching your covert op, make sure 

your turn signals, lights, etc. are all in working or
der. Duhh!, 

19) If you are in deer country, get. a deer_whistle 
for .your bumper. Its cheap, the deer and your bun
ny-huggin friends will be thankful, and you'll look 
like someone who .knows their way around. And the 
irony of your:·stout direct actiop a.ss getting taken 
out by Baml:!i; you'll just waht to avoid that. 

20) Do not pick up so'uvenirs from the logging 
site, put them in the back seat of your stuffed-with
dready-~rst!ers vehicle, . have a flat, and have 
the first vehicle to render assistance be from 
the opposing team. We won't get tired of that 
.story for a while. 

21) . If you don't have a vehicle of your 
own,- make sure you have the permission of 
the person 'who owns t.l;le vehicle you are 
borroWing, or at least ... 

22) Don't "borrow" the vehicle of some
one who currently hates . your dysfunc
tional juqkie ass, and at l~ast .. . 

23). Make sure when you bring back the 
vehicle you "borrowed" from the person 
who currently hates your. dysfunctional 
junkie ass, you put it back where you got it, 
.so no one goes down to the local cop shop to 
ask stupid questions. 

Hot Topics 
24) Don't test your fl~mmable accelerants in a pan 

ih the b~ambles next to your residence, or at least... 
25) Make sure you have ~ fire extinguisher or at 

least a hose hooked up and running nearby so the 
local fire department doesn't get deployed to address 
the suspicious three-fourths acre brushfire they find 
your dumb ass dancing around in. Another -story 
that doesn't get old. 

Basic ·stuff 
26) Memorize the phrase, "I am .not resisting." 
27) Don't be a junkie or a tweek. Don't work with 

'same . .'·· , · · · 
. . 

28) It really is about the sex. Study after study con-
fu:ms ' th~t it is the best you . will ever have, .Don't cry 
now . 

. 29) Watch the movies Clearcut and Camosaur. With 
friend.s. You will be a better activist for it.-

30) Dedicate as much of your energy and passion to 
the up~eep and maintenance of your friends as you 

·do to the thwarting and . frustration of your enemies . 
While the latter are never in short supply, a· good 
friend is·impossible to replace. 

For the·first 15 bits of snail crap, check 
out Volume I of the 30171 anni1lersary issue. 



Mark Blecher, Australian Forest Activist . 
BY COL GIBSON 

Mark Blecher has been praised for his contribution to the 
conservation cause in the South East Forests over many dif
ficult years, as a local stalwart of the Towamba Valley Catch-
ment Protection Assodation, a regipnal representative of 
·the South East Forest Alliance, and sometime presid~nt of 

Of 
These pages are a contin~ation .of the Fallen 

Warriors section in Volume I of the 301h 

Anniversary. 

1 

the South East Conservation CounciL' It is less well known Judy Bonds, A Voice of Appalachia 
that he was also one of a number ofTowamba Valley local BY VERNON-Eli\:LTOM 

residents who parti,dpated in the early actions !n defense-.:. - Julia B~ll{Thompson Bonds, exetutive director of 
of the South East Forests of New South Wales in ·i9~9. :_: __ Coal .River Mountain Watch, passed from this life Janu-

Mark was the designer of a particularly ingenious device: a ·. ·ary 3, 2011. She W'4s born August 27, 1952, in Birch 
cylindricallockingsteelcanisterwithfiveopeningsatthetop, Hollow of Packsville, West Virginia, one of many com
used to block gates in the Coollmgubra forest. Police had to munities to be eliminated by Massey Energy's malignant 
toil with crowbars and mattocks to dig the contraptio115 out 'COal operations in Appalachia. 
· Ian Cohen mentions these in his book Green Fire, not- Kn9wn as Judy to her 'friends, she joined Coal River 

ing that they were nicknamed '~Wog Wags" (after a lo- Mountain Watch to fight the mountaintop removal 
cal landmark). But we did have another name for them and sludge dams threatening her family and commu- · 
before this-Blecher Devices. Mark, however, was a lit- nity. In 2003, she won the Goldman Environmental 
tle uncomfortable with this name given the profile he - Prize. Wi.th Earth First! Appalachian allies, Coal River 
had in the brpader community. Neither of these names Mountain Watch, and others, she created the Moun- . 
stuck, however, and today a device such as this might be tain Justice movement. In 2005, Judy was one of the 
referred to as a sleeping dragon first two people in decades to be arrested protesting 

Mark also made durable platforms that served us well in Appalachian strip mining operations. In 2009, ·she 
Coolangubra. as well as Wog Way where they supported was arrested again protesting Massey Ene~;gy's moun
relays of sitters for thirteen months. · · taintop removal and coal processing operations be" 

Mark was gopd natured and level beaded. In stand- side Marsh Fork Elemehtary School, at a rally where 
ing up to ranks of duplicitous politici'!ns and bureau- she was violently attacked by a Massey supporter. 
crats, despite set backs at every turn, his . p~rsever- Judy has appeared in several docymentaries, such as 
ance always testified to his dedication . and positive Black Diamonds, ,Mountain Top Removal, Bun:zing the 
disposition. Sadly, Mark lost his long battle with leu- Future, Coal Country, and On Coal River; books such as 

.kaemia in March 2010. He is remembered with Jove Coal River, Plundering Appalachia, Crimes.against Na
by his family, friends and fellow campaigners. 

Colin Gibson was blockader and tree sitter in Australia during 
the '80s at the Daintree and South East Forests. 

Log truck stopped by "Blecher Devices" at Sheepstatj.on Creek, March 1989. 
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Fallen Warriors 
and Wall<in' Jim Stoltz 

.. , 
1 . 

M9ny friends and family have passed on in our 
movement, but their spirit continues ·to live through 
our commitment to carry'their struggles forward. 

. -:-EF! fOURNA:£ COLLECTIVE 

· ture, Mountain Justi:fe 31):~ Something's Rising; and nu
merous magazines rncluding People, Newsweek, Vanity 
Fair, Utne Reader, and Q. ln 2009, Utne Reader named 
her one of "SO Visj(maries-Who Are. Changillg Your 
World," along with such influential people as the Da
·lai Lama. The story of her passing was covered .across 
the country, from; the Washington Post to the Los An
geles Times, 

During Judy's ofunenll, (\ctivist Reverend Jim Lewis 
quoted Frederick bm.Jglas: "If there is no struggle there . 
is no progress. Those who profess to favor freedom, 
and yet dep_!edate agitation, are men who want crops 
without plowing up the ground. They want rain With
out thunder and lightning. They want .the ocean with
out the awful roar of its inany waters ... Po\Y~r concedes . 
notbing without demand." Judy had a short version of 
this q_uote displayed in her home, and she constantly 
made that demand. She never compromised in defense 
of Mother Earth. · 

Videos, photos, and written accounts of]udy's inspira
tional life Can be viewed at WWW.]UDYBONDSMEMORIAL.COM. 

. or WWW.CRMW.NET. 

Vernon Haltom is a friend of Judy Bonds and the current ex- . 
ecutive director of Coal River Mountain Watch. 

"Prove you're a friend o(coal: drink-s/Ufige. N 

/ 

Wal.kin' Jim Stoltz, Warrior ·Musician 
BY PAUL RICHARDS 

•Legendary American Folksinger and Backcountry Trav
eler James "Watkin' Jim" Stoltz passed September 3, 2010, 
in Helena; Montana. 

Stoltz, a veteran pe.rformer for 35 years, earned his 
nickname "Watkin' Jim," by hiking more than 27,000 
miles through wild country in North America. Packing a 
guitar and pelming extraorqinary lyrics along the trails, 
Watkin' Jim's so~gs voiced enormous respect and appre
dation for the Earth, its wild places, and the wild critters 
that he carefully studied and truly adored. · 

Watkin' Jim Stoltz was a co-author and dedicated pro
ponent of the Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection 
Act (NREPA) the "wildest bill ·on Capitol Hill," which, 
when ·enacted, will designate 24 million acres of our 
roadless public wildlands legacy in Montana; Idaho, 
northwestern Wyom4J,g, eastern Washington, and east
_ern Oregon as Wilderness. 

Stoltz had a successful kidney transplant, donated by John 
Giacalone, on March 1f5, 2004. In the fall of 2007, Watkin' 
Jim learved that he had cancer in his tonsil chords and 
lymph nodes of his neck. Jim underwent surgery, followed 
by chemotherapy and radiation treatrnep.ts. 'nle winter of 
2007-2008 was a tough one, as expenses piled up and medi-

,. cal bills consumed most of Jinl's finandal resources. . 
. _ In the summer of 2008, Watkin' Jiip. underwent' his own 
prescribed "Wtlderness Therapy'' and walked 460 miles 
through the mountains of Idaho and Montana. In 2009, 
Jim walked an incredible 500.-mile loop through the rembte 
mountain ranges of eastern Nevada. In 2009 and early 2010, 
Watkin" Jim toUred Unwaveringly with his "Forever Wild" 
show (named after the song he wrote, which Peg Millett 
made famous around Earth First! campfires), combining live 
music, story-telling, and-poetry with stunning slldesho\YS to 
create a stirring celebration of the natural world. 



ACTION 
\ How to, Hit the 

Ground ... 
The God 's Valley Spruce had a trunk diameter of7.3·meters, photo taken in 190~ 

under him as they threatened to cut the very branch he 
was clinging to. What this accomplish,ed for them other 
then stfanding him or how it was he was supposed to 
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BY REx :.-: - ever com{oow~ is still a mystery to me. EventUally, the 
climher came do~, leaving Tre eighty feet above the 

Those two weeks. at the end of September in 2001 wer~ ground with no branches below him. At n ight, the police 
some of the finest North West, end-of~Summer days you had a giant flood light pointed up at me and they blared 
could imagine. From the very top of the tree, a 150 foot loud ml,lsic all night long. I had it easy compared to Tre 
tall giant. western hemlock, I could just see the ocean-a because I had a platform to lie on, a blanket to pull over 
thin strip of blue stretched along the horizon thiough ·my eyes and I even had a pair of earplugs to dull the loud 
the tops of the trees. This was a place called God's Valley music. As a result, I was able to .sleep. Not so for Tre, who 
on the northern Oregon coast, and we were fighting to didn't even have a harness. For two whole days and two 
protect this forest from the saw at a timber' sale called nights we experienced the constant harassment of the 
the Acey Line Thin. The hemlock iii which I had taken police and loggers as they continued to cut .the area. 
up residence we named Wisdom, and for half a month . Late into the second night, I awoke to find that the . 
I had enjoyed the peaceful solitude of the dense, mossy forest around me was dark and quief. For a moment, I 
forest from my perch so high above the forest floor. All thought that the police had left, but th·ese hopes were 
that changed abruptly one morning before dawn when dashed when I peered over the edge of the platform to see 
I was awoken by the loud blare of a bullhorn declaring the parking lights of their vehicles on the road and I coui~ 
that. I had two hours to vacate the tree before the loggers see flashlights iR the woods. The silence was broken when 

' would oegin cutting: I told the police and other logging I suddenly heard the cops yelling up at Tre "Hey! Are you 
officials that I wasn't going anywhere and proceeded to' falling asleep up there? If we can't sleep, you can't sleep!" 
call our friends and supporters to report that the loggers I was so angry at that moment and I remember thinking 
were here and were going to b.egin felling in a matter of how much I just wanted them to leave him alone. Just 
hours regardless of what this could mean to our safety. as I was thinking that, I heard the loud snap of a branch 

· For the next couple of hours, the police repeatedly breaking· and a lobd thud on the ground. I kilew that he 
ordered me to come down. When they realized I wasn't had fallen, the entire 80 feet with not a single branch to 
coming down, they sent in the loggers. The saws roared . slow is desc~nt. Before· I could say anything the cops on 
to ijfe and what seemed like very suddenly to me, the .the ground were scrambling yelling, "Oh shit!! He fell!! 
trees began falling down in great thunderous crashes. On Call the ambuiance!-is he dead?" Things were chaos 
the second morning, soon after the saws s.t:arted, they with the cops running around on the ground and me try
were silenced and I heard from the tree tops nearby a ing to get information from them about Tre. Then,· the 
voice yelling ''Stop cutting!! I am up in this tree with no ambulance came and he was gone. I didn't know what 
safety harness and I'm not coming down until the cut~ condition he was in or if he was even alive. 

I ' 
ting stops!!" I recognized the voice as )'re's. I was totally . The mood of the police changed after that, and they 

· surprised to hear his voice as I had assumed that nobody · became somber, almost remorseful. "Hey tree!" one cop 
would be· able to make it into the area being logged, and .called to me, "Let's just end this now, your friend just 
he had snuck in and free climQed a tree with no.hamess! fell-we don't want anyone else to get hurt. Why not 

It soon became apparent that the loggers and the Or- . just come dbwn now?" They informed me that Tre was 
egon Department of Forestr}r had no regard for the safety ·· alive and that he was "banged up badly", .but that he was 
of us in the trees as they resumed logging almost irniD.edi- going to make it. I told the cops that I didn't feel com
ately after discovering Tre's pres~nce. They literally cu't: ev- fortable repelling in the dark, but that in th'e morning I 
ery tree surrounding my platform, some of which falling · would most certainly come down. This reassured them 
within fifteen feet of me. They eventually sent a climber and bought me some time 'since they then paid a J:?it less 
up the tree Tre was in and cut all the bf.anches out from attention to me. I had decided that I was going to escape! 



.......... , 
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• • • Runnillg 
·!.: ( 

I had to act quick, the:dawn_w.as fast approaching. 
They had alreqdy c'ut~ tbe : trees in "the unit, and 
they were just waiting td..catth me at that poirit. 

·The flood light was on and_-~hining up at me, 
which made being sneaky challenging, but I re
alized that the entire tiack side of the tree was 
completely dark. ·I quietly cofled the en
tire length of line that _ I had, and with 
mY. heart in my throa't, began the -de
cent down the shadowed side of the 
tree. I was able tq sne~k by until I reached the 
last branch, about twenty feet from the ground, Dne of 
the cops happened. to glance in my direction and yelled, 
"Climber coiniifg.d6wn!" Two cops ·started running for 
me, and at the same moment, with a rush of adrenalin 
and panic, I jumped off the branch, hit the ground, and 
was somehow able to disconnect myself from the line,· aU 
in a matter of seconds. They were literally ten feet from 
me saying "Don't run!" and I turned and did exactly 
that-as fast as I could. 

I ran for a long time before ! _finally collapsed on the 
forest floor. I-had no idea where I was, but I fi~red if I 
just walked long enough in ·any direction -I'd eventually 
find a road. Somehow; completely ~nplanned by me,- I 
ended up at a friend of the campaign's house. Exhausted 
and w~ary, I trudged into the driveway just as our friend, 
Brett, came out of the house. He saw me, cast a para
noid look over his shoulder, and hurried me to the bam. 
"They've been looking for you all day and they have our 
house staked out. We've been listening to them talk on 
the scanner all day, they expect you 'to show up here," 
he said. He went to the house and brought out a shaver 
and some -clean clothes. I quickly shaved my long beard, 
cut my hair, changed my clothes, and got in a car headed 
back to Portland. About a mile down the highway from 
the house, there was a police checkpoint. I was in the 
front seat and the cop pulling us over looked directly at 
me. "We're looking for someone," he ·said. My heart was 
beating so loud I was sure the cop would be able to hear 
it. The moment Jasted a lifetime but eventually his gaze 
shifted past me, in't:o the backseat, then he nodded and 
waved us through. I was back in Portland that afternoon 
. ~d went to the hospital to check on Tre. He suffered 
many broken bones, a concussion, and a punctured lung, 
but he was going to be all right. 

WANTED 

(Q}un~ 00 -ltlbl® 
~W®mlli©m~ 

In 1997, Delyla ·Wilson gained faine after she dumped· 
a five-gallon bucket of rotting bison innards on a panel of , 
senior government o.ffidals responsible for the slaugher, 
including Marc Racicot, the Governor of Montana imd 
Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman. News of Wilson's 
action was broadcast across the country and helped 
bring the killing of more than 1,Q.00 buffalo to the at- . 
tention of millions of Americans. . . 

The post-Rondy action in Maine.2004 was composed 
of several self-organized affinity groups and a couple 
dozen active supporters .. Participants first erected a 
tripod in Governor· Baldacci's driveway, this was fol-
lowed by an anonymous · 
crew of righteous vandals 
known as the Lobster Lib
eration Front, who pro
ceeded to dump a couple 
hundred pounds of rot-. 
ting lobster guts (donated 
from coastal communities 
impacted by the proposed 
LNG facility). Before long 
a dirty horde-ripe from a 
week of rustic camping
swelled in over the fences 
and up the driveway and 
commenced an EFf family 
reunion picnic ... 

The lobster story is excerpted from EF!J, Mabon 2004; the full 
11Blood and Guts in Montnrw"- story can be fowul in-Beltane 
1997. ContaCt the EF!J Collective to purchase back issues .. 



Karen Pickett has been around EF! since the '80s, and has con
tributed her tireless efforts to pivotal projects, including decades 
of resistance for the Redwoods. We caught up with her to ask her 
about some of her favorite actions of all time. Here are a few, in 

order: 

. BY I<AYPEE 

(Above) Another early action long before all the big World Bank protests: In 1987, we blockaded the doors of the 
World Bank meeting in Washington DC. But the action that got the press coverage was the day before when a couple 
of us spontaneously hung a banner on the Lincoln Memorial. The tourists loved it . 

• 
The , 1994 post-Katuah RRR a~tion-at TVA's Watts Bar 

Nuke plant was one of my favorites because it was so frig
ging raucous. We had people loc~ed into concrete-filled 
barrels, a tripod, and people swarming all ·over the mas
sive property, with traffic coming into the plant at dawn 
backed up for miles: We were about 150 strong, with 56 
people arrested and the jatl and court d:rama and antics 

· went on for days in the tiny Tennessee town where John 
Scopes's "Monkey Trials" challenging the teaching of 
evolution in the schools took place in 1925. The aspect 
in itself spawned a new Cherney-written song, "Monkey 
Town" . Earth First!ers meeting over breakfast in a local 
cafe were threatened with charges of inciting a riot, I was 
arrested and managed un-arrest twice, and one of the 
angry jailers yelled at the jailed arrestees at one point: 
"Know.what EF stands for? Ignorant fuckers!" The whole 
circus yielding bucketloads of media 'coverage. 

. Last! action makes my list of favorites just 
because no one else was. going to say it ....:..except EF!. ~ 
In 1989, after the Lorna Prieta earthquake, the Bay~ 
Bridge was closed for months w)lile repairs to the 
very broken bridge were done. When it re-opened, ~ 
they first let people walk and bike across the bridge. ~ 
We sent out a press release and staged a march calling~ 
for the bridge to be closed permanently to vehicular 
traffic and remain a bike and pedestrian thorough- ( 
f~re, marching under the banner of our new organi- ( 
zation, Cars Last! We also haq a canoe in the water 
with a b'anner. ( 



• From • . Leave Us Alone 
a Letter from a West 
Papuan Tribesman 

A palm oil plantation own;d by the cargill corporatiou replaces what was once a dense and biodiverse forest in Papua New Guinea. 
I 

Agriculture and industrial revolution are all about destruction and power control. Do 
~ · not forget that people in the Western world are actually suffering a lot. As a simple 
example, there is no land where people can build their huts. There is no place· where people 
can go, gather and enjoy their life. There is no place where people can grow their own 
food. · There is no _place where people can pick what they can eat, such as cassava leaves 
and "ndimbar" leaves in the jungle as we can in West Papua. There is nQbody that can 
find something to eat in the modern community; th,ey must buy it. Everything is well · 
controlled, Control is in the hands of those with l)J.bney. The rich people .control money. 
The rich people are those wbo do not care about the people :and our environment. 

· Above all, we all need to agree that corporations are the kings of the world powers. 
· '; Corporations govern the world in absolute authority. The religious organizations, 
~he governments, _and the · Non-Governmental Organizations are ali dependent on the· 
corporations. There is no way to escape from the corpor(ltions in the modern world. The 
only way is by refusing modern life. 

All aspects of life on this Earth are concentrated a~d c~ntralized into money. Money is 
the evil, and the god of modern community. · 

l am not surprised if people in the West refuse the World Trade Organization and 
Genetically Modifi~d crops. . . 

At the end of the day, multinational corporations will control everything, even the genes 
of human beings. They will be able to manipulate the genes of human beings as they want. 
_Most probably what they want are humans who are hard· working and very loyal to the 
bosses. Most probably they will not have a critical way of thinking. I have seen that this 
already exists in Br.itain. People do not care about what i.s going on in the surrounding 
villa,ges. They do not care about what is the meaning of life. So much time and energy is 
spent for their own personal problems. Capitalists deliberately create and allow as many 
personal problems as possible. These make the people concent.~;ate more on their personal 
problems rather than dealirig with global problems. This worries me a lot." 

This raises the question: when can w~ globalize our. struggle against capitalism and 
. environmental destruction?" \ / · , ' 

• 
For more informqtion on this letter visit Solidarity South Padfic at ECO-ACTION.O~G/ssP 
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' ' The EF! Journal editorial collective chose to reprint this piece 
by eco-feniinist pagan activist Starhawk in our 30th anniver
sary to serve both as a reflection on the anti-globalization mo
bilizations that Eqrth First! haS been an instrumental part-of 
and a reminder of the ongoing discourse surrounding diverse, 
ancf. often controversial, tactics. This debate is an ever-present 
part of our actions, both in the streets and ·in the backwoods. 
In light of a recent suggestion by longtime scholar of the EF! . 
movement, Rik Scarce, to abandon the monkeywrench in favor 
of mass mobilization, .we felt Starhawk illustrated eloquently 
that this is not an either/or situation. For further readings on 
the subject, check out the collection recently posted in the 'ar
ticles' sections ofthe. EF! newsire. 

I had a hard ttme coming back from Quebec City. I · 
know ~cause, almost two months later, I still have , 
the map in my backpack. In part it was exhaustion, 

tear gas residue, and the sense of having been through 
a battle in a war most of my neighbors are totally un
aware of. But deeper than that is my sense that something 
was unleashed in that battle that can:! be put back, that 
underlying the chaos, the confusion, the real differences 
among us and the danger we were in, was something so 
tender, exuberant and wild that I don't want to let it go, 
something that smells and tastes and feels like the ~odd 
I'm fighting for. · 

How we achieved this sense of sweet unity pn the street 
is a mystery to me. In the lead-up. to the action it often 
seemed that every single ~oup involved was either ac
tively disagreeing with some other group or ignoring 
their existence. The conflicts were mostly around issues . . 

of tactics, in particular the question of nonviolence. 
Quebec City was the first time since Seattle that a ma
jor anti-globalization direct action in North America 
was organized by groups that were coiillll\tted to a 
"diversity of tactics" rather than to an explicit set of 
nonviolence guidelines. 

I admit that I came into the preparations for the ac
tion uneasy about the conc~pt of "diversitY of tactics." 
I'm fifty years old: I've been an anarchist and an activ
ist since I was in high school back in the streetfighting 
days. of the sixties. I've also b~n an· advocate for non
violence for many, many years, in part because of what 
I experienced in the sixties and seventies, when mostly 
male -dominated militant groups moved to clandes
tine actions, sectarianism and armed struggle that left 
their base of support far behind. I experienced the non
violent direct action groups of the eighties, with their 
commitment to feminist process and nonhierarchical 
structure, ~ far more empowering, effective, and lib
erating. My fear about "diversity of tactics" was tl;lat 
it would open a space for people tQ do things that I 
thought were stupid and wrong. That, in fact, proved 
to be partly true--at least, people did do things I would 
never have agreed to. But what surprised me is that it 
didn't seem to matter in the way I thought it would. 

I thought people would only come to a mass action if 
. ·it had dear nonviolence guidelines, but people came to 

Quebec. City anyway. I thought high levels of confron
tation would. lose us popular support, but we had the 
strongest support ever from the local people, many of 
whom joined us or opelted their home~ to give ~ ~(l- • 

ter, foOd, and access to, toilets. I thought people new.:to · 



direct action would be terrified by the level of conflict 
we experienced. But our duster included many people 
who had never been to .an action before. The first day, 
yes, some were terrified. By the second day, more were 
ready to go to the wall ... By the third day, they were de-. . 
manding better gas ma_st¢ for tlle next one. 

There is an ethic and ~ strategy about nonviolence 
that's clear and ~asy to' .~nderstand: that violence be
gets violence, that if.~e ~esort toYiolence we become 
what we're fightlpg agaii;J.st, that a nonviolent move
ment will win us more popular support, gain us legiti
macy, heighten'th~ COiltr~sts between our movement 
and what we oppp~e. 31?-~- perhq.ps even win over our 
.opponents. That's-a -powerful and persuasive set of 
values, that I've heig fo· f<;>r many years. But they're 
not the only values-! synipathize with. ·some advo
cates of nonviolence- assuine the high moral ground 
in any argument, and to se-e those who disagree with 
them as unet~kat. In Quebec City, "diversity of tac
tics" meant .respecfing that:those who employ other 
tactics do so nofntit of a lack of prindples, but out of 
their own pqlitics and values. · 
High~confront~tional' struggle has its own ·princi

ples: that a high level of confrbntation is appropri
ate in the situations .we now face; that people have 

' tbe right and responsibility to defend themselves 
against police violence; that many people are already 
angry and mostly not saintly and a political move
ment needs room to express that rage; that active 
self-defense can be empowering and may also win 
people to our cause; that to bring down an economic 
and political system that worships property, property 
must be attacked. 

And there is also an ethic behind "diversity of tac
tics" that the phrase itself does not convey-that 
people shoUld_. be free to make their own choices, 
that a nonauthoritarian movement doesn't tell peo
ple wJ;lat to dti, and that we should stand in solidarity 

even with people whose choices we disagree with. 
I can't do justice to any of the positions in a few sen

tences, and they by no means represent all of the debates 
in the movement, especially when .it moves beyond 
North America with our particular-political cultures and 
histories. But I think it's worth the trouble to try and ar
ticulate what they are. The debates have continued since 
Quebec. Some. people are now hailing "diversity of tac
tics" as the new watchword while others call us 'to g~t 
back to Gandhian nonviolence. 

My sense is that many people coming to Quebec want
ed something that was nqt fully described either by "non
violence" as it has come tci be practiced, nor by "diversity 
of tactics". I'm talking about people who know there is · . 
no set-in-stone definition of what constitutes violence, or 
right and wrong, who want an action that's real, npt just 
sYmbolic, but don't equate that with throwing rOcks at 
ftiny armed riot cops. Who understand that an effective 
. action means we're going to face a higher level of con
frontation and repression, but who would rather deesca
late police violence than heighten it, given a choice. Who 
wanted to see the fence go down and cheered when tear 
gas canisters were thrown back toward the J)olice lines, 
but who also know that we're in danger whenever we de
humanize another group of people, even cops. ·Who don't 

I necessarily want to sing "We are a gentle angry people" 
and hand out flowers to the dear policemen, but who do 
want to. remember that imder the Darth Vader outfits the 
cops are human beings wh"o are capable of changing and . 
whose class interests are actually with us i:ather than with 
our opposition. And who believe that however the cops 
might be behaving in the moment; setting them or any 
human being on fue is wrong. People who are willing 
to risk arrest or injury when necessary, but who would 
rather succeed in an action -and get away with it than go 
to jail or be martyred. Who don't see suffering as transfor
mative, tlut are willing to suffer if that's what it takes td 
change this system. Who will act in solidarity with others 
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they may not agree with rather than leave them to suffer prefigure and embody the world we want to create. It 
alone. Who want to take actions that are powerful, vi~ uses symbqls skillfully but is more than symbolic: it gets 
·sionary, creative; and empowering. And there were many in the way · of the operations of oppression and poses 
moments, interludes, dusters of such actions in Quebec confrontational alternatives. Empowered direct action 
City, from the breaching of the wall to our River Cluster · means embracing our radical imagination and claim-
spiral dancing in the midst of the tear gas. ing the space we need to enact our visions: it's magic 

I'm not suggesting some middle ground between the defiDed as "the art of changing COJ)Sdousqess. at will." 
Gandhians anq the Black Bl~. I'm saying that we're mov- It challenges the structure of power itself and resists all 
ing onto unmapped territory, creating a politics that has forms of domination and all systems of control. It un-
not yet been defined: And to do so, it might· be time to dermines the legitimacy of the institutions of control 
leave Martin and Malcolm arguing around the dinner ta- by embodying freedom, direct democracy, solidarity, 
ble with each other and Emma, Karl, Leon and all the rest, and respect for diversity in our organizations and our 
and step out into the clean night air. The debate· around actions. And it starts with clarity' of iritention before we 
"violence" and "nonviolence" may .itself be constrict- get around to diversity of tactics. That is, before we de-
,ing our thinking. The 'term "nonviolence" itself doesn't dde _what tactics to adopt, we need to know what we're 
work well from a magical point of view. Every ~ginning . · trying to do!. 
Witch learns that you can't cast a spell for what you don't' .. : - What we're' trying to do: 
want-that the deep aspects of our minds are tindear on · ·.Make people believe that a better world is possible, 
the concept of "no." If you tell your dog, "Rover, I can't _ that they can do something to bring it about, and .that 
take you for a walk," Rover hears "Walk!" and runs for the we're the fun sort of folks they want to do it with .. Build 
door. If we say "nonvio- the movement. 
lence" we are still think- We'd start not with d~hates about tactics hut with Undermine the legiti-
ing in terms of violence. macy of . the institutions 

rm old enough to clarifying our intention. What would victory of global corporate capi- . 
have seen a lot of. revo- ' · ' · talism. Expose their hy-" 
lutions fail or go wrong. look like? Is it the palitical gains ·we rna~e, the pocrisies and lies. Make 
In fact, for someone of visible the violence inher-
my generation to even delcgitirniztng of the institutions? ent in their structures and 
dare the word "revolu- polides. Interfere with 
tion" is like someone who has been really badly hurt irt their ability to function. Link the global issues to lo-
an affair daring to risk love again. I',m willing to take that cal issues and stren~en and support local organizing. 
risk-the risks of being let down, disillusioned, betrayed, Pose alternatives that are creative, attractive and sane. 
and maligned as· well as the ongoing risks of being jailed, . Heighten the· contrast between our vision and theirs. 
gassed, beaten, thrown around and generally stomped on Claim space outside the logo-ized, corporatized, me-
the street-but not merely to change who hqlds power in dia-colonized realm-whether that's Reclaim the Streets 
this system. I want a revolution that changes the very na- taking back public space, Witches creating ritual space 
ture of how power is stru~ and perceived, that chal- in the midst of a battle, the Zapatistas establishing en-
lenges all systems of domination and control, that nur- claves in Chiapas, forest- defenders sti!king ~ claim to 
t\lles the empowerinent of individuals and the collective an old growth forest, Ya Basta! pushing through police 
power we can wield when,we act together in solidarity. As lines without attacking, the MST m Brazil resettling 
an anonymous writer on the Ctimethink website put it, families on unused land, protestors pushing down th.e 
"The revolution isn't some .far-off single moment .. .ifs wall in Que~ City, adbusters, billboard alterations, 
a process going on all the time, everywhere,' wherever banner drops, or the thousands of other creative ways 
there is a struggle between hierarchical power and hu- we find to do it. 
man freedom." Encourage defections from the ranks, both from 

I don't yet have a catchy naine for this· approach to po- within the corporate institutions and the 1;anks of those 
litical struggle. For lack of anything better, I've been call- who are drafted to do their dirty work, like the police 
ing it "elnpowered direct action." And it's already evo~v- . and the military who are acting against their own class 
ing in our movement. . interests when they repress us. · 

The goal of an empowered direct acp.on is to make peo- Create the alternative society. Uve the revolution. 
ple believe that a better world is possible, that they can Build the support networks we need as a movement, and 
do something to bring it about, and that we are worthy· in local communities, both to wage this struggle and to 
companions. in that struggle. And then to bring to life begin exploring just and sustainable ways to feed, house, 
that world in the struggl~ itself,· to be the revoluQ.on, to doth, shelter, care for and employ ourselves. 
embody and prefigure what we want to create. Empow- What eri.lpowered diiect action might look like: 
erect direct action doesn't simply reject or .restrict certain We'd start not with debates about ·tactics but with 
tactics: it actively ~d creatively searches for actions that · ciarifying our intenti,on. What would victory look like? 



Is it ~e political gains we mal<e, the delegitimizing of the 
institutions? Or,is it actually shutting the meeting down, 
or disrupting it? How important is a tactical victory to the 
political victory? Is there a possibility of irispiring dissen
s~on in the ranks O~· Ci>ill opposition? (Dissent within the 
military was a huge faq:qr in ending the Vietnam War, for 
example). Are there waY!; we can embody an alternative 
in the moment of protest itself? How do we make the ac-
tion have real, not just_s:imbolic, impact? ' 

In· those initiig .ctis~sions, we'd look for dialogue. 
among as wide a spectrum of groups as possible, With no 
single organization. br group preempting the turf. W~' d 
aqively seek a diye{SttY ·()f. race, class, and gender as well 
as diversity of pOlitical philosophies. We'd understand 
that no one group ·gr >taqic gets -to own or defiile the 
movement, and that there are times when we want to 
qrganize togetl_ler, .. and -need to 
compromise and negotiate, an9 
other times we might Want to 
organize in parallel. but separate 
structures. ·. · 

We'd enC:o)llage the formation 
of clusters or bloCs as. well as af
finity groups. (I prefer "cluster" 
as "bloc" sounds more fixed and . 
static). Cluster~groups of affin- · 
ity groups-might develop their 
own unique goals and tactics 
within the framework of the ac
tion, focusing on a specific issue, 
target, or style of action:. For ex
ample, in Quebec City· the Me
dieval Bloc brought the catapult. 
Our cluster became a living River 
to focus fittention on water issues, practice fluid and mo
bile street ta~<;:s, and bring the Cochabamba Declaration 
to the action. 
· We'd encourage the development of a spectrum of tar

gets, tactics and strategies that enmmpass many,levels of 
risk. Mobile street tactics as well as blockades. Art, ·music, 
ctan.ce, puppets, ritual, street theater, processions, parades, 
all the things we already do as .well as .things we haven't 
thought of yet. Diversions and surprises. Humor. Doing 
the unexpecteq. Never being boring, tedious or stereo
tYped: We'd do our.best to orchestrate our different ap
proaches, to negotiate time, space and targets, to make 
them most effective. · · 

We'd alsd understand that the more confrontational 
the tactics, the more clear the message needs to be, and 
the more we need to be sure.we have a base of support for 
the tactics we employ. 

We'd ~ccept that we can:t necessarily make our · ac
tions safe. We don't control the police, and their respons~ 
has escalated. even fo!_ clearly nonviolent actions when . 

~ they are _more than ~bolic. But people can face dan
ger if they have preparation and support, and choices we 
make in an action ·can increase or decrease the psks in the 

moment. We'd provide trainings and preparations that , 
teach a spectrum of responses to crisis situations, prepare 
groups and clusters to act together, sp!ead effective street 
tactics, prepare people for jail and for solidaritY actions, 
and teath de-escalation as a tool and an' option, not a 
moral imperative. We'd encourage the formation of af
finity groups, and also develop many other forms of sup- . 
port. 

We'd set up ongoing networks of support for those who 
end up in jail, fighting legal battles f0r those who get hurt, · 
physically or emotiqnally, in: actions. .. _ 

Instead of decreeing a set of guidelines telling people 
what not to do, clusters and groups would state their in
tentions for what they do want. For ~ple: 

"We will carry out this action in a manner that prefig
ures the world we want to create, and act in the service of 

what we love." . 
"We ~ use means consistent with 

our ends." 
"We will act with respect for this 

community, for its homes and enter
prises, and in a wcw that encourages all 
to join us." 

"We hold open the possibility ·that 
those who are currently Ol;II oppo
nents may change their allegiance and 
join us." . · · 

"We will protect and care for each 
other in 'thiS action, and act in solidar
~ty even with those whose. choices dif-
fer froQl ours." . 

Or, as Scott Weinstein, one of·· the 
medics in Quebec, suggests: "We will 

. creatively target the agents of repres-
sion and capitalism and ensure our tactics do not en
danger. our sister ~d brother activists. We will atteinpt 
to defend our spaces such as the convergence center and 
the neighborhood from any police take-over or trashing. 
We are warriors fon global justice and our greatest weapon 
is our solidarity for each other and the planet. Therefore 
this actioQ is not over until each of us is safely out of jail, 
(and the planet is liberated)." ... 

In many ways, Quebec City embodied these ideas. But 
what didn't quite happen in Quebec City is what many 
of us dreamed of-masses of people swarming the fence, 
taking it dpwn in so many places at once that it couldn't 
be effectively defended, flooding .the area ·around the 
<;:ongress Center and utterly stopping the meeting:· What 
is so tantalizing about ~e action, in retrospect, is the 

· sense that it could have happened-that with only a Uttle 
more .coordination, a little more trust,, a little less fear on 
everyone's part, we could have done it. · 

And we will. 

In solidarity and long term commitment to a world of liberty 
and justice for al( Starhawk. · 
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Photo courtesy of www.orangutan.org 

BY M ELANIE ]AE MARTIN 
,·· .. t!le only two-places in the world where they live. And 
. _-:· orangutans are 'a keY.~tone species, meaning that when 

When I first spoke with Hardi Baktiantoro;· director - :their numbers drop, the. whole ecosystem is in trouble. 
of the Center for Orangutan Protection (COP) ·he'd Countless species share their habitat, and orangutans 
just rescued a baby orangutan whose mothe~ had plant many of the fruiting trees they depend on. 
been killed with a machete near the city of ~·apiarj.n- In 2Qll, a moratorium on logging will allegedly 

· da, Indonesian Borneo. The baby had a machete halt new concessions on peatland (a crucial ·carbon 
wound in the back and was missing three fingers. ·sink) and natural forests for two y ears. But many con
Tragically, H~rdi enco'unters· this situation n!~larly servation:ists are concerned that even then the forests 
in his daily work. Though the baby orangutans may won't be safe, with the moratorium meaning little in 
survive, they can't learn to live in the wild without light of rampant corruption and vast forest and peat
their mothers, and the rehabilitation cer:tters over- land concessions waiting to be used. "Unfortunately 
flow with orangutans already. As the palm oil plan- the government puts economic development befor.e 
tations claim their native forest, orangutan popula- the envirqnment," says Hardi. The government has 
tions dwindk and these unfortunate individuals face also been said to undermine its own ·professed con
life behind bars for crimes they didn't commit. But servation efforts. As a recent Tempo article says, COP's 
COP and ·other local NGOs believe that with the help investigations have revealed the presence" of natural 
of local people-along with wioe-scale surveillance ·forests that were unrecognized on government maps. 
and awareness campaigns-they can still protect As their forests dwindle, orangutans sometimes en-
orangutans and their rich rainforest habitat. ter plantations to look for food, leading to encounte~s 

COP patrols their habitat to find and stop forest with· humans. "Reople sometimes kill them out of fear, 
crimes like illegal logging and encroaching on pro- or kill a mother to sell the baby. Sometimes plantation 
tected areas with palm oil plantations. Kalimantan owners place a bounty on the orangutans, prompt
(Indonesian Borneo) has some of the most diverse ing low-paid workers to klll them. But palm oil is the 
habitat in the world, and its lush rainforests are a real threat. to orangutan populations, and the reasoh 
vital source of oxygen for our planet. But lax regula- poachers have access to them. . 
tions, and rampant corruption on the provinctal and While working with Lone Droscher-Neilson at her 
local level, allow companies and individuals to profit Orangutan Island rehabilitation s.enter, featured in 
from degradation of the habitat of orangutans and the popular series Orangutan Island, Hardi realized 
countless other species. This corruption hC}s been he wanted to address the root cause of the problem. 
widely recognized .by the interna.tional community And so he formed his own NGO, investigating illegal 
in high-profile discussions on the Reducing Emis- ··and government-sanctioned destruction of the rain
sions from Deforestation and Degradation .(REDD) _forest . and saving orangutans like the wounded baby 
carbon-trading progtam, which aims to protect im- he fomid. With an SUV christened the Ape-Crusader, 
portant ecosystems in developing countries with he and his dedicated staff ~ra~el throughout rural Ka
support from the global' community. Even the head limantan documenting forest degradation and D1ak
of the State Ministry for the Em~ironment has strof;lg- i:J;lg sure the government knows about it. They have 

. _ly criticized the Ministry of Forestry's management tried meeting with government officials, Hardi says; 
of the envitonment, as a 2009 Jakarta Globe article by but made little progress that way within . the culture . 
Fidelis E Satriastanti shows. of corruption. "Very rare as we know that it is·useless -

As a result, orangutans have become endangered in many "Vays,'; he says of these visits: "Wr; heed· the 
in_ Kalimanta~ and critically endangered in Sumatra, harder ways to make. them aware." · 



Wheni:he government doesn't listen, they _hold pro
tests. They've been known to dre.ss as orangutans and 
roam through prominent parts ·of jakarta to get their 
message out.....:.Or even, in February 2010, as "avatars." 
· COP hasgained·a re~tation as a rebel even amongst 

' 1 
other NGOs. Hardi dqesn't hold back when he has 

Villagers have always listened to what COP has to 
say, though, Daut continues. CPP's policy of working 
with all-Indonesian staff and volunteers shows locals 
that the grassroots organization underst~nds where 
they're coming from: The staff have a strong under~ 

standing of local culture, economy, and political Cli
mate. Of course, speaking the same language fluently 
also helps. 

Further, COP doesn't come in spewing doomsday 
_predictions. It empowers people by reinforcing the 

something to say .. H~ has claimed that some NGOs, 
especially the larger ones, compromise too ·easily with 
destructive compan-ies.~Because Hardi has also spoken 
out strongly against pal~ oil companies, he received 
thr~ats several :yeats. ago_ and had to hide his 
family, he says. Someo1;1e also hacked into COP doesri't come in spewing doomsday 
the COP websi~e once in-retribution, he adds: 
But Hardi continu~s -tp speak out against the predictions. It empowers people. by reinforcing the 
injustice he sees every day. 

One might picture Ij:ardi as a gruff, abra- . beauty of their current sustainable way of living, 
sive character, but. lie has a personable, mild-
mannered style a~d a re~dy laugh-at least, and engaging them .in fun educational activities. 
until he starts ·expounding on environmen-
tal issues. "I dqn.ot want to look over any other group. 
I just do' what I should do,"' he says modestly, whea 
asked if his NGQ is th~ most radical in Borneo. ' 

As a recent Morigabay 'article dtscusses, Hardi be
lieves in empowering local people to protect their for
ests. He estimates that COP hils saved about 45,000 
hectares of forest in this way . . Local co~munities' 
rights have been overlooked in many cases, with com
panies claiming the villagers don'.t own the lan,d be
cause they have no proof of ownership, as the 2008 
report "Losing Ground: The Human Rights Impacts 
of Oil Palm Expansion in Indonesia," by Friends of 
the'Earth et al, -documents. Meanwhile, in numerous 
cases companies have made big promises of financial 
assistance, but left villagers with nothing but hectares 
of degraded.land. Too often the government takes the 
side of big t::ompanies that violate the rights of locals 
while pollut_!ng their water with harsh chemicals. 

Corporations have tended to intimidate many 
of the people of Kalimantan. Even when · villagers 
know a company . will destroy their way of life
and livelihoqd-they may not assert their rights, 
says Mohammad Ali Daut, COP's orangutan habitat 
campaigner. The villagers know the-local officials 
often side with the corporations, refusing to recog
nize local people's land rights. But COP reaches out 
to show them they do have rights, and to focus pub
lic attention 0n the issue. 
·. Problems have sometimes arisen when companies 
claimed no one-owned the land, though indigenous 
pe~ple had been living there for generations. Anpther 
problem arises when · people split into two factions: 
those in favor of the company's presence in their vil
lage, and those ag~inst it, says IJaut. Palm oil compa- · 

· nies have sometimes made deals with the pro-compa
ny faction even i.f it held no legal power to sign away 
its land. They've also become notorious for making 
false promises, often giving villag~s nothing. 

beauty of their -current . ~ustainable way of living, and 
engaging them in fun educational activities. The" staff 
members particularly focus on the children because, 
says Daut,· "if you can ·make children happy you will 
win their parents' hearts, and so the whole people in 
the village will support you." 

. To reach the children-and the adults-COP's staff 
hold school visits and film screenings. to teach them 
about rainforest life (arid how it can so quickly be 
.destroyed). They rnight even create a new film about 
the lives of the c~ildren in . that villag·e, reinforci.ng 
the idea that each person plays a crucial role in main
taining <\sustainable way of life, says Daut. They also 
hold English classes for the children, _showing the 
people tha:t they care about them as well as the forest. 
And the children want to learn .. "When I announce 
the program one day ill .advance, children from the 
neighboring villages will cotne," Oaut says in the Tem
po article. COP teaches children English ·and educates 
them 'about environmental issues so they can make 
more empowered, sustainable decisions about their 
land and community in the future. It's not a matter of 
fighting for people or the forest-their needs are one 
and the same. 

When everyone joins together and refuses to give up 
their lano, Daut says, no one can take it from the~. 
Solidarity can oe hard to reach, but once they have it, 
they're a formidable opponent against any company. 

Hardi and his organgation aren't against palm. oil 
itself-but they believe efforts to make it more sus
t~inable have largely been a greenwashing scheme. 
Hardi sees the Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil 
(RSPO} as a charade that lets companies and buyers 
appear to be usillg more sustainable practices. Com
panies can' join the RSPO without becoming certified · 
oy the organization's standards. "Many NGOs gave up 
and collaborate with them. It is like green washi.n,g," 
he says. · · 
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·Environmental concern grew as people re
alized that helping the environment didn't 
mean giving up an income. With this self-em
powering program, "the village was the. first in 

. the Kayong · Utara regency to successfully re
fuse to give up its land to a palm oil company, 
Pak Bastarin Kask noted at the in~eting. It was 
also the first village in Kayong Utara to declare 
a managed forest (i.e., a sustainably used for
est), members noted. Forty-seven other coops 
pow exist in Kayong Utara alone. . 

The success of this cpop shows that with 
a combination of enforced regulations and 

· sustainable solutions, along with edu
cation, villages will ofteri strive to . preserve 

~- .. theif :e.pvironment. Logging is extremely hard 
COP may be one of the most outspoken ~NGOS in-· .. work, and takes a gre_at toll on people's bodies as well 

Kalimantan, but Hardi and his team certainly aren't · as their environment. Palm ojl monocultures, the way 
working alone. ·Gro,ups like Gunung Palung Orang- they're usually grown, cannot' keep producing fruit 
utan Cpnservation Program (GP<?CP) work toward indefinitely and cause major problem.s like flooding. 
the ·same cause, even if they sometimes use . differ- .Moreover, when villagers work for companies, the 
ent methods. GPOCP works in the area of Gunung companies sometimes refuse to pay them, as Andrew 
Paluilg National Park in southwest Kalimantan, an de Sousa of GPOCP says. When people realize they 
area of phenomenal biodiversity in terms of eco- have options, they're .often eager to seize them. 
systems as well as species. The mostly-In(ionesian With the growing focus on how wealthier nations 
group assists villagers with development of sustain- can help ~eveloping ones to conserve their environ
able livelihoods, so they can inake a living witho~t ment through the REDD ,carbon-trading scheme, some 
.selling the health of 'their environment, and with- conservationists have raised serious concerns that local 
out depending heavily on rich outside nations. communities are being overlooked. Grassroots NGOs 
Many communities are working toward the same like COP and GPOCP work to bring villagers' concerns 
goal through village coops, sometimes with educa- to -the forefront, believing that only wide-scale public 
tional support provided by GPOCP. In RiaiJl Berasap support can save Kalimantan's environment. What 
Jaya, Kayong Utara Regency, a village coop gathered truly helps the people, they've found, helps the for
together in the home of its leader, Pak Bastarin Kask. ests, too. "Humans and orangutans· share the same 
Members of pPOCP sat in a circle on the wooden interests," Hardi has said. By empowering humans to 
floor with the coop members, friendly banter gradu- live sustainably, these groups protect orangutans and 
ally giving way to serious discussion as everyone the countless species that share their forests . 
sipped hot tea and ate pisan 
goreng, fried bananas. Both the 
leader and the kepala desa, or vil
lage chief, volunteered that most 
of the village-including them
selves-had been _involved . with 
illegal logging for years because 
they felt they had no alternative. 
But in June 2007, after regula
tions grew stricter (at le~st tem
porarily), they formed the coop to 
support each other in developing 
sustainable local industries like 
bamboo furniture making.. The 
rnicrofinancing operation runs 
like . a bank, accepting deposits 
and lending funds for small-scale 
~entures. Fifty-one people now 
belong to the coop, 11 of whom ~.wti~~01111iiiiii-~~.&..,...,.illiiilll~~ 
are women. Center for Orangutal') Protection protests taking place, Avatar-style, against palm oil plantations 
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The world is a wild place. Even now, enshrouded in a 
crust of asphalt· and concrete, forests leveled for a besti
ary of condo~ums and golf courses, grinning missiles 
of commerce and war looming over ,fallow rivers and si
lenced fielqs: Th~. worlq is a wild place still, true to the 
process and essence Of its OWn intrinsic, inherent nature, : 
rhythmic patterns of impermanence and change mount- . 
ing waves of their own fertile heat. 

The planet is a wild,' out o.f control whole: The andent . 
Greek named this wholeness "Gaia," the daughter that 
emerges from-chaos. To tlie indigenous tribes of northern 
Europe, ·the living Earth was known as Nerthus, imaged as · 
a: sacred chariot joy and peace would follow. By any name, 
the natural world is wild: willed, directed and empowered 
by its own inner nature rather than-some outside force 
or idea. And we too are wild originally. Humans are truly, 
deeply willed. And willful. For legitimacy or compliance, · 
safety or comfort; we may try to deny our wildness, sac
rifidng our Will as we seek shelter in the expected, rote 
and tame. Ye_t in spite of all the artifice and constraint, 
we remain iilstinctual, dreaming beings who suffer in di
rect proportion to the suppression of our instincts and 
dreams. We're in~erterrestrial sensors, activated nerve 
endings extending from the Gaian ganglion into the ever 
shifting ulliverse of experience.· Whether we co~sider 
ourselves cowboys or anti-grazing activists, anarchists or 
true American patriots, we are, at our best, wil!i elements 
of this greater whole, acting out our true beings, our most 
meaningful gesture, in spite. (!f the over-regulation and 
desensitization of the order. 

Wn.o (ADJ.) l. OccURRING, GROWING, OR UVING IN A NATIJRAL · 

SfATEi NOr DOMFSTICATFD, CULTIVATFD OR TAMED. 2. A NA1URAL, UN

RESTRAINFD UFE OR SfA'ffii NA1URE. 

Wil<;lness can be described as th~ condition of oneness 
with our bodies, desires, needs, sensations, instincts and 
dreams. ,Wildness is oneness with the wild Earth, where 
there is no abstraction and no real chaos; where even tur
bwence manifests itself in purposeful patterns more akin 
to art than artifice. The fear of sexuality, of mortality of 
our natures and the naturalworld is the fear of ourselves, 

The Cure is in the reclamation of our wildness, a high-dive 
into the potent flux of natural forces, and the response
ability to act. 

The dominant paradigm, the corporatized, techno
industrial elite "new world order" must dominate every 
vestige of personal and cultural wildness in order to prop
agate its methodology of extraction and control. Theirs 
is a process of separateness: a rigid, cultivated separation 
between body and intellect, vision and. reality, self and 
planet. In order to guarantee the unimpeded dismember-· 
ment and· marketing of the natural world, the paradigm 
must consnvct and tend a perceptual schism between 
the living Earth and its ht!man constituents. We find the 
evidence of this campaign in the other, modernist defiili
tions of the word "wild"~ i'unruiy, desolate, out of control, 
extravagant, fantastic, furiously disturbed qr turbulent, 
iisky, random erratic, deviating, disorderly and disar
ranged." The definition of wilderness has gone from one 
of "uncultivated unrestrained profusion" to a "bewilder
ing wasteland."· In the real world, wilderl1ess is all there 
is; a condition of profuse nature that includes but is not 
de~errnined by populations of natural htimans. In what 
my compatriot john Trudell calls. the "shadow of the real 
world," wilderness is a sequestered preserve managed by 
the same forces destroyillg the rest of-the planet, an iso-

1 lated playground for the reqeational indulgence of an 
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increasingly privileged few. For even most "outdoor en- ture teaches: the ascendant power of preseht time and the 
thusiasts," wilderness remains 'something separate from primacy of qrrect experience. Going feral is a consdous 
the self-a place to visit rath_er than a condltion of be- and deliberate exerdse in self-realization. Voluntary prim"' 
ing. For those seeking deeper elemental contact with the itivity enhaiJ.ceS experience, connection, sense of mean
forces and spirits of nature, it's an opportunity to act out ing and purpose and joy. Nature, whether you consider 
a wildness shared and enjoyed equally by the inspirited it a result of evolution or the creation of God, teaches us 
natural landscape. Those escaping the boundaries of pro- what's most important. 
prietY and objectification are characteristically fun and · PRIMAL (ADJ.) 1. ORIGINAL, ARCHF,TYPAL. 2. OF FIRST IMPOR-
demonstrably feral. · · . TANcE; 'PRIMARY. 

FffiAL (ADJ.) 1. ExiSTING IN A. WilD, UNfAMEb STATE, ESPECIALLY, The human. spirit dies when it is tamed, and the hu-
REVERTING To suCH A STATE FROM oNE OF DOMESTICATION. 2. Coo- man spedes cabnot survive the deliberate unraveling of 
ACfERISTIC oF A WilD ANIMAL; SAVAGE. contextual nature. The sdentific community has belated~ 

To the dominant global sodety, wild means uriruly, out ly come to this realization of the full extent of biotic inter
of control and hence dangerouS. A few generations after . dependency the ways in which even the most minuscule 
·escaping into the thickets, feral hogs have turned the · · of livmg -'€o~ponents may hold the key for the health 
tables on many an un- - · - of the ·entire .,ecosystem. 
wary hunter. The feral Ultimately, dvilization's 
creatures are the ·ones war against nature is a war 
whG> have returned to against ourselves. The con-
their true nature and temporary st111ggle iri the 
their natural context, a face of the techno-industri-
freedom worth guard- al paradigm by prtrnitivists, 
ing once obtained. · activists, home schoolers, 

The dominant para- libertarians and many or-
digm labels the will- dinary dtizens is, for all its 
ful child as wild. Wild . assertiveness, an act of pres-
weeds. Don't pick up ervation: a celebration of di-
the wild cat. Beware verse life and independent 
the feral dog, the sav- thinking, of personal em-
age wolf, · the savages powe~ent and the fullest 

· of "lesser" societies. fiving of our lives. 
We can· learn so much Rational mind, govern-
about a dvilization by ment and sdence cannot 
its applied , language. cure the social or ·ecologi-
We read common ex- cal crisis, which is first and 

. pressions like "savaged foremost a crisis iri value 
by a bear,"-and witness and character. After all, it's 
people yelling at their in some ways rational · to 
kids for behaving like accept giant banking inter-
"little savages." Savage wilderness. The word is derived ests if it means more profit to us, or tp subjugate natural 
from the Middle English sauvage,from the Latin silvati- ecosystems for the "betterment" of sodety at least up un~ 
cus, "-of the woods." the point of diminishing returns, where humanity can no 

SAVAGE (ADJ.) 1. UNTOUCHFD BY CIVILIZATION, UNDOMESTICATFD, longer survive their impoverishment. Expansion iS ratio-
UNCULTIVATFD, WilD. 2. A PRIMTTIVEJ UNCIVILIZEI5 PERSON. rial, if only because dviJi?ation must continue to expand 

For the "dvilized," "primitive" has come to mean sim- or perish. The economic, sodal and political systems of 
ple, untaught, coarse, barbaric .. But to the Earth-centered the modem world cannot survive either stasis, contrac-
Seeker, it means primary! tion, or. balance. To the contrary, the natural world func-

Pru;MmvE (ADJ.) 1. OF oR PFKfAINING ro ORIGINAL STATE. 2. PRIMAL. tions perfectly with checks ~d balances, ·responding to 
lf this is our original state, the . condition of our true \ ever -changing conditions with falls as well ' as rises in 

beings unimpeached by institutionalized neurosis, influ- species populations. ln nature, any single species imping
enced but uncontrolled, then why the derogation, and ing on its fellow life forms, any one growing beyond the 
fearful Vilification of the primitive? What does sophistica- capadty of its ecosystem, imufes its own qownfall. As 
tion have to feat frotn the sin).ple, artifidallty from the au-- has been pointed out elsewhere, dvilization functions iil 
then tic, or dvilization from the savage, the primitive; the 'many ways like a cancer, eJ].dlessly expanding until it kills 
primal? It's afraid of the shift iD. perception and priorities off the host body and thus itself. 
from denial to exuberance, from schedtiled production to The only solution for the disheartening hum'an condi
spontaneity and sensation. The paradigm fears what na- tion, and for the living Earth in total, is our imminent re-. ... ' . 



wilding. Human existence a:; a continuous part of this planet 
is contingent on our return to our original nature, and our 
re-immersion and partidpation in the extended riature that 
surrounds our gilded enclaves of destruction and distraction. 

Witnessing the technpcratic juggernaut of our modem 
sodety stripping us of .oi.Ir constitutional rights and grind
ing up th~ very Earth in lront of us, ·we may be tempted to 
feel ashamed of .oursel\res for being a part of the human 
spedes, and t9 feel guilty for our complicity. Some_ feel the 
pain of the wo'uJ:lded .biosphere and dishonored human 
nature so severely.-they come to distrust the legitimacy of , 
our own kind. But wild ~nd rewilded humans are an integral 
part of the biologicql Ja~rfc. The problem is not the nature 
of humanity, but ~-abrogation of our true human nature. 
The problem isn't li.uriianity per se, but our vaulted civil . 
paradigm, the encroaching_ manifestation of a particularly 
harmful system of perception. It's not the only way we per
ceive, nor was it throughouf the past 50,000 years of history 
in social human existence: Primary human perception
the ways that-· the _<in.imals, :_our ancestors, primal peoples 
and all childrenl:>efore a certain age experience and engage 
their world~is enco_mpassing, integrative, and symbiotic. 
Original human riiirid is as magical as' the earthen energies 
it poriders and the brilliant-cascades of water that stimulate 
its receptors. It's an adjunct, an equal and ally of the human 
body housing it. Original ~d is an integral component 
of Gaian mind, of planetary ~d, and is thus free of the 
imaginary or enforced schisms between mina and matter, 
feeling and thought, creator and creation, nature and so
ciety, spirituality and activism, man and woman, human 
andhome. · · 

The sudden changes in behavior essential to our future 
and crucial to the continuation of evolution itself, can 
,oi:lly follow a change in how we perceive. The perception · 
of the world_ as live, sentient, willed and inspirited is the 
perspective of the wild. The world will be wild, no matt~r 
what we do to tame and deaden it. Ih the long run, in geo
logic time; the worst of what we can do will be erased by 
the evolutionary fruiting that will follow. The exciting op
tion is to join in that native fruition, to rejoin the dance, 
to precipitate the reinhabitation'a.nd reawakening of wild 
self, wild culture, and wild pla<;:e right now. Waking our 
talk. Being true to our beliefs, wf\atever the hell they are. 
Living_ our wildest dreams! X 

Jesse Wolf Hardin toured as an EF! Petjormer 'and inspiriteur 
throughout the first decade of the movement, appearing with the 
likes of Dana Lyons, Walkin' Jim Stoltz, John Seed and ])avid 
Brower. He coined t?'ze word "ReWilding" in 1984, one year before 
his launching of EF! Deep Ecology Medicine Sfzows. His artwork, 
poetry and over 160 articles in the EF! Journal inspired readers 
to take charge of their 'lives and act on their beliefs, bec01ning 
effective .restor,ationists, activists-, artists and litigants. He and 
his partners offer l:Jooks and online home study courses on nature 
awareness, herbal medicine, earth path shamanism and rewild- . 
ing at the Anima Lifeways & Herbal School. 
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THE BIRTH OF GRASSROOTS BIODIVERSITY GROUPS 
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AN EXCERPT FR.OM THE REBIRTH OF ENYIRDNMENTAUSM 

First!'s movement culture an.d its .critique of mod~rate 
BY DouGLAS B EVINGTON · ·.. enviroinnentalism. From this, they embraced an out-

Environmentalist activists in the late 1980S. faced a·.-~ sider strategy ;for social change whici) 'did not. depend 
choice between two paths for working on the protection :· on appealing to polltigans and avoiding controversy. 
of biodiversity . ... One path, represented by the national While the pioneers of the grassroots biodiversity groups 
organizations, provided political access, but was l_lin- were strongly influenced by Earth First!'s outsider strat
dered by compromise and constraint. The second path, egy, the new groups were distinctly different from Earth 
embodied by Earth First!, offered an unconstrained ap- First! in terms of their tactics and organization. As Todd 
proach to biodiversity advocacy, but it was not particu- Schulke, an Earth First! activist who later cofounded the 
larly influential. However some activists found a way to Center for Biological Diversity, recalled, 
transcend this dilemma by fdrining new grassroots bio
diversity protection groups. 

Grassroots biodiversity groups offered .a third path. 
unlike the national organizations, they did nof usually 
have offices in Washington DC and were not invested 
in insider politics. Unlike Earth First!, they relied on le
gal tactics, particularly litigation. Sonie examples of the 
new grassroots biodiversity groups were the Biodiversity 
Legal Foundiition, Center for Biological Di-versity, For
est Conservation Council, Forest Guardians, fieartwood, 
John Muir Project, Native Forest Network, Southern Ap-

· Here were all these people who were committed to 
the point that we were takihg great risks. And we 
realized fairly quickly how limited an influence we 
had standing on the front liries doing cijrect action. 
Not that it was completely irrelevant. But as an end 
it dipn't get us nearly what we expected it would ... So 
I think a lot of people took that passion and moved 
it into different approaches. The philosophy stayed 
the same, but the approach changed dramatically. 

palachian Biodivetsity Project, and Wild Alabama. While Earth First! in the 19~0s largely defined itself 
Not all small environ'mental organizations fit the through monkeywrenching and other forms of direct 

~odel of grassroots biodiversity protection groups de- action, the grassroots biodiversity activists explored al- · 
scribed here. for deeade,s there · temate tactics. In particular, they 
had been. some small wildemess THE POTENTIAL POWER OF THIS TACTIC found _administrative appeal~ 
protection _groups that generally BECAME APPARENT IN 1989 WHEN FEDERAL and la':"'suits t~ be powerful tools 

~~~~~s :~o=:~so~;!~ JUDGE WIWAM DWYER ISSUED HIS FIRST ,.~:~~~~~~~=~~~~ 
zations and other small groups INJUNCTION· AGAINST LOGGING 1 NATIOffA~ laws. A<ttivists found a variety of 
that limited thei}lSclves to 1oca1 . FORESTS I THE PACIIC .RTHWEST · legal tools fot challenging log-
political issues. But after 1989, - . · ••• ging and other activities that 
there was a proliferation of new grassroots biodiversity harmed biodiversity includipg applications of the Na
groups that were distinctly different from previous small tipnal Environmental Prot~ction Act, ·the Endangered 
groups. The new gioups actively engaged in shaping re- Species Act, ·and the National Forest Management Act, 
gional and nationcil environmental po.Ucies, an.d they as well as the Marine Mammal Protection Act for ocean 
took a notably more confrontationai approach to en vi- issues. Litigation became· the defining tactic of the grass-
ronmental,protection. : ' ' .roots biodiversity groups. 

This approach reflected their undedying outsider strat- At first glance, such law-abiding tact;tcs might appear 
egy. Many of the founders and early staff members of to be a rejection of Earth First!'s radicalism, but closer 
these groups had participated in Earth First! or drew in- examination ·reveals that was not the case. A successful 
spiration from its unconstrained environmental advoca: lawsuit could stop a logging project. In this regard, liti
cy. These activists had been deeply influenced by Earth gation had a similar effect to the Ea~ First!eis who sat 
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in trees; both tactics _directly blocked environmentall1 activists described their new organizations as "grass-
harmful activities . . As such, the grassrpots groups' litiga- roots" to distinguish themselves from the nationals. _In 
tion tactics were siffiilarly rooted in 'a strategy that did the context of other SOcial movements, the term II grass
not rely on trying to convince politicians to act on their roots" is often associated with mass participation, but 
behalf. · However, ~~~xe~ by the authority of the cou~s, this was not the · case for most grassroots biodiversity 
litigation could have' ah even larger and more lasting groups. nie new biodiv~rsity protection groups found 
impact than direct actiop. . · that . a small haridful of determined activists · could 

The potential power of this tactic became, readily ap- achieve signifi~ant environmental protection through 
parent in 1989 'wh~p f~deral judge William Dwyer is- litigation without having to engage in a broad mobiliza
sued his first injunction against logging in national tion of the public. Furthermo1e, _these groups had little 

. I ..... 
forests in ilie Pacific-Northwest that were home to the chance of building a large membership base through di-
imperiled northei:n spotted owl. Dwyer's injunctions rect mail because that terrain was already dominated by 
would ultimately -stop· inost old-growth logging in the the national environmental organizations. Instead,, for 

• ·~ i:_" •. . • .. 

Pacific Northwest·until1994. The success of the spotted the new groups, "grassroots" connoted that they were 
owl li~gation ~as a. key_ ips pi- rooted ill site-specific struggles 
ration for the prolif'eration of . over forest and wildlife' pr<>tec-
grassroots biodivetsi,W -groups tion and, unlike the nationcils, 
in the years that' followed. • they did not rely on an insider 

litigation was an ~ppea,ling ·strategy based on appealing to 
tactic for · the _grassroots groups politicians in Washington DC. 
because it did not necessarily re- . Because the grassmots bio-
quire extensive resources. Grass- diversity groups used laWful 
roots activistS generally_ gid not tactics, unlike Earth First!, they 
have money to pay for legal rep- were eligible to receive tax-
resentation, but they did!t't need deductible, contributions from 
to. EnVironmental laws such as grantrnaking foundations. With 
the Endangered Species Act in- this funding, the new groups 
eluded citizen suit provisions re- could now provide modest sala-
quiring the federal government ries for their founders. And as 
to pay·the fees of attorneys who they accrued litigation victories 
~uccessfully sued it for failing to arid attracted more funders, " 
enfoxce those laws. As a result, they were able to hire ti few ad-
some attorneys were willing to ditional staff members. They of-
take on biodiversity protection ten drew them from the Earth 
<;ases at no charge to the ~ctiv- First! community, employing 
ists with a reasonable hope that activists who· were talented and 
they would . 'ultimately recoup capable but who did not have 
their fees. the prof~ssional credentials, po-

i:he grassroots groups' aggres- litical connections, and insider 
sive approach to litigation was ritindset to be hired by the na-
markedly different from that of the moderat_e national · tional organizations. For the first time, a sizable number 
environmental organizations. While the nationals some- of radical activists were able to work full-time on biodi
times -filed lawsuits, they were often reluctant to pursue versity protection outside of the constraints of the mod
cases that might stir up controversy and 'upset influen- er.ate national organizations. 
tial politicians. By contrast, ·because the grassroots groups The growth of the new grassroots biodiversity groups 
did not depend on insider access to politicians to achieve . -was aided by new funding sources, Earth First!'s move-

. their goals, those groups did not need to avoid con trover- ment cUlture, and the political conditions of the 1990s. 
sy. Therefore there were abundant opportunities for the Foundation grants were crucial to the· growth of the new 
grassroots groups to take the lead in initiating litigation grassroots biodiversity groups. If the groups pad instead 
to protect fores~ or wildlif~ in situations that the national · tried to rely on fundraising through db'ect mail like the 
org~tions either overlooked or avoided as being too · . nationals,-they would have encountered daunting ob
controversial. stades. As noted earlier, direct mail requires extensive 

As grassroots activists started doing litigation to protect up-front funding. M_oreover,.the large national organiza
forests and endangered species, they created new orga- ~ons already dominated direct mall finidraising on wild
nizations as v~cles for these lawsuits.' The r1ew groups life and wildlands protection issu~. The small graSsroots · 
were initially very small with few members other than groups had little hope of competing with them on this 
the activists directly involved irr the group's work. The terrain. Foundations offered an ciltemate source of . · 
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funqing that lowered the "barriers to entry" for the new their groups. Two in particular were the J:oundation for 
grassroots groups. Deep Ecology (FDE), created by Esprit Clothing founder 
The significance offoundation funding for the growth of Doug Tompkins in 1990, and the Turner Foundation, 

the radica.J grassroots groups is ironic. Foundations have begun by media mogul Ted Turner in 1991. Galvin re
often been seen as a moderating fo~ce on adyocacy work called, ~'I would say that FDE and Ttimer at that time 
and most large foundations do not fund radical groups. were probably the two most significant players in get
However, the grassroots groups were able to at least par- ting what some people have called the 'new conserva-
tially circumvent these constraints because of new envi- tion move~ent' off the ground." ' 
ronmental funders that appeared in the late 1980s. The These foundations hired program officers who had 
late 1980s was a time when environmental issues were previously been involved with enVironmental organi
receiving a great deal of public attention, stimulated by zations that did not rely on an insider strategy. Turner 
events such as the Cherriobyl nuclear power acCident, Foundation's environmental program was directed by 
the .Exxon Valdez oil spill, accelerated loss of rainforests, Peter Bahouth, the former executive director of Green
and the discovery of a hole in the ozone layer, and cul- peace USA. Fo~ndation for Deep Ecology brought in Bill 
rninating in the twentieth anniversary of Earth Day ·in Devall and John Davis from . Earth First!. Devall was a 
19~Cl. With all of this interest in environment~~m, phil-- __ l~~ding prbpopent of deep ecology and had adminis
anthropic foundations were more likely to inc-orporqte ·: ~·tered the Earth-First! .foundation/Fund for Wild Nature. 
environmental issues into their grants programs. )oim Davis had been theJeditor of the Earth First! Journal. 

The influx of new environmental grantmakers brqught Another notable new funder bf grassroots groups was 
opportunities for funding alternate approaches within the outdoor equipment company Patagonia Inc., whose 
the environmental movement. As Peter Galvin of the environmental grant program was staffedin the second 
Center for Biological Diversity explained, half of the 1990s and early 2000s by John Sterling; Ster-

. When you think about the ne~ generation of funders 
that came online in the late '80s and early '90s, it really 
was a dramatic shift. lf you look at conservation as in
vestment, there is this sense of the big national groups 
as being these 'blue chip' groups that everybody woUld 
put their investment in. But then as new people started 
t6 come into money ... they said, 'Let's try something 
different.' And at that time, there was an explosion of . 
smaller environmental groups forming. 

In my interviews with grassroots biodiversity activists, · 
a few of the. newer environmental grantmakers were fre
quently mentioned as providing cruCial early support for 

ling had .previously worked for Earth Island Institute, 
an umbrella organization for grassroots environmental 
groups. Similar developments were evident within a few 

· of the more established environmental grantmakers as 
well. For example, the Levinson Foundation had been 
involved in the formation of Group of Ten, but in the 

' 1990s its environmental program was directed by Char
lotte Talberth, who had previously been active in an 
Earth First! offshoot called the Cathedral .Forest Action 
Group. Because of their backgrounds, these new foun
dation program officers were more likely to be support
-ive of radical activists and as a result they played crucial 
roles in fostering the development of the grassroots bio
diversity groups. 

--

While styles have changed, and the US nationalism is now an embarrassment to most, the mus.idans 
gatherings laid a cultural foundation for a generation of biodiversity activists to come. 

. ' . 



The grassroots biodiversity groups also benefited from outsider strategy. There are ongoing inducements for 
the movement· culture and community of Earth First!, outsider groups to adopt a more conventional approach 
espedally in their early years. Many of the founders of ·to sodal change, and engaging in contentious conflicts 
biodiversity protection groups were shaped by Earth e!ln b~ ·exhausting~ It is not surprising then that some 
First!'s movement :cultqre, which nurtured their use of grassroots activists became more conflict-averse over 
an outsider strategy. -'Qle Earth First! commuitity also time. Ultimately, it is only through the on-going encour
provided the training_ ground for a pool of dedicated agerrient of a radical movement culture that an outsider 
radical activists . ~hat these groups could draw from as strategy is likely to be sustained., 
they added more st~. Facets of Earth First!'s movement I 

culture aided the:grassroots biodiversity groups in other Douglas Bevington is the forest program directc;Jr for grant
ways as well. For exampl~, the Earth First! Journal was an making foundation, Environment NoW, based in California. 
important medium' for, tpese groups to share their ex- His book The Rebirth of Environmentalism was released 

. periens:es and leapi from:.each other. Before the growth . by Island Press, 2009. 
of internet-based -c<Jih,mlinications, there was no other 

compar~ble space for ~aJ.9gue'Within Three paths to biodiversity protection in the U.S. 
the envrronmental move.ment. Like- . tal · . · · 
wise, the Round . River Rendezvous envlronmen movement 
pr~vided an annual ·bpportunity· for NATIONAL 

grassroots activ.istS~.to recdnnect and ENVIRONMENTAL 
ORGANIZATIONS reaffirm their outsi.der approach. Not 

EARTH FIRST! 

all grassro~ts actiVists partidpated in Strategy_ Insider strategy Outsider strategy 

GRASSROOTS 
BIODIVERS!p 
GROUPS 

Outsider strategy 

Earth First!, .but "be!=ause most grass- .-11-ac-tl-.cs----C-o_n_v-en-t-io_na_l_ly ____ P_ire_c_t-'-a-ct-io-n-.----''--La-wfu-.-1 ra_c_t_ic-'s.~p:--art-ic-ul'-ar-ly 
roots bioQ.iv~rsity · groups did not de- . . pre5cribed forms of including "monkey'- litigation, but ~ppli~ . 
velop signific'!nt community-build- · political participation, wrenching." more extensiyely without 
ing institutions of their own, Earth particul.arly l9bbying. the political constraints 
First!'s movem. ent culture provided an Application of . of the insider strategy. 

litigation constrained 
important resource to help sustain the by the insidj r 

radical approach of the new groups in strategy. , 

the 1990s... .. Q....,.n;,.,.tt'on La b · • .......-- rge, ureaucrauc 
However, in the late 1990s and 2000s, 

No fotmal organization. 
No staff. No official 
rnem~rs. Membership 

Small formal organiza
tions with radical staff, 
often coming &om Earth 
First!, generally without 
professional credentials, 
working for very low'pay. 

Earth Firstt's influence began to fade. 
In part this shift was a result of the 
success of the new grassroots groups. 
Previously, Earth First! had been the 
sole refuge for activists who were .dis- Funding 
satisfied With moderate environmen-
talism. But as new grassroots groups 
. accumulated accomplishments during 
' the 1990s; young activists who in the 
past might have otherwise partidpat-
ed/in Earth First! instead went directly 

Movement 
into working with these groups. How- Culture 

I ever, most of the new groups did not 
build _their own radicalizing, move
ment-building institutions, and it is 
not dear whether simply working on 
timber sale appeals and ESA listing pe-
titions can have the same radicali,zing . 'Ptilitical 
effect oh a new generation of activists Conditions 
as partidpation in Earth First! did for 
the previous generation. Likewise, by 
the early 2000s; the founders of these 
groups were less likely to attend the 
Earth First! Rendezvous or read the 
Earth First! fournal on a regular basis. 
f!aving a background in Earth First! 
does not guarantee life-long use of .an · 

organizations, 
centered around a 
professional staff. 

Very large budgets. 
Membership donations 
obtained through 
direct mail solicita· 
tions are a primary 
funding source. 

' defined through 
parti<jipation. 

Scant resources. 
Ineligible for founda
tion grants. Some 

. funding from sales 
of the Earth First! 
Journal and non·tax· 
deductible donations. 

Limited funding, 
primarily coming from 
grantmaki.ng foundatio~, 
particularly maverick new 
funders' whose staff have 
roots in environmental 
groups that use an out· 
sider Strategy. 

,. 
· Diminished movement 

culture. Membeni have 
little or no direct 
involvement with the 
organiia.tion, while 
staff are increasingly 
motivated-by 

Radical movement influenced by the 
culture of music, radical movement culture 
art, and philosophy. . of Earth First!, but most 
Community built groups do not develop 
through national gath· significant community· 
erings and open dia- · building institutions of 
Iogue in the ·Earth their own. . 

careeris~. , . Fiml ]ourno!. 

Early development Develops out of 
during a time when disappointment with 
environmentalism is · shortco'mings of envi~ 
a nonpartisan issue. . ronmental protection 
Insider organizations during the Carter 
become inCreasingly administration, fat-
tied to the Democratic - lowed by concerns 
Party amid the ascen- over the threat posed 
clancy of an antienvi· by the antienviron
ronmental wing of the · mental wtpg of the 
Republican Party. Republican Party 

under Reagan. 

The electiot;~ of Clinton 
creates conditions under 
which grassrootS groups 
are better• able to distin· 
g_uish themselves &om 
the nationals, though 
.tho5e differences subse
quently become more 
muted during the George 
W. Bush administration. . . . ~ 
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"Congratulations for service on the 
frontlines of the environmental protection 
movement. 1-lappehatchee Eco Spiritual 
Center welcomes you in joining the fight to 
preserve the South Florida ecosystem with 
its swamps , rivers, sloughs. and marshes. 
Our remaining wildlife desperately needs 
a champion." -Sincerely, · 

Ellen W. Peterson, President 
WWW .HAPPEHATCHEECENTER.ORG 
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BY ]EFFREY STCLAIR 

Consider the case of Jumbo the Elephant, 'the world's 
most fampus animal. Captured in eastern Africa in 

1865, Jumbo would become the star attractio.n of P.T. Bar
nums' Circus. Jumbo earned millions for his owners, but he 
was treated abysmally for most of his brief life. The giant 
pachyderm was confined to a .small compartment with a. 
concrete floor that damaged his feet and caused his joints 
to become arthritic. He was trained .using unspeakably bru
tal methods, he was shackled in leg-chain~, jabbed with a 
lance, beaten with ax handles, drugged and ,fed beer to the 
point of intoxication. He was endlessly shipped back-and
forth across the country on the <:4cus train and made to 
perform two shows a day, six days a week. At the age of 24 
Jumbo was finally fed ·up. He could tolerate it no more. On 
a September night in Ontario, JumbO and his siqekick, the 
small elephant called Thorn Thumb, broke free from their 
handlers and wandered away fr6nr the tent and towards 
the train tracks. AsY.T. Barnum later told the story, Jumbo 
pushed his pal Thorn Thumb safely off the tracks and tried 
to ram an oncoming train. After Jumbo died an autopsy ·. -· 
was performed. He stomach contents revealed numerous 
metallic objects that he had been fed over the years, includ
ing ~eys,, screws, bolts, pennies and nickel-his reward for 
entertaining hundreds of thousands of people. 

Tatiana the Tiger; confined for-years in a small enclosure 

at the San Frandsco Zoo, finally reached her limit after be
ing tormented by three teenaged boys on Christmas day 
2006. She leapt the twelve-foot high wall, snatched one 
of the lads in her paws and eviscerated him. She stalked 
the wo grounds for the next half-hour, by-passing many 
other visitors, until she tracked down the two other cul
prits and mauled them both pefore being gunned down 
by police: 

There is Ken the Orangutan wbo pelted an intrusive 
TV news crew with his own shit from his enclosure at the 
San Diego Zoo. 

Moe · the Chimpanzee, an unpaid Hollywood actor 
who, when he wasn't working, was locked in a tiny cage 

· in West Covina. Moe made multiple escapes and fiercely 
resisted his recapture. He bit four people and punched 
at least one police officer. After his escape, he was sent 
off to a miserable confinement at a dreary place called 
Jungle Exotics. Moe ~scaped again, this time into ):he 
San Bernadino Mountains, where he's never been heard 
from since. 

Speaking of Hollywood, let's toast the memory of Bud
dha the Orangutan (aka Clyde), who co-_starred with 
Cliilt Eastwood in the movie Every Which Way But Loose. 
On the s~t, Buddha sirnyly stopped working one day. He 
refused to perform his :silly routines any more and 

. his trainer repeatedly clubbed him in the head with 
a' ·hard cane in front of the crew. One day near the 



end of filming Buddha, like that dog in Racine's play; 
snatched some doughnuts from a table on the set. The 
ape was seized by his irate keeper,. till<.en back to hls cage 
and beaten to death with an ax handle. Buddha's narp.e 
was not listed in the film's credits. 

Tyke· the El_ephant was captured in the savannahs of 
. Zimbabwe and shipped to the United States to work in 
a traveling circus, .where she was routinely disciplined 
with a sharp hook called an ankus. After 20 ye;us of cap
tivity and torture, Tyke reached her tipping point one 
day in Honolulu. During the elephant routine under 
the Big Top, Tyke made her break. She smashed through 
the r~ilings of the ring and dashed for the exits. She 
chased after circus clowns and handlers, over-turned 
cars, busted through a gate and ran onto the 6treets of 
Honolulu. She wc;ts gunned down, while still wearing 
her rhinestone tiara. 

Then there is the story of Tilikum the orca. When he 
was two, Tilikum was rudely seized from the frigid waters 
of the North Atlantic off the coast of Iceland. The young 

-1\iller whale was shipped to Vancouver Island, where~he 

w~ forced to perform tricks at an aquatic theme park 
called Sealand. Tilikum was also pressed into service as a 
sttid, siring numerous calves for exploitation by his cap- · 
tors. Tilikuin shared his small tank with two other orcas, 
Nootka and Haida. In February 1991, the whales' female 
trainer slipped and fell into the tank. The whales wasted 

no time. The woman was grabbed, submerged repeatedly, 
and tossed back and forth between the three whales until · 
she drowne<:f. At the time of the killing, Haida was pregnant ' 
with a calf sired by Tilikum 

·Eight years later, a 27-year-old man broke into the aquat-
ic park, stripped off his clothes and jumped into the tank 
wit)::l Tilikum. The orca seized the man, bit him sharply and 
flung him around. He was found floating dead in the pool 
the next ,moming. The authorities claimed the man died of •. 
hypothermia. . 

In 20l0, mum was a star attraction at sea,World in Or
lando. During an event called "Dining With Shamu," Ti
likurn snatched his trainer, Dawn Brancheau, and dragged 
her into the paol; where, in front of horrified patrons, he 
pinned her tQ ~e bottom until she drowned to death. The 
whale had delivered his third urgent message. 

Tilikum is the Nat Turner of tht! captives of Sea World. 
He has struck co.urageous blows against jhe enslavement 
of wild creatures .. Now it is yp to us to act on his thrust for 
liberation and, build a global movement to smash forever 
these aquatic gulags from the. face of the Earth. 

Jeffrey St. Clair is co-editor of CounterPuncn and author 
of Been ,Brown So Long It Looks Like Green to Me: the 
Politics of Nature, and Born Under a Bad Sky: Notes From 
the Dark Side of the Earth. He lives in Oregon. 
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It's been thirty years since a gaqg of environmentalists calling themselves Earth 
First! hiked up a mountain in New Mexico set on their first action ever: constructing 

a monument to Apache chief Victorio for leading a raid in 1880 on the Cooney mjning 
camp. This heralded the first action of a nascent environmental rpovement. Since that 
moment, Earth First! has stood for both ·environmental causes and indigenous solidarity. 

On December 10, 2010, the Earth First! Journal received a letter from someone claiming 
to be Jack Cooney, great grandson. of James C. Cooney (of the -cooney.mining ~amp); 
insisting that we remove the ~'monument to murd~r and anger". It's nice to know that the 
initial action in the name of Earth Firstns still ruffling feathers. 

You have just finished readingthe second' edition of the 30th Anniversary of the Earth First! 
Journal. As you've likely noticed, we're in the process of redefining ourselves. We've moved to 
Florida arid we're now putting this publication out quarterly, along with a newslett~r that is 
released between Journals and available for free 'downioad at our daily news~re website. It's 
a tough time for independent media and culture. Many publications are being swallowed by 
the Internet and movements, in general, are suffering the reality of pacifying technologies. 
·we're trying to keep up without getting sucked in and we've survived thus far because of our 
read~rs and supporters. So stick with us. We still have inuch to do! . . ' . ' 

.For the Wild., 
Earth .First! Journal Collective 
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